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1Abstract
Repeated scanning of subjects is commonplace in clinical and research positron
emission tomography (PET), either for the assessment of physiological change,
or to provide complementary information from distinct biological processes. In
many of these cases, the intrinsically noisy nature of PET data can hinder the
interpretation of images, or necessitate the use of higher radioactive doses.
Despite the existence of common information between repeated PET scans,
they are typically reconstructed individually, representing a sub-optimal use
of the available data. This thesis proposes and evaluates methods of transfer-
ring information between these multi-dataset PET images during the image
reconstruction process, in order to improve the quality of the resulting images.
Two approaches for sharing information are investigated, simultaneous recon-
struction for longitudinal imaging and guided reconstruction for multi-tracer
imaging.
For the simultaneous case, longitudinal datasets are coupled in the image
reconstruction optimisation problem by using difference-image priors, thereby
encouraging desired characteristics of the resulting difference images. This ap-
proach was applied to longitudinal PET imaging for tumour monitoring, show-
ing reduced image noise and lower reconstruction errors compared to standard
image reconstruction methods. Importantly, these methods denoise in the dif-
ference image domain, thereby providing longitudinal images that exhibit noise
levels comparable to standard PET images reconstructed with higher levels of
counts. In general, using the proposed methods to reconstruct S scans results
in noise levels similar to those usually achieved by using traditional recon-
struction methods with datasets containing S times the number of counts.
Experimental results demonstrated how changing the characteristics encour-
aged in difference images can affect the reconstruction of tumour regions in the
resulting PET images, highlighting the need for application-specific selection
and validation of difference-image priors.
For multi-tracer PET imaging, guided reconstruction was proposed as a
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method of transferring information from high quality PET images to lower
quality images. Inspired by the literature on anatomically guided PET image
reconstruction, a weighted quadratic penalty was applied to [18F]-fluorodeoxy-
glucose (FDG)/[11C]-methionine imaging of brain tumours. Image structure
information was extracted from the [18F]-FDG images and embedded into the
reconstruction of the [11C]-methionine images. Guiding [11C]-methionine image
reconstruction with [18F]-FDG information in this way led to edge-preserving
noise reduction in the [11C]-methionine images compared to standard recon-
struction methods. Furthermore, guiding reconstructions using [18F]-FDG im-
ages was observed to outperform anatomically guided PET image reconstruc-
tion in some regions. These results suggest that multi-tracer PET imaging
could benefit from the use of guided image reconstruction methods, with many
possible applications for the utilisation of the guided approach.
Overall, this thesis demonstrates the principle of sharing information be-
tween PET images during reconstruction, showing improved image quality
when applied to specific contexts. Future work remains in further assessment
of the proposed methods in clinical contexts, and testing of the methods in
other related areas of multi-dataset PET imaging.
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Chapter 1:
Introduction to PET Imaging
and the Uses of Multi-Dataset
PET
1.1 Introduction to PET Imaging
Positron emission tomography (PET) is an emission tomography (ET) medical
imaging modality that is used to map the distribution of radioactively labelled
molecules in vivo. By incorporating positron emitting radionuclides into bio-
logically active molecules, various biochemical and physiological processes can
be targeted for observation and quantification. In general, PET is highly sen-
sitive to small quantities of radioactivity, able to detect activity concentrations
within the body down to the picomolar scale [1]. This high sensitivity allows
trace quantities of radioactivity to be observed, avoiding perturbation of the
biological systems under consideration.
When the radioactively labelled tracer (or radiotracer) is introduced into
the body, most commonly by intravenous injection, the anatomical region to
be imaged is positioned within the scanner, which for PET typically consists
of a set of static rings of radiation detector elements. Over the scan duration,
numerous radioactive events are recorded in these detector systems, which
allow a map, or image, of radioactivity concentration to be produced by a
process known as image reconstruction. These images usually have units of
13
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activity per unit volume (Bq·ml−1). From these values, the semi-quantitative
measure known as the standardised uptake value (SUV) can be calculated, as
given by [2]:
SUV = a(d/w) (1.1)
where a is the observed activity concentration, d is the decay-corrected injected
activity and w is the weight of the subject being scanned. The unit of SUV
is g·ml−1. SUVs allow for improved inter-scan and inter-subject comparison
of biological activity compared to radioactivity concentration, which depends,
among other things, on injected activity levels and the size of the subject.
The most common clinical application of PET imaging is in oncology. Tu-
mours often have considerably different functional and/or metabolic character-
istics compared to healthy tissue, making direct observation of these processes
via PET imaging a valuable tool. In particular, tumours typically exhibit high
levels of glucose metabolism, which they require to proliferate and maintain
growth [3]. For this reason, the most commonly used PET radiotracer for
oncology purposes is fluorine-18 (18F) labelled fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) [4].
FDG is imported into cells from the blood supply by glucose transporters.
Once within cells, FDG is phosphorylated by the hexokinase enzyme. At this
stage, normal glucose is then further metabolised to produce energy for the
cell, but FDG becomes trapped, remaining in the cell for a prolonged period
of time. By labelling FDG with 18F and performing imaging after a sufficient
time interval, the majority of the remaining [18F]-FDG is expected to be dis-
tributed according to glucose metabolism throughout the body. Tissues that
use high levels of glucose (for example cancer cells) exhibit a higher activ-
ity concentration, corresponding to high intensity regions in the reconstructed
PET images.
Despite its wide usage in oncology, [18F]-FDG has the disadvantage of being
non-tumour-specific. Inflammation, fat, muscle, and cortical tissue can all
exhibit high [18F]-FDG uptake, potentially leading to false positives in cancer
detection [5–10]. Furthermore, some cancerous tissues exhibit normal levels of
glucose metabolism, and so could be missed using [18F]-FDG imaging [6, 11].
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For these reasons, alternative oncology PET radiotracers have been developed,
targeting a wide range of biological processes [12–15]. Among the most widely
used of these alternative PET radiotracers are those based on protein synthesis
and transport, for example carbon-11 labelled methionine ([11C]-methionine)
[16–18], 18F-labelled thymidine [19,20], or 18F-labelled tyrosine [21–23]. Other
popular alternative PET radiotracers include 18F-labelled sodium fluoride for
detection of bone metastases [24] and 11C- or 18F- labelled choline for the
detection and staging of prostate cancer [25].
PET has also been widely used for brain imaging. Due to the high glu-
cose metabolism of healthy cerebral grey matter, [18F]-FDG PET has been
used to explore cerebral metabolic activity in neurodegenerative diseases such
as Alzheimer’s disease and dementia [26–28]. In addition, since β-amyloid
accumulation in the brain is known to be an indicator of Alzheimer’s dis-
ease [29, 30], there has been recent development of β-amyloid targeting PET
radiotracers such as the 11C-labelled Pittsburgh compound B (PiB) [31, 32],
[18F]-florbetapir [33] and [18F]-florbetaben [34]. This is a particularly active
area of research given the growing prevalence and impact of such diseases in
the developed world [35].
Another established use of PET in brain imaging is in the study of receptor-
ligand systems within the brain, for example in the dopamine receptor sys-
tem [36–38]. PET is a popular tool for such studies due to a) the previously
mentioned high sensitivity of PET, which allows observation of the system
without perturbation; b) the large range of PET radiotracers available for tar-
geting different receptor-ligand systems [39]; and c) the quantitative nature
of PET, which allows for in vivo calculation of parameters of interest such as
binding potentials, rate constants, and volumes of distribution [40].
Finally, there has been an increased interest in using PET for cardiovascular
imaging, where the most common objective is to assess myocardial perfusion
and/or myocardial viability, both for non-invasive diagnosis of coronary artery
disease and prior to performing re-vascularisation therapy following infarction
or ischemia [41,42]. [18F]-FDG is widely used as a cardiac PET radiotracer for
myocardial viability, due to the high glucose metabolism of myocardial tissue.
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Rubidium-82 (82Rb), oxygen-15 (15O) labelled water, and nitrogen-13 (13N)
labelled ammonia are the most common perfusion tracers for cardiac PET [42,
43]. Novel radiotracers that target specific mechanism of cardiovascular disease
have recently been developed. For instance, 18F-labelled sodium fluoride has
been used for the imaging of coronary artery plaques, targeting the growth of
micro-calcifications that occur within atherosclerotic plaques [44–46].
1.2 Multi-Dataset PET
In many applications there is a need to collate information from multiple PET
scans to obtain information that it is not possible to observe with a single
scan. This repeated observation using PET is referred to as multi-dataset
PET in this thesis. There are two broad categories of multi-dataset PET: the
observation of changes in one aspect of physiology using repeated PET scans
with a single radiotracer, and the use of more than one radiotracer to obtain
complementary information from different physiological processes, known as
multi-tracer PET.
1.2.1 Detection and Quantification of Change in PET
Observing or measuring the variation of a specific biological process through-
out time is an important use of PET imaging. These contexts can further be
categorised as either ‘longitudinal’, where scans are separated by a period of
time in which the biological system is left to evolve naturally, and ‘sequen-
tial’, in which scans are repeated in quick succession following an artificially
introduced stimulus designed to affect the physiology under examination. The
following is a brief review of areas where longitudinal and sequential PET ex-
aminations are used, with a particular focus the longitudinal assessment of
treatment response in oncology.
Longitudinal PET imaging is an important tool for the study of neurode-
generative diseases. Throughout the onset of diseases such as Alzheimer’s
disease there are changes in the functional behaviour of the brain. For exam-
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ple, it has been demonstrated that there is a reduction in grey matter glucose
metabolism that correlates with worsening Alzheimer’s disease [27]. In ad-
dition, as mentioned in Section 1.1, there are other radiotracers that have
been designed to image more specific markers of neurodegeneration, such as
[11C]-PiB for amyloid levels, which are known to change early in the onset
of Alzheimer’s disease [30]. These amyloid levels can be imaged longitudi-
nally [47] to observe neurodegeneration, and have been shown to correlate
with the reduction in glucose metabolism [48]. Furthermore, measurement of
amyloid levels by PET imaging after treatment may provide early feedback
about the efficacy of that treatment [49].
PET can also be used to measure short-term changes in brain activity in-
duced deliberately, for example using visual stimuli [50], behavioural tasks [51],
pain administration [52], music [53], or psychoactive drugs [54,55]. One of the
common targets for such studies is the dopaminergic pathway, which is impor-
tant in many brain disorders [51, 52, 56, 57]. Quantitative measurement of the
effect of psychoactive drugs on brain function in terms of biological parameters
of interest allows an improved understanding of the underlying mechanisms of
such disorders, and can inform the design of future treatments. Note that al-
though these methods are often performed in a single scanning session they can
be considered as multi-dataset PET insofar as they comprise multiple observa-
tions/data acquisitions that are independently processed and then compared.
In these cases, statistical parametric mapping methods are often employed to
perform analysis of the changes observed. These methods use rigorous statis-
tical methods and voxel-level hypothesis testing to determine which areas of
the brain have changed significantly between sequential scans based on mul-
tiple observations (subjects and/or experiment repetitions) [58]. This allows
the localisation and quantification of statistically significant changes to be per-
formed.
Another application of multi-dataset PET is the assessment of myocardial
perfusion under rest and stress conditions, using perfusion radiotracers such
82Rb, [15O]-water, or [13N]-ammonia. In coronary artery disease, myocardial
blood flow can be reduced regionally under stress conditions, with the magni-
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tude of stress-induced defect related to the severity of pathology [43]. Stress
can be induced by the use of exercise regimes [59, 60] or, more commonly,
pharmacologically via the administration of adenosine [61]. In these protocols,
patients can be scanned in any order (i.e. stress followed by rest [43], or vice
versa [42]), with a time interval between scans of ∼10 min. Similarly to the
cases mentioned above, these rest and stress datasets are usually reconstructed
independently and then compared.
Nonetheless, one of the most important examples of the use of longitudi-
nal PET is in cancer imaging, where the response or progression of a tumour
during or after treatment is often of high interest [62]. Whilst in clinical con-
texts the recommended measure of the response or progression of a tumour to
therapy has been tumour size as measured using x-ray computed tomography
(CT) [63], PET has proven to be a valuable alternative due to the fact that
functional changes often precede anatomical ones [64]. This potential earlier
assessment of treatment efficacy allows quicker identification of responders and
non-responders [65–67], facilitating enhanced patient management by adapt-
ing treatment where appropriate [68]. Observation of longitudinal changes in
tumours is also useful for assessing the effectiveness of new biomarkers in re-
flecting tumour response [69]. Longitudinal PET studies have been performed
for various cancer treatments, such as chemotherapy [70–72], radiotherapy [73],
and immunotherapy [74]. In studies where PET has been used for assessing
oncology treatment response, the number of scans that are performed varies
greatly, ranging typically from two to five scans [66, 67, 73], up to more than
ten in some specific studies [74].
In these studies, assessment of change is usually quantified by the change in
SUV measured within a tumour, reflecting the clinical standard for reporting
on individual PET images. There are however a number of ways to calculate
tumour SUVs, differentiated by the set of voxels that are aggregated and the
method used to calculate a single representative SUV [2]. Studies have used
many methods, including the mean SUV in a region-of-interest (ROI) with a
pre-defined shape (e.g. a spherical) [65,71,75–77], the mean in an isocontour-
defined ROI [78], the mean in a manually delineated tumour ROI [72], and
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the maximum recorded SUV within the tumour [70, 79, 80]. Another method
that has been proposed is the use of SUV peak values calculated by finding the
mean SUV in a standardised ROI centred at the maximum SUV voxel [64]. The
use of differing ROIs for SUV measurement has been shown to dramatically
affect quantification in treatment response PET scans [81], a fact attributed to
tumour heterogeneity and varying levels of robustness to variations in image
quality.
Less commonly, tumour response may be quantified with PET in terms
of the change of the underlying biochemical parameters such as enzymatic
kinetic rates [66,72,82–85]. Using such measures in place of semi-quantitative
SUVs is more representative of the underlying biological processes than SUV
measures. However, these methods require prolonged scan times to sample
the radioactivity distribution through time, generally precluding them from
clinical settings where patient comfort and throughput are key considerations.
Recent research has proposed more advanced methods for assessing the
longitudinal change in tumour activity based on PET scans, using advanced
image processing techniques. Such methods include the classification of indi-
vidual voxels into distinct groups of change (e.g. response, stable, progres-
sion) [86–90] and advanced metrics of tumour change calculated using all rele-
vant voxels directly rather than using aggregated values like SUV [91]. Figure
1.1 shows an example of one such method [86], where green voxels in the
parametric response image (Figure 1.1(c)) indicate voxels determined to have
responded postively to treatment. However, these techniques require accurate
alignment of the follow-up and baseline images, particularly in methods where
change is calculated on the voxel-level. For this reason methodologies for eval-
uating the suitability of image registration methods for voxel-level analysis of
longitudinal PET changes are important [92].
1.2.2 Multi-Tracer PET
In addition to multi-dataset PET for the repeat observation of specific bio-
chemical processes, PET can also be repeated to obtain complementary infor-
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Figure 1.1: Example of tumour response as observed with PET imaging us-
ing voxel-wise SUV changes, overlaid on anatomical CT images. The baseline
tumour activity, indicated with arrows in (a), reduced in the follow-up exami-
nation (b). The regions of change can be visualised separately (c). This figure
is an adaptation of a figure originally published in Necib et al. ‘Detection
and Characterization of Tumor Changes in 18F-FDG PET Patient Monitoring
Using Parametric Imaging’. J Nucl Med. 2011;52:354-361 [86] c© SNMMI.
mation about different processes by using multiple radiotracers (multi-tracer
PET). The simplest way to perform multi-tracer PET is to perform separate
scans for each radiotracer. In this case the scans can be performed as normal,
with the only necessary consideration being the possibility of contamination of
acquired data with signal arising from previously administered radiotracers, an
issue that can be addressed by using shorter lived radiotracers in earlier scans,
allowing shorter time intervals between the scans. In contrast, simultaneous
multi-tracer PET is more challenging due to the difficulty in separating the
signals from different radiotracers, a topic of ongoing research [93–97].
Multi-tracer PET is of interest in oncology, where different cancer phe-
notypes may be discernible based on their characteristics as observed using
multiple PET radiotracers. For example, in the imaging of brain tumours,
the complementary information obtained from PET images using [18F]-FDG
for glucose metabolism imaging and a protein synthesis/transport radiotracer
such as [11C]-methionine can improve the detection and grading of malignant
gliomas [17, 98]. Other suggested applications in oncology include the use of
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complementary information from [18F]-FDG, [11C]-acetate, and [18F]- or [11C]-
labelled choline for evaluation of prostate cancer [99], and [18F]-FDG and [11C]-
acetate for liver cancer [100].
Multi-tracer PET is also of potential importance in brain imaging due
to the interconnected nature of biochemical pathways within the brain. For
example, as mentioned above, both glucose metabolism and amyloid load are
of interest in the monitoring of neurodegeneration [48]. In brain activation
studies, there is sometimes interest in observing brain perfusion using [15O]-
water and glucose metabolism with [18F]-FDG [95]. Another example is the
observation of glucose metabolism and dopaminergic pathways via the use
of [18F]-FDG and [11C]-raclopride in the differential diagnosis of Parkinson’s
disease, progressive supranuclear palsy, and multiple system atrophy [96]. One
final example of multi-tracer brain PET is the observation of the the glutamate
and dopamine receptor systems, an area of importance in various neurological
conditions [101,102].
1.3 Motivation and Plan of this Thesis
As outlined above, there are many contexts in which subjects are scanned
multiple times using PET imaging, whether to observe longitudinal variations
of pathological physiology, changes in physiology due to deliberately induced
stimuli, or complementary physiological processes using different PET radio-
tracers. In all of these cases, since the scan subject remains the same, some
level of the information contained within the scans is redundant. Nonethe-
less, the conventional approach for processing and reconstructing images from
these datasets is to reconstruct each image separately, neglecting to account
for the common information contained within the images. Therefore, there
is an opportunity to improve such multi-dataset PET images by transferring
information between scans during the image reconstruction process. Such a
transfer of information between image reconstruction problems has been ex-
plored before in the past in other medical imaging contexts (see Section 2.4),
but to the best of the author’s knowledge such methods have not previously
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been applied to multi-dataset PET.
This thesis proposes image reconstruction methods that take advantage of
this similarity between longitudinal and multi-tracer PET images, and evalu-
ates the performance of these methods using simulation studies and real data
experiments. There are two main approaches to the multi-dataset PET image
reconstruction problem that are proposed in this thesis: simultaneous recon-
struction of longitudinal oncology treatment response scans, and guided image
reconstruction of multi-tracer PET images. In the simultaneous reconstruc-
tion case, longitudinal images are reconstructed jointly, allowing information
to be shared between all images during the reconstruction. In the multi-tracer
guided reconstruction case, one radiotracer image is reconstructed, and in-
formation extracted from that image is introduced into the reconstruction of
another radiotracer image. The organisation of this thesis is as follows.
Chapter 2 describes the physical processes and technical considerations of
PET data acquisition, and provides the theory behind statistical PET image
reconstruction, including methods for incorporating prior expectations into the
image reconstruction problem. Related work in multi-dataset image recon-
struction in other contexts is then reviewed to motivate the methods proposed
in this thesis.
Chapter 3 proposes a method of performing the simultaneous reconstruc-
tion of pairs of longitudinal oncology treatment response PET images that
takes advantage of the expected sparse nature of the resulting difference im-
ages. By using penalised PET image reconstruction methods that encourage
sparsity in the difference image domain, PET data is effectively shared between
the two scans, allowing for improved image quality. Two forms of the sparsity-
encouraging penalty are presented, and the performance of these methods was
evaluated using 2D simulation studies and experiments using inserted lesions
in 3D real datasets.
Chapter 4 generalises the methods proposed in Chapter 3, by expanding
the image reconstruction problem to include an arbitrary number of longitu-
dinal scans, including a factor to correct for the varying activity levels across
longitudinal images, and accounting for misalignment between scans. Further-
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more, two alternatives to the sparsity-encouraging penalty are proposed that
a) encourage difference images with low entropy, and b) encourage the forma-
tion of difference images with sparse spatial gradients. 2D simulation studies
were performed to assess the performance of the competing penalty terms in
both two- and five- scan cases. A two-scan clinical data case study was carried
out to explore the performance of the methods in a real data situation.
Chapter 5 focuses on guided multi-tracer image reconstruction, exploring
the use of [18F]-FDG images to guide the reconstruction of [11C]-methionine
images in brain oncology. The a priori similarity between image voxels is cal-
culated based on the [18F]-FDG image using patch-based measures, and this
information is included in the [11C]-methionine image reconstruction process.
Two competing methods for including this information are used, consisting
of a penalised reconstruction approach and a post-reconstruction guided fil-
ter. The results of 3D simulation studies that explore the effect of a series of
hyperparameters on the quality of reconstructed images are presented. The
proposed method is then applied to a real [18F]-FDG/[11C]-methionine data
case.
Chapters 6 and 7 then discuss the contributions of this thesis in the context
of the wider literature on PET image reconstruction and multi-dataset image
reconstruction methods, suggest possible areas for future work, and make con-
cluding remarks on the work presented in this thesis.
Chapter 2:
PET Data Acquisition and Image
Reconstruction
This Chapter describes the physical processes involved in PET data acqui-
sition, an overview of the processing of PET data, and the formulation and
solution of the statistical PET image reconstruction problem. Related work in
the area of multi-dataset image reconstruction is then reviewed. This Chapter
provides the framework in which the image reconstruction methods proposed
in this thesis are defined.
2.1 PET Data Acquisition
Inside the body, a radionuclide attached to a PET tracer molecule will undergo
radioactive decay by emitting a positron (as well as an undetectable neutrino).
This positron travels a small distance inside the surrounding tissue (Figure
2.1(a)), with the expected distance dependent upon the original energy of the
positron and the properties of the tissue. For example, positrons produced
by 18F have a root mean square range in water of 0.23 mm, and for 11C the
corresponding value is 0.39 mm [103,104]. At the end of its path, the positron
interacts with an electron in the tissue by annihilation, producing two back-
to-back 511 keV photons according to Einstein’s well-known E = mc2 (Figure
2.1(b)). By placing the patient inside the ring (or multiple rings) of radiation
detectors that form a PET scanner, these two high-energy photons can be
observed (Figure 2.1(c)), tracing a line-of-response (LOR) that contains the
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position of the decay event. This LOR can be characterised by its distance
r and angle θ relative to a Cartesian axis. The observed event is recorded
by adding a count to the appropriate bin in a discretised r, θ space (Figure
2.1(d)). By observing and recording millions of such counts, a PET dataset
is built up over a time period that typically ranges from a few minutes up
to an hour. Such PET datasets are known as ‘sinograms’, since placing a
point source emitter at an arbitrary position inside a PET scanner results in
a sinusoidal trace in the data. The principle is readily extendible to 3D PET
imaging, by concatenating detector rings to form a cylindrical bore, and to 4D
PET by performing additional temporal binning.
Due to the finite speed of light, when the original radioactive decay site is
not at the midpoint of the LOR there is a non-zero time interval between the
arrival of each of the 511 keV photons. This delay depends on the diameter of
the PET detector ring, and for conventional PET scanners is on the nanosecond
scale. Therefore, in order to detect coincidences, a time interval is required
so that if a second photon is detected within the interval τ from an initial
detection, the two are considered to have resulted from the same radioactive
decay event. The LOR connecting the two detections is then calculated, and
the event is binned into sinogram space as mentioned above.
In fact, if detectors of a suitable timing resolution are used, the observed
events can also be binned according to the delay between the arrivals of each
photon, restricting the segment of the LOR along which the original decay
would be expected to have occurred. The use of such delay-binned data is
known as time-of-flight PET [105], and although the remainder of this work
considers only non-time-of-flight PET, many of the ideas and methods pre-
sented here are extendible to the time-of-flight case.
As described above, the simplest form of non-time-of-flight PET data is the
sinogram (or a set of sinograms in 3D acquisitions), which records just the num-
ber of counts recorded in each r, θ bin throughout the acquisition. Nonetheless,
other PET data formats are available, representing different levels of process-
ing of the data. The most raw form of PET data consists of time-stamped
single photon detections within the individual detector elements, along with






Figure 2.1: Principle of PET imaging. (a) The tracer radionuclide emits a
positron (β+ particle), which travels an effective distance of Rpositron from the
decay site along a random path, determined by its interactions with other
matter. (b) At the end of this path, the positron meets an electron (e−)
and the two particles annihilate, producing two back-to-back 511 keV photons
(γ). (c) When the patient is placed in scanner comprising a ring of radiation
detectors, these photons can be observed from signals recorded in a pair of
detectors (shaded blocks). This coincidence detection is characterised by its
line of response (LOR), parameterised by its observed angle (θ) and distance
(r) relative to a Cartesian axis (dashed lines). (d) The detected coincidence is
then recorded by adding a count to the corresponding location in the discre-
tised ‘sinogram’ space. A typical PET acquisition involves the observation of
millions of counts per 2D slice. Note that while this description applies specif-
ically to 2D static PET, an analogous process applies to 3D and dynamic
PET.
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spatial information about the photon-detector interaction if this is available.
The next level is list-mode data, which contains a time-stamped list of all
recorded coincidences, i.e. a list of all pairs of single photon detections that
occurred within the coincidence timing window τ for each detector pair combi-
nation. Above this is sinogram PET data, where the coincidences contained in
list-mode data are aggregated over a time period, resulting in a simple list of
number of observed coincidences for every detector pair. Dynamic PET, which
aims to achieve a temporal resolution of PET data, can use either list-mode
data or a time-series of sinograms produced by binning list-mode data into a
set of time-frames of arbitrary duration.
2.1.1 Degrading Effects in PET Imaging
There are a number of physical processes that occur during PET data acquisi-
tion that degrade the data via incorrect observation of counts or by introduc-
ing uncertainties into the locations of decay events. These processes result in
degradation of PET image quality if not compensated for, affecting image con-
trast, noise levels and quantitative accuracy. The following description briefly
reviews these effects, but a more complete discussion can be found in [104] and
in references below.
Photon Attenuation As with any photons travelling through matter, some of
the high-energy annihilation photons in PET are attenuated, for example by
the tissue of the patient being scanned. The probability of attenuation per
unit length of photon path is known as the linear attenuation coefficient, and
is dependent on the atomic number of the attenuating material and the energy
of the photon in question. Typical linear attenuation coefficients encountered
in PET imaging range from ∼ 0 cm−1 for air, through 0.096 cm−1 for water,
and 0.172 cm−1 for bone [106]. Attenuated photons manifest in PET data
as a lowering of recorded counts along a given LOR in accordance with the
total linear attenuation coefficient of that LOR (Figure 2.2(a)). Since anni-
hilation photons produced at the centre of the patient must traverse more
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Figure 2.2: (a) Attenuated photons (red cross) prevent the detection of a
radioactive decay event, lowering the rate of recorded counts in accordance
with the attenuating properties of the patient/object in the field-of-view. (b)
When photons undergo Compton scattering within the patient, an incorrect
LOR can be assigned to the recorded coincidence (dashed line). (c) Detection
of two photons from two separate positron emission events within the time
window can result in incorrect LOR assignment (dashed line). Here is shown
the case where one of each of the pairs of photons is attenuated, but random
coincidences are also observed from unattenuated photons when the activity
within the field-of-view is sufficiently high, or when one of a pair of photons
does not interact with a detector.
highly-attenuating matter before leaving the body, they are attenuated pro-
portionally more than photons produced near the edge of the patient, causing
the characteristic appearance of non-attenuation-corrected PET images, with
reduced counts from within the body and a ‘hot-skin’ effect [107]. To mitigate
the effects of attenuation and to produce quantitative PET images, a map
of attenuation coefficients throughout the field-of-view can be produced via a
range of methods [106,108–114], and used to correct the PET images, either by
correcting the data before reconstruction or by inclusion in the reconstruction
process.
Scattered Coincidences One component of attenuation is scatter, whereby the
direction of travel of a photon is changed and its energy reduced. In PET
imaging this can cause the misplacement of a recorded LOR relative to the
site of the original radioactive decay (Figure 2.2(b)). A proportion of scattered
photon coincidences (also known as ‘scatters’) can be effectively ignored in the
data acquisition process by using energy windowing methods, and there exist
many methods of estimating the remaining counts contribution from scatters
[115]. These detected scatters can be considered as an additive background
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term contributing to the measured data (see Section 2.2.2), and so can be
either pre-corrected prior to image reconstruction, or incorporated into the
image reconstruction process.
Random Coincidences Due to the non-zero coincidence timing window τ re-
quired to record decay events that occur away from the centre of the field-
of-view, it is possible that photons from two different decay events may be
erroneously recorded as a single coincidence detection. Figure 2.2(c) shows
the case where an accidental coincidence arises due to the attenuation of one
photon from each of a near-simultaneous pair of decays, but in general these
so-called ‘random’ coincidences (also known simply as ‘randoms’) can occur in
any situation, with the probability of occurrence increasing quadratically with
the activity level within the field-of-view. These random coincidences gener-
ally contribute an approximately uniform additive background to the measured
sinogram data, since the directions of each of the photons are uncorrelated,
thereby triggering each pair of detectors with equal probability (ignoring other
effects like attenuation). As such, randoms can be corrected similarly to scat-
ters, either via data pre-correction, or by inclusion in the image reconstruction
algorithm.
Resolution Degradation and Limitations Spatial resolution in PET is limited
by a number of factors of varying importance that depend on positron physics
and detector limitations. The first is the movement of positrons within the tis-
sue surrounding the decay event site prior to annihilation (Figure 2.3(a)) [116].
Since positrons are ejected from nuclei with a non-zero amount of energy, they
can travel away from the emission site before annihilating with an electron.
The expected value of this distance depends on both the nuclear structure
of the emitting radionuclide in question, and on the properties of the sur-
rounding tissue. The direction of positron movement is isotropic in a uniform
medium under normal conditions (positrons in high magnetic fields such as
those encountered in magnetic resonance imaging can be restricted in their
movements), resulting in a corresponding isotropic point spread function (PSF)











Figure 2.3: Causes of resolution degradation in PET imaging, often occur-
ring due to misplaced recorded LORs (dashed lines). (a) Positron-electron
annihilation rarely takes place in the exact location of the radioactive decay
event due to the positron energy at the time of emission. The expected range
of positron transit prior to annihilation (which is dependent on the radionu-
clide in question) causes a displacement in the recorded LOR for that recorded
pair of photons. (b) At the point of annihilation, the positron-electron pair
may have a non-zero momentum, causing acollinearity of the produced pho-
tons, displacing the observed LOR. (c) The finite width of detectors can lead
to spatially distinct decay events being recorded as having occurred along the
same LOR. (d) Other detector effects can further degrade resolution, for exam-
ple: (i) depth-of-interaction effects where photons are not detected in the first
detector along their path, or (ii) photon scattering within a detector element,
resulting in an incorrect detector recording the photon.
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due solely to positron range.
Another common resolution degradation effect is that of photon acollinear-
ity. When the positron-electron pair possesses a non-zero total linear mo-
mentum prior to annihilation, the produced photons do not occur collinearly.
Instead they get slightly deflected (with a range of about ±0.25◦ [104]) and
travel in different directions, potentially causing incorrect LOR assignment as
shown in Figure 2.3(b).
The third common cause of degraded PET image resolution is the physical
width and spatial resolution of the detector elements (Figure 2.3(c)). Two
decay events may be spatially separated and yet still be recorded as occurring
along the same LOR. Note that while some detectors perform spatial locali-
sation of the detection point within the detector element (e.g. [117]), there is
always a minimum resolution of the position of LORs due to the uncertainty
associated with this position estimation. In this way, all PET systems possess
a spatial resolution component based on the detector geometry.
Beyond these fundamental resolution-degrading effects, detector materials
can also further degrade resolution via insufficient stopping power allowing
photons to pass through one detector element into another, or by allowing
inter-detector scattering (Figure 2.3(d)). Both of these effects cause LORs
to be misplaced, further degrading the intrinsic spatial resolution of the PET
scanner.
PET image resolution is generally spatially variant as a result of all of these
effects, with the highest resolution achieved in the centre of the field-of-view.
Resolution effects can be corrected in a post-reconstruction manner, but more
commonly are incorporated into the reconstruction algorithm [118]. Using res-
olution recovery methods such as these can produce sharper images, although
quantification of such images can be affected by the presence of ringing arte-
facts [118].
Normalisation The overall sensitivity of a PET scanner refers to the propor-
tion of true radioactive decays that it is able to detect, beyond the effects of
attenuation. All PET scanners exhibit variations in sensitivity, both spatially
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Figure 2.4: Considering the cross-section through a cylindrical PET scanner,
it is apparent that the solid angle coverage (grey shaded area) is greater for a
point source positioned in the centre of the axial field-of-view (i) compared to
an identical point source placed close to the edge of the axial field-of-view (ii).
This means that a greater proportion of emitted annihilation photon pairs are
detected from the centre of the axial field-of-view, causing a spatially varying
sensitivity that must be accounted for to produce quantitative PET images.
throughout the field-of-view and temporally [119, 120]. These variations arise
from several distinct effects that are briefly described below. The process of
correcting for these sensitivity variations is known as normalisation correction.
The geometric sensitivity of a scanner is the spatial variation in sensitivity
due to the geometry of the gantry. In current clinical PET scanners this
variation is strongest in the axial direction, where the solid angle coverage for
a point source at the axial centre is much higher than for a point positioned
at the edge of the axial field-of-view (Figure 2.4) [104, p. 333].
Another source of spatially varying sensitivity is variations in the efficien-
cies of the detectors that comprise the scanner [120]. Due to differing quantum
efficiencies or photomultiplier gain levels, pairs of detectors will have unique
values for the proportion of incident annihilation photons that are detected.
This effect causes a spatial variation in sensitivity that is scanner-specific and
time-dependent, requiring regular quality control scans to re-evaluate the per-
formance of each detector element. In extreme cases, a detector element may
fail completely, rendering a set of LORs as unobservable in the sinogram. A
related sensitivity variation is due to the arrangement of detector elements;
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it is common for there to be gaps between detector elements due to physical
hardware limitations. In practice, these gaps act like failed detector elements,
causing a spatially varying sensitivity that can be incorporated into the time-
invariant geometric sensitivity.
Finally, sensitivity can vary temporally due to dead-time [121]. Dead-time
refers to the time period after a detection during which a detector is unable
to record further photons due to hardware limitations. There are two types
of dead-time: paralysable and non-paralysable. Paralysable dead-time occurs
when the arrival of a second photon within the dead-time resets the recovery
time, for example by producing more scintillation photons in the crystal that
must be cleared before the next annihilation photon can be observed. Non-
paralysable dead-time, conversely, is a fixed amount of time between observable
photons, independent of the arrival of any more during the dead-time period.
Correcting for dead-time is difficult, since it cannot be known a priori when
dead-time leads to unobserved coincidences. However, there are methods for
estimating proportional losses due to dead-time and incorporating these as
another normalisation component [120].
The total effect of these spatially and temporally varying sensitivity effects
is to reduce the number of recorded coincidences non-uniformly throughout
the field-of-view. Assuming that the proportion of unobserved counts can be
estimated for each sinogram bin, normalisation sinograms which account for
these losses can be produced.
2.2 Formulation of the Statistical PET Image Re-
construction Problem
Statistical PET image reconstruction refers to the production of PET images
from acquired data using statistically derived objective functions that seek
to find a set of image parameters that best explain the measured data. The
statistical reconstruction approach can be contrasted to analytic approaches,
which seek to invert the mathematical transformations that link the image
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and data domains. The most widely used analytic PET image reconstruction
method is filtered backprojection (FBP), which is based on the inverse Radon
transform (see Section 2.2.2 for details), and its 3D implementations [122–125].
This thesis focuses on statistical PET image reconstruction due to its well-
known advantages in accurate system modelling and its flexibility to include
a wide range of noise models.
2.2.1 Image Reconstruction as an Inverse Problem
The reconstruction of images from PET data is an inverse problem where there
exists an I-dimensional vectorised measured data m (e.g. the measured sino-
gram) from which the spatio-temporal distribution of a set of parameters is to
be estimated. Although the physical object in the scanner consists of a con-
tinuous spatio-temporal distribution of parameters, it is usual to discretise the
image reconstruction problem to estimate a J-dimensional parameter vector θ
that is linked to the continuous distribution as detailed below. In general, a
model that links these discretised parameters of interest to the data/sinogram
domain is known a priori such that
q(θ) = g(θ), (2.1)
where q is the expected data vector given the input parameters θ and g(·) is
the model between domains. The inverse problem can then be defined with
the aim of finding the optimal set of parameters θˆ, such that
θˆ = arg min
θ
d(m, q(θ)), (2.2)
where d(·, ·) is some measure of the distance or divergence between two vectors.
The problem defined by Equations 2.1 and 2.2 represents the most general
inverse problem, allowing q to be non-linear in θ.
In PET imaging, the model g(·) can be split into two components: a tomo-
graphic component h(·) and a component that maps the parameters of interest
into a spatial distribution of radioactivity concentration at a given time. To
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keep the parameters of interest general, the spatio-temporally continuous dis-
tribution of radioactivity concentration, f(x, y, z, t), is denoted as a function
of the parameters of interest such that f(θ) def= f(x, y, z, t;θ), where the spatio-
temporal coordinates are omitted for clarity.
Given the previous definition, the full model can be written as:
q = S(h(f(θ))), (2.3)
where h is a function that maps between the image and data domains (the
tomographic model) and S is a sampling operator to produce a discretised
data vector.
2.2.2 Image Representation and the Tomographic Model
Image Representation In order to solve the image reconstruction problem de-
fined by Equations 2.1 and 2.2, the parameters of interest that are to be es-
timated must be chosen, and a suitable model between these parameters and
the continuous radioactivity distribution defined. The most common choice
is for θ to represent the intensities of a set of equally-sized, non-overlapping




θjrect(x− xj, y − yj, z − zj, t− tj), (2.4)
where xj, yj, zj and tj are the spatio-temporal coordinates of the voxel whose
intensity is θj, J is the number of voxels in the image, and rect(x, y, z, t) is a
rectangular function of fixed spatio-temporal extent, selected to provide non-
overlapping, abutting voxels.
Of course, one can use any model linking the parameters of interest to the
continuous radioactive distribution. The fundamental characteristic of any
such model is whether or not the model is linear in θj. When this is the
case, the set of functions that are multiplied by θ can be referred to as ‘basis
functions’. Equation 2.4 represents a linear model where the parameters are
multiplied by a spatially invariant basis function, but in general one can define
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Figure 2.5: Applicability of the Radon transform to 2D PET imaging. The
count rate observed for the LOR, L, characterised by r, θ, is given by the
line integral of recorded counts produced by each of the displayed radioactive
events. Each one of these events contributes an equal amount to the total
value of m(r, θ), ignoring the effects of attenuation and finite detector size.




θjBj(x, y, z, t). (2.5)
The choice of basis functions can affect the convergence of reconstruction algo-
rithms depending on their orthogonality. Note that the voxel basis functions
in Equation 2.4 are orthogonal.
Non-linear models between θ and f(θ) are less common, and are generally
only used in dynamic reconstruction contexts due to the inherent non-linearity
between parameters such as binding potential and image intensity [126]. This
thesis considers only linear models, due to both their simplicity for implemen-
tation, and for their widespread applicability to static PET image reconstruc-
tion. Furthermore, within this work all image models are based on spatially
invariant, isotropic voxels as demonstrated by Equation 2.4, unless otherwise
noted.
The Tomographic Model Once the relationship between the parameters of in-
terest and the spatio-temporal radioactivity distribution is established, the
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tomographic model, h(·), must also be defined. The foundation for the 2D
tomographic model is the Radon transform, which relates the spatial distri-
bution of an observable quantity with the ‘projections’ measured as integrals
of that quantity in sets of parallel lines [127]. The applicability of the Radon
transform in 2D PET imaging is demonstrated in Figure 2.5. It can be seen
that any β+-emitting decays that occur along a given LOR contribute equally
to the total counts measured in the corresponding sinogram bin (ignoring res-
olution degrading effects). This is in agreement with the Radon transform,





where L denotes the LOR indicated by a particular r, θ pairing and q(r, θ) is
the continuous version of the expected data. An analogous transform exists
for the 3D case, known as the 3D x-ray transform [124].
When considering discrete expected sinogram data, q, and a voxel-intensity
parameter model as given by Equation 2.4, the x-ray transform (in any number





where X is the discrete x-ray transform matrix in which each element Xij
denotes the proportional contribution to the counts in sinogram bin i from
image voxel j. The simplest model is to set Xij = 1 for all voxels which
intersect the LOR at all. More advanced methods that take account of the
size of the intersection are more typical in PET modelling, such as Siddon’s
algorithm [128].
In general though, the x-ray transform alone is not sufficient to fully model
the PET acquisition process due to photon attenuation and spatially varying
sensitivity. These effects can be included in the tomographic model relatively
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Here Ai represents the fraction of unattenuated photon pairs that reach the
detector rings along LOR i, andNi represents the proportion of incident photon
pairs that are detected in sinogram bin i.
As described above, other effects alter the number of counts recorded in
each sinogram bin, such as randoms, scatters, and resolution degradation.
These can also be included in the tomographic model, with randoms and scat-





AiNiXijθj + bi. (2.9)
To model the various resolution degrading effects listed in Section 2.1.1,
each one may be introduced separately into the model in the appropriate po-
sition. For example, positron range occurs in image space and inter-detector
scatter occurs in sinogram space [118]. Nonetheless, it is common to aggregate
all of these resolution degrading effects into a single equivalent image space







Hjlθl + bi. (2.10)
where the matrix H contains the (potentially spatially variant) PSF model.
Overall, whatever effects are included, the tomographic model of PET data
arising from a discrete, spatially isotropic voxel grid of intensities θ can be




Pijθj + bi. (2.11)
Here Pij denotes the total probability of a radioactive decay in voxel j be-
ing detected in the detector pair i, including the effects of scanner geometry,
attenuation, normalisation, and resolution degradation. This matrix P that
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includes all of the required effects is known as the system matrix.
The linearity of this model in θj is important in the following sections
where a derivation of a reconstruction algorithm is considered. It is important
to note that this linearity is in fact an assumption; at high counts levels, due
to dead-time effects and the finite coincidence timing window τ , the output
qi stops being linear in θj, and at higher count levels the scanner system can
fully saturate [130].
2.2.3 The Maximum Likelihood Objective Function
As shown above, PET data acquisition is fundamentally a counting process;
the number of coincidences observed during the scan duration for sinogram
bin i is what constitutes the measured data mi. If the counts observed in
each bin are assumed to be independent variables, mi can be described as
Poisson-distributed according to:
mi ∼ Poisson(λi), (2.12)
where λi is the underlying mean number of counts per bin.
Noting the Poisson-distributed nature of measured PET data allows the
definition of the likelihood of an image estimate θ giving rise to the observed
data m. Although alternative distributions have been proposed in the lit-
erature (e.g. [131–133]), this thesis considers only the Poisson noise model.
Nonetheless, the methods presented in this thesis can be extended to the case
of alternative noise models.
Let Pr(mi|qi) denote the probability of observing mi coincidences in sino-
gram bin i when the expected number of counts is qi. Since mi is a Poisson-





Under the assumption that the observation of counts in each bin is an
independent random process, the total probability of observing m given q is
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Given that the expected data q is a function of the parameters of interest
θ according to Equation 2.1, θ can be substituted into Equation 2.14 to give
Pr(m|θ). The likelihood of a parameter vector θ giving rise to the measured
data, L(θ|m), is then defined as equal to Pr(m|θ).
When considering the standard, spatially invariant voxel image represen-
tation given in Equation 2.4, the linear tomographic model given in Equation
2.11 can be used to relate θ to q. This leads to the following expression for
















Maximum likelihood (ML) reconstruction methods aim to find the param-
eters θ that maximise this likelihood, thereby providing image estimates that
best explain the measured data. In practice, the logarithm of Equation 2.15 is
taken, in order to simplify the derivation of iterative reconstruction algorithms.
This yields the Poisson log-likelihood objective function for ML reconstruction,
ΦML(θ|m), which forms the foundation of clinically used PET image recon-
struction algorithms, given by:










Pijθj − bi − ln(mi!)
 . (2.16)
The set of parameters that maximise this objective function together make
up the ML solution, denoted θML. Note that this objective function is concave
and equivalent to the negative Kullback-Leibler divergence [134]. Methods for
estimating θML are discussed in Section 2.3.
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2.2.4 Maximum A Posteriori and Penalised Maximum
Likelihood Objective Functions
As opposed to the maximum likelihood objective function defined in Section
2.2.3, an alternative objective function can be defined using Bayesian statistics.
According to the well-known Bayes’ Theorem, the posterior probability of θ
given m is given by:
Pr(θ|m) = Pr(m|θ) Pr(θ)Pr(m) , (2.17)
where Pr(θ) is the probability of the scanned object corresponding to the
parameter vector θ, and Pr(m) is the probability of a measured data vector
m occurring. Since m are observed outcomes, Pr(m) = 1. Considering a
known (or assumed) probability distribution of θ, known as the prior, the
posterior Pr(θ|m) is therefore given by:
Pr(θ|m) = Pr(m|θ) Pr(θ). (2.18)
Assuming that Pr(θ) takes the form
Pr(θ) = Ce−βU(θ), (2.19)
where U(θ) is some function of θ and C is a normalising factor to bring the
















Taking the logarithm of this posterior yields the log-posterior objective
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Pijθj − bi − ln(mi!)

− βU(θ) + C.
(2.21)
Ignoring the constant C, this is equivalent to:
ΦMAP(θ|m) = ΦML(θ|m)− βU(θ). (2.22)
In this form, it is clear that the MAP objective function can be considered
a penalised maximum likelihood (PML) objective function resulting from the
addition of a general penalty term U(θ) onto Equation 2.16. Whilst strictly
speaking priors are a subset of penalties insofar as not all penalties will nec-
essarily satisfy the conditions required to define a true prior distribution of θ,
the PET image reconstruction literature tends to use the terms ‘maximum a
posteriori’ and ‘penalised maximum likelihood’, and ‘prior’ and ‘penalty’ in-
terchangeably. The two terms are used interchangeably in this thesis to reflect
this common usage. Note that intuitively speaking, the ML case presented
in Section 2.2.3 corresponds to the MAP case where all images θ are a priori
considered equally probable.
One particularly important family of penalties for MAP image reconstruc-
tion in PET is the Markov random field (MRF) penalties. These penalties
encourage local smoothness by ensuring that neighbouring voxels do not differ








whereNj is the set of voxel indices that make up a neighbourhood around voxel
j, wjk are a set of coupling weights between voxel j and each of its neighbours
k, and ψ(θj, θk) is usually a symmetric function that provides a high penalty
contribution for neighbouring voxel pairs that are expected to be similar in
intensity.
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Typical examples of MRF penalties include the quadratic penalty, where
ψquad(θj, θk) = (θj − θk)2 [135] or `1-based total variational (TV) penalties,
such as ψTV(θj, θk) = |θj − θk|. This latter penalty has received attention in
the context of PET image reconstruction due to its favourable edge-preserving
properties [136–140]. However, the strict TV penalty is not continuously dif-
ferentiable, which complicates the solving of the optimisation problem. For
this reason, smooth versions of the TV penalty have been proposed, including
the Huber prior [141], the Lange prior [142], the log-cosh prior [143], and the
hyperbolic prior [136, 144]. In general these methods provide a ψ(θj, θk) that
is proportional to (θj − θk)2 for θj − θk < ε and proportional to |θj − θk| for
θj − θk > ε, where ε is an arbitrary cut-off point.
2.3 Solution of the Statistical PET Image Recon-
struction Problem
Once the objective function has been defined, a method to find the values of
θ that optimise it must be selected. The most common PET image recon-
struction algorithms are based on the principle of expectation-maximisation
(EM). Compared to other methods, EM algorithms as used in PET image
reconstruction are easier to implement, are more well-adapted to the Poisson
log-likelihood objective function, and automatically enforce the non-negativity
constraint that exists in PET imaging. For these reasons, this work focuses on
EM-based reconstruction methods. Nonetheless, reflecting the wide range of
algorithms available in the field of optimisation, there are a variety of methods
that have been applied to PET image reconstruction, including conjugate gra-
dient methods [145], iterative coordinate descent [146] and more recently more
advanced methods such as primal-dual [147], Bregman [148], and alternating
direction [139,140] methods, and hybrid methods defined specifically for PET
image reconstruction (e.g. [137]).
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2.3.1 Expectation-Maximisation Algorithms
The maximum likelihood estimate of θ, denoted θML, is the set of parameters
for which the objective function ΦML(θ|m) is at a maximum, i.e. at which the













is the partial derivative of the objective function with respect to














Since setting this equation equal to zero and rearranging to give a closed-
form expression for θj is not possible, iterative methods are employed to find
θML.
The most common iterative algorithm for finding θML is the EM algorithm,
which was proposed by Shepp and Vardi [149] and Lange and Carson [150] in
the 1980s. The resulting algorithm is known as maximum likelihood EM, or
MLEM. The EM algorithm can be defined or derived in multiple ways, but
in the most common interpretation it uses an unknown set of ‘complete data’,
zij, representing the number of emissions from each voxel j detected in each
sinogram bin i. This allows the definition of a two-step process for updating
the voxel intensities as follows:
In step 1 the expectation of the complete data, z¯ij, is calculated, based on











Explicitly, it is assumed that both m and θ(ν) are known, and the value of z¯
that is consistent with both is calculated.
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In step 2, the complete data version of the Poisson log-likelihood is max-
imised according to:






[z¯ijln(Pijθj)− Pijθj − ln(z¯ij!)] . (2.27)
In contrast to directly maximising Equation 2.15, the solution of Equation
2.27 is possible due to the introduction of the complete data, which ensures
mathematical tractability. By differentiating and setting to zero, the updated
































Note that the MLEM update as usually implemented is multiplicative, in con-
trast to the additive gradient-based methods more typical in iterative optimi-
sation algorithms, although MLEM is expressible as a scaled gradient ascent
method [134]. MLEM is guaranteed to converge to the ML estimate given
enough iterations, and enforces physically possible non-negative images if ini-
tialised with a non-negative image.
EM can also be employed to solve the PML/MAP problem, which also does
not allow for a direct solution. The expectation step of EM for MAP problems
(MAPEM) is identical to that given in Equation 2.26, but the maximisation
step is altered by the existence of the penalty term in the objective function.
Concretely, the surrogate objective function becomes:
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Pij − β ∂U
∂θj
= 0 (2.31)
The image update is then the value of θ that satisfies Equation 2.31. It is
clear that the ability to find a solution depends on the form of U(θ). For some
choices of U(θ), Equation 2.31 is directly solvable, as it is for the MLEM case
described above. In the case of MRF-priors as described above, the spatial
relationships between voxels generally renders Equation 2.31 intractable.
One method of dealing with the mathematical intractability of Equation
2.31 for differentiable penalties is the ‘one-step-late’ (OSL) approach proposed
by Green [143, 151], whereby it is assumed that the gradient at the unknown




































As can be seen, this update formula is similar to the MLEM update in Equation
2.29, and so is simple to implement as long as the gradient of the penalty is
known. Due to its simplicity, it is one of the most common algorithms used
for penalised PET image reconstruction and is included in STIR (Software
for Tomographic Image Reconstruction), one of the most popular open-source
PET image reconstruction software packages available [152].
The OSL-MAPEM method does, however, have disadvantages that offset
its simplicity. Firstly, the approximation in Equation 2.32 means that the
update in 2.33 is not actually solving the maximisation problem of Equation
2.22, which means that OSL-MAPEM is not guaranteed to converge as MLEM
is. Secondly, if β is too large, image estimates can become negative using OSL-
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MAPEM, an issue that is not possible when using MLEM.
An alternative method for performing MAPEM is to find a surrogate for
U(θ) that allows a closed form solution to be found [153]. For quadratic MRF






wjk (θj − θk)2 , (2.34)










2θj − θ(ν)j − θ(ν)k
)2
. (2.35)
Substituting this surrogate penalty in place of U(θ) in Equation 2.30 and



















































Note that 2.37 includes an image space smoothing step, and B(ν)j is propor-
tional to the MLEM update in Equation 2.29.
2.4 Related Work in Longitudinal and Multi-
Dataset Image Reconstruction
The aim of this thesis is to propose methods of sharing information between
PET scans during the reconstruction process with a particular focus on oncol-
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ogy treatment response studies and sequential multi-tracer PET scans. While
these areas remain largely neglected in the PET image reconstruction liter-
ature, there are a number of related approaches in multi-dataset image re-
construction that informed the methodologies proposed in this thesis. This
Section briefly reviews these methods.
2.4.1 Anatomically Guided PET Image Reconstruction
In ET reconstruction, the idea of improving images by incorporating informa-
tion from a complementary imaging modality has existed for many years [155].
This area is related to anatomically based partial volume correction [156,157],
but also includes the case where anatomical information is used for noise re-
duction. Many of the early approaches for anatomically guided ET image re-
construction used segmentations or edge maps of the anatomical images (also
known as prior images) in order to define edges over which smoothing should
not be applied [135, 158–164]. One of the simplest formulations for this ap-






wjk (θj − θk)2 , (2.40)
where the weights wjk can be set based on the a priori presence of an anatom-
ical edge between voxels j and k [135,162,163]. Non-quadratic functionals can
also be used in place of the quadratic [160]. An alternative related formulation
is to introduce the concept of ‘line-sites’, a set of binary parameters that de-
fine the existence or non-existence of an edge between two voxels [158,159]. In
these methods, the line-site parameters are also to be estimated during the re-
construction, unlike the weighted quadratic penalty, where weights are usually
held fixed throughout the reconstruction. Anatomical guidance can be used to
constrain the construction of these line-sites in the reconstruction [158,159].
Beyond using anatomical segmentations to define edge-based penalties,
other methods have used segmentations of anatomical images to define region-
based statistical models to serve as priors [160, 165–168]. In these priors, a
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statistical model is created for each region (e.g. a Gaussian distribution for
grey matter voxels), and the penalty term is the deviation of reconstructed
image voxel values from their assumed regional distributions. These methods
can either perform the PET image segmentation during the reconstruction,
with the aid of anatomical segmentations [165], or they can rely entirely on
the anatomical segmentations (e.g. [166]). The performance of these meth-
ods is dependent on the quality of the anatomical segmentations, the assumed
regional intensity distributions and the methods of estimating regional distri-
bution parameters.
A segmentation-free anatomically guided reconstruction was proposed by
Bowsher [169], in which the weights for a quadratic penalty (Equation 2.40)
were set directly from MR voxel intensities. In the original method, using the
MR image, the B voxels with the closest intensities to voxel j were selected
from a local search window. The corresponding weights wjk were then set to 1
to encourage smoothing, and all other wjk were set to 0. This method of setting
weights removes the need for segmentation or edge-detection of anatomical
images, and has been used and modified in various guises in the anatomically
guided ET reconstruction literature [147,168,170–172].
Another option for segmentation-free anatomical guidance using local im-
age structure is to promote joint edges in the ET and anatomical images
[144,147,173], for example by using the parallel level sets approach [147,173].
In a rather unique work, Ardekani et al [134] performed inter-iteration MR-
guided filtering, before using the resultant image as a prior in a manner remi-
niscent of the region-based statistical priors mentioned above.
An alternative paradigm for segmentation-free anatomically guided ET im-
age reconstruction is to use information theoretic priors such as joint entropy
and mutual information [168, 174–179]. In these cases, the prior is defined in
terms of the joint probability density function (PDF) of the ET image and the
anatomical image. These methods have the advantage of acting directly on
the anatomical image voxel values, requiring no processing or calculation of
weights. On the other hand, when used alone, mutual information and joint
entropy priors do not acknowledge the spatial relationships between voxels, i.e.
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any reordering of voxels in both the ET and the anatomical image will yield the
same penalty value. This can be addressed by including a spatial prior along-
side the information theoretic prior [176], or by using feature vectors designed
to reflect spatial structure in the prior calculation [175,178,179].
All of the above-mentioned methods apply anatomical guidance in a PML
or MAP framework. A different approach to including side information into
PET image reconstruction problems, known as the kernel method or kernelised
EM (KEM), was recently proposed [180] and has since been widely investigated
as a method for including MR information in PET image reconstruction [181–
186]. Despite its widely used name, KEM is actually the standard MLEM
algorithm applied to a re-parameterised image reconstruction problem defined
by using the kernel trick from machine learning [180]. The KEM method can





k ), k ∈ Sj
0, otherwise
(2.41)
where fK(·, ·) is a kernel function which effectively quantifies the similarity
between two vectors; fpriorj is a feature vector extracted from the source of
prior information, corresponding to voxel j in the target ET image; and Sj is
some subset of voxels in the ET image. A common choice for fK is the radial
Gaussian function given by [180]:
fK(fpriorj ,f
prior
k ) = exp
−
∥∥∥fpriorj − fpriork ∥∥∥22
2σ2
, (2.42)
where σ is a scaling parameter that can also be used to adjust the strength of
similarity values. The PET image to be estimated is then modelled as:
θ = Kα, (2.43)
where the vector α is a set of coefficients that control the contribution to
the final image θ from each column of the kernel matrix. In this sense, the
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kernel method is a basis function approach that groups similar voxels together
in the reconstruction based on their similarity in the prior image. Since θ is
linear in α, and the measured data q is linear in θ, the overall system model
(c.f. Equation 2.11) is linear in the parameters of interest. Therefore, the
coefficients α can be estimated using the MLEM algorithm [180] with only
minor modifications.
The inclusion of the subsets Sj in the kernel matrix calculation in Equation
2.41 performs sparsification on the kernel matrix in order to 1) reduce the
computational burden of the method, and 2) reduce the effect of inaccurate
similarity measurements from suboptimal choices of features or kernel function.
Some common examples of sparsification subsets include k-nearest neighbours,
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is the set of k-nearest neighbours to fpriorj in feature space,
d(·, ·) is any distance function, and ε is a distance threshold. Note that Equa-
tions 2.44a and 2.44b give a fixed number of non-zero kernel matrix values
for each voxel, whereas Equation 2.44c gives an adaptive number of non-zero
kernel elements.
Another area in which the dichotomy between PML/MAP methods and
re-parameterisation is apparent is in the reconstruction of PET images using
anatomically derived dictionaries [187,188]. In the first case, Chen et al [187]
used a MAP approach to incorporate a CT-based patch dictionary, penalising
images that could not be expressed as a sparse collection of dictionary patches.
On the other hand, Tahaei and Reader [188] explicitly modelled PET images
as a weighted combination of their dictionary patches, regularising the results
with a sparsity constraint. In general, it remains an open question as to
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whether MAP-based methods or re-parameterisation approaches are superior,
and in which situations.
An alternative to including anatomical information during the reconstruc-
tion at all is to include the information post-reconstruction. In theory, it is
possible to include almost any reconstruction prior in a post-reconstruction
approach by replacing L(θ|m) with L(θ|θML), i.e. by replacing the mea-
sured data with the ML image estimate in the log-likelihood (and adapting
the likelihood function accordingly) [189]. Including priors in such a post-
reconstruction approach has the advantage of lower computational burden, but
is suboptimal unless the noise is correctly accounted for [182, 189]. Nonethe-
less, including anatomical information via post-processing has received interest
in recent years, especially with the introduction of the non-local means (NLM)
filter. The NLM filter is a shift-variant filter that was introduced in the context














where C is a normalising factor, σ is a shape parameter, and fj represents
a patch centred on voxel j, rearranged as a vector. In essence, the NLM
filter in this form quantifies the similarity between two pixels in terms of the
Euclidean distance between their local patch vectors, and uses these similarities
as spatially variant weights in a weighted average filter. In its application to
the denoising of natural images, patches are used to alleviate the effects of
noise and to consider local structure when calculating similarity. While this
original implementation of NLM filtering has applications in ET [191], an
important possibility raised is in incorporating anatomical information into a
NLM filtering in PET by including a NLM filter derived from the anatomical
image. One method to do this is to modulate a PET-based NLM filter by a
binary value based on voxel variation in the anatomical image [192]. A more
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∥∥∥fpriorj − fpriork ∥∥∥22
2σ2
, (2.47)
where fpriorj is the patch extracted from voxel j in the anatomical image. This
filter can be used on its own (as in [180] in a dynamic PET context), or
combined with the original ET-based NLM filter to provide a single spatially
variant filter for post-reconstruction denoising of ET images [193].
It is worth noting that there are strong similarities between the kernel
method, NLM filtering with side information, and Bowsher or other weighted
quadratic penalties. Indeed, Wang and Qi [180] used their kernel matrix di-
rectly as a guiding NLM filter, which is possible since both matrices essentially
contain the same information about the similarity between voxels in the guid-
ing image. Indeed, as originally presented in Equations 2.42 and 2.47, the two
are defined with the same kernel; the only difference being the sparsification
step included in kernel EM that can easily be extended to the NLM filter.
Furthermore, the relationship between NLM filters and weights in a guided
MAP reconstruction has also been noted, with Nguyen et al referring to their
weighted quadratic method as ‘non-local regularisation’ [170].
2.4.2 Prior Image Constrained Image Reconstruction for
X-ray CT
Prior images have also been incorporated into x-ray CT reconstruction through
various techniques in recent years. One of the first such methods was the
prior image constrained compressed sensing (PICCS) technique [194], which
attempts to find domains in which the target image is sparse to enable im-
proved undersampled image recovery according to the principles of compressed
sensing [195, 196]. In its originally proposed form, PICCS is formulated as a
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constrained optimisation problem defined by




∥∥∥Ψ1(θ − θprior)∥∥∥1 + (1− α) ‖Ψ2θ‖1] ,
s. t. Pθ = m,
(2.48)
where θprior denotes the prior image, Ψ1 and Ψ2 denote sparsifying transforms,
and ‖·‖p denotes the `p-norm of a vector. The original proposal of PICCS used
the spatial gradient operator for both Ψ1 and Ψ2. Using the hyperparameter
α, the PICCS objective function trades off the degree to which θ agrees with
the prior image by having a sparse representation of the difference between
the two, and the degree to which θ itself has sparse representation as utilised
in typical compressed sensing methods. PICCS can also be expressed in an
unconstrained form, which allows a range of iterative solvers to be used for
improved reconstruction performance [197]. Furthermore, non-convex alterna-
tives to the `1-norm have been shown to allow greater levels of undersampling
and faster reconstruction convergence in CT image reconstruction [198].
PICCS has generally been applied in the context of dynamic CT image
reconstruction [194, 197, 198], but has also been adapted to dynamic PET
image reconstruction [180]. In dynamic imaging the prior image can be formed
using early time-point or pre-contrast images [198], or by producing composite
images using the entirety of the dynamic data [180,194,197].
Similar methods to PICCS have also been applied in the context of longi-
tudinal CT imaging, and these methods have been referred to as prior image
penalised likelihood estimation/estimates (PIPLE) [199]. While the basic prin-
ciple of PIPLE is similar to PICCS, one important advance in the proposal
of the PIPLE reconstruction methods is the upgrade from the simple noise
model of PICCS to a more accurate Poisson-derived likelihood-based objec-
tive function. Furthermore, PIPLE was combined with a registration step to
produce the prior-image-registered penalised likelihood estimation (PIRPLE)
algorithm that combines the estimation of follow up voxel intensity parameters
with estimation of registration parameters between the target image and the
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prior image [199]. The PIRPLE problem is then given by:









where β1 and β2 are parameters controlling the relative strength of the penal-
ties on the difference image and the target image respectively, andM(ρ) is the
prior-to-target alignment operator parameterised by the vector ρ. This for-
mulation allows for the estimation of rigid alignment [199] or non-rigid align-
ment [200] simultaneously to the estimation of the follow-up target image. To
achieve this, alternating optimisation approaches have been used that update
the image estimate and the alignment parameters successively. PIRPLE was
originally utilised to improve follow-up images which contained small lesions
not present in the prior image. For this reason, the sparsifying transform Ψ1
was selected to be the identity matrix, thereby encouraging sparsity in the
difference image directly [199,200].
Interest has also been paid in the CT image reconstruction literature to so-
called reconstruction-of-difference (RoD) methods. These methods are similar
to other prior image constrained methods, but reformulate the reconstruction
problem so that the voxel-wise intensity differences, δ, between the two images
become the parameters that are to be estimated [201–203]. In this case, the
CT RoD objective function (ignoring misregistration for simplicity) can be
written as:
{δRoD} = arg max
δ
[
ΦML(δ|m,θprior)− β1 ‖δ‖1 − β2 ‖Ψδ‖1
]
, (2.50)
where Ψ is a sparsifying transform.
In contrast to Equation 2.49, the log-likelihood function in Equation 2.50
is in terms of the difference image, with a fixed contribution from the prior
image. Note that for RoD reconstructions both penalties act on the difference
image, whereas in PIRPLE, the sparsity term Ψ2 acts only on the follow-up
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image. Also note that for RoD methods, care has to be taken to avoid non-
negative reconstruction algorithms, since parameters can now be positive or
negative [201].
2.4.3 Longitudinal Compressed Sensing MR Image Re-
construction
Prior images have also been used in MR image reconstruction problems. While
more typically used for temporal regularisation in dynamic [204–206] and/or
motion-resolved [207–210] MR, there has been research on prior image based
reconstruction of longitudinal images of brain tumours [211, 212]. In these
cases, the reconstruction objective function is similar to the PICCS (Equation
2.48) and PIRPLE (Equation 2.49) objective functions, trading off sparsity of
the target image in some domain and sparsity of the difference image itself.
However, MR imaging is more flexible than x-ray CT in that there is more
control over the frequency sampling of images, since MR data is acquired
directly in the Fourier domain. Therefore, these longitudinal MR methods also
incorporate adaptive data sampling methods to optimise the undersampling
pattern of the follow-up scans based on the baseline scan [211,212].
2.4.4 Non-Negative Difference Image Reconstruction
Methods in Emission Tomography
Similarly to the RoD method in CT, reconstruction of difference images in ET
has also been a topic of research [213,214]. In this case though, the background
image, θB, is estimated simultaneously to the difference image, δ, so that the
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where P1 and P2 are the system matrices for the two scans, α is a scaling
factor to account for differing overall levels of detected counts, and M2→1 is
the operator that aligns the scan 2 image, θ2, to the scan 1 image, θ1. Note
that in this formulation, the background image is assumed to be a transformed
version of the scan 1 image such that θ1 = M2→1θB. Scan 2 is modelled as
this transformed version of scan 1 plus the difference image δ. The Poisson
log-likelihood objective function can then be formulated for the entire data in
terms of θB and δ.
However, using this model without any regularisation, it is clear that the
ML solution of δ must be the same as the difference of the ML solutions of θ2
and θ1 separately, ignoring the interpolation effects of the alignment operator,
and assuming that each scan has a unique ML solution. This is because once
a suitable reconstruction algorithm has reached the unique ML solution of the
background image, θMLB , which itself is just a transformed version of θ1, the
parameters in δ may take any values in order to explain the q2 data vector.
These values clearly will correspond to those that yield θML2 , i.e. the image
solution had the two reconstructions been performed separately. Nonetheless,
when using the non-linear EM algorithm to perform the joint reconstruction,
as implemented in the past [213, 214], the inherent non-negativity constraint
allows for apparent difference image improvement by disallowing negative val-
ues in the difference, thereby achieving visible noise reduction. This noise
reduction aids detectability of regions of change [213, 214]. However, reduced
lesion contrast in the difference images has been observed compared to inde-
pendent MLEM reconstruction [213], probably due to a small positive bias in
background regions with no change, in accordance with the low-counts bias
observed with the standard MLEM reconstruction [132]. Furthermore, by for-
mulating the model of the mean as in Equation 2.51, the convergence of the
EM algorithm may be affected for the difference image, since there are correla-
tions being introduced between parameters that must be resolved to approach
the ML estimates.
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2.4.5 Cross-Tracer SPECT Image Reconstruction
To perform a more meaningful simultaneous reconstruction, joint penalties can
be defined to encourage the characteristics required from the resultant images.
In this way, joint reconstruction of two simultaneously acquired radiotracers
has previously been proposed in the context of myocardial perfusion single
photon emission tomography (SPECT) imaging [215]. In this case, because
the two images are acquired at the same time, misregistration was deemed to
be negligible, allowing a so-called ‘cross-tracer’ prior term to be defined. The
overall objective function was given by:
Φ(θ,φ|m,n) = ΦML(θ|m) + ΦML(φ|n)− βU(θ,φ), (2.52)
where θ and φ are the image vectors for the two radiotracers, with respective
















where δ and η are parameters to account for the varying intensity levels in
the two scans. This prior is essentially a cross-tracer extension of the edge-
preserving hyperbolic prior, designed to preserve edges that are present in both
images.
2.4.6 Joint PET-MR Image Reconstruction
Simultaneous image reconstruction methods have also been applied to the
multi-modality case, particularly for complementary PET and MR imaging.
While the guided ET image reconstruction methods detailed above involve a
one-directional transfer of information from the anatomical image to the ET
image to be estimated, it may be the case that the ET image possesses relevant
information not contained in the anatomical image, implying that a synergistic
bi-directional transfer of information may be useful. With the advent of hybrid
PET-MR scanners [216,217] and the consistent aim in MR imaging to obtain
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high-quality images with ever more highly undersampled (i.e. faster) data
acquisition methods [218, 219], this synergistic use of information has been
realised in joint PET-MR image reconstruction methods [148, 220–224]. In
joint PET-MR image reconstruction, the objective function can be written as:
Φ(θ,φ|m,k) = ΦPET(θ|m) + ΦMR(φ|k)− βU(θ,φ), (2.54)
where ΦPET is the PET data fidelity term, i.e. the Poisson log-likelihood of
the image θ given the data m, and ΦMR is the MR data fidelity in terms of
the image φ and the MR data, k (usually a Gaussian noise model is used,
leading to a least-squares fidelity term). U(θ,φ) is a penalty in terms of both
of the images, that can be used to ensure a bi-directional transfer of informa-
tion during the reconstruction process. This is usually to reduce noise and
increase resolution in PET images, while reducing undersampling artefacts in
MR images, allowing faster MR data acquisitions. Contrary to the anatomi-
cally guided ET image reconstruction literature, where there have been many
different approaches proposed, nearly all of the joint PET-MR image recon-
struction methods have used image spatial based priors to encourage common
edges between the two modalities [148, 220, 221, 223, 224]. One exception to
this is the work of Mehranian et al [222], which used a Bowsher-like weighted
quadratic penalty method, with weights updated during the reconstruction
based on the current image estimate.
Chapter 3:
Simultaneous Reconstruction of
Longitudinal PET by Encourag-
ing Sparse Difference Images
Inspired by related work in both prior image constrained and joint image recon-
struction, we define here a joint image reconstruction method for longitudinal
oncology treatment response PET datasets that encourages sparsity in the dif-
ference image itself. The choice of sparsity-encouraging priors is motivated
by similar observations made in previous work [199, 200], namely that in lon-
gitudinal oncology scans there is often only a small region of valid change,
while a large part of the rest of the images remains similar (Figure 1.1). It
is also important to note that since follow-up PET scans are often performed
relatively early in order to image early functional changes, the level of ex-
pected change is lower than that observed in longitudinal MR, where previous
research [211,212] has had to use adaptive data acquisition to account for pos-
sible extreme changes. Furthermore, whereas diagnostic CT and MR generally
allow the acquisition of low-noise prior images, PET images are often consid-
erably noisy due to the limitations of PET data acquisition. This observation
makes the prior-image constrained methods [199, 200, 211, 212] less suitable
for PET imaging since such methods would be expected to transfer noise as
well as genuine image information. For this reason we propose a simultane-
ous reconstruction approach that allows the improvement of both of a pair of
longitudinal images.
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In this Chapter, the concept of simultaneous reconstruction of longitudinal
PET images is introduced, along with two priors to encourage sparsity in
the difference image domain. These priors were assessed using 2D simulation
studies and a 3D split-data inserted tumour study. This Chapter is based on
work published by the author during the course of their PhD studies [225].
3.1 Sparsity-Encouraging Priors for Joint Longi-
tudinal PET Image Reconstruction
For the reasons outlined above, a joint objective function with a sparsity-
encouraging prior is defined for the simultaneous reconstruction of longitudinal
PET datasets. To achieve this, the following joint PML objective function is
defined in terms of two longitudinal image vectors, θ and φ:
Φ(θ,φ|m,n) = ΦML(θ|m) + ΦML(φ|n)− βU(θ,φ), (3.1)
where n denotes the measured data corresponding to the follow-up image
vector φ.
In order to encourage sparsity in image reconstruction, a manner of quan-
tifying the sparsity of a given signal must first be defined. Strictly speaking,
sparsity is the number of non-zero elements that exist within a signal [226].
This concept can be formulated mathematically as the `0-“norm” (so-called






Despite allowing a mathematical definition of sparsity, the `0-“norm” is
generally not suitable for use in PET image reconstruction problems for two
reasons: firstly, the gradient of the `0-“norm” has a discontinuity at xj = 0,
meaning that it is not suitable for use in image reconstruction methods that
rely on gradients. Secondly, the `0-“norm” is highly sensitive to noise, since
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any small perturbation of a vector element from 0 results in that element being
included in the count of non-zero elements.
For these reasons, two alternative forms for U(θ,φ) are proposed in this
work in order to encourage sparsity in the difference domain (difference spar-

















Figure 3.1 shows the contribution from a single difference image voxel to
these priors as a function of the value of the difference. The DS penalty
in Equation 3.3a is a convex smoothed `1-norm penalty term to encourage
sparsity, similar to the `1-norm priors justified theoretically for least-squares
estimation problems by Donoho [195] and used widely in the image reconstruc-
tion literature (see Section 2.4 for examples). The second penalty, given by
Equation 3.3b, is a non-convex function designed to more closely approximate
the `0-“norm”, while being tolerant to non-zero values arising from noise. In
the DS-NC penalty the parameter σ determines the width of the Gaussian
function relative to the ranges of differences observed and is also used as a
scaling factor to keep the maximum magnitude of the one-step-late derivative
independent of σ. Note that as σ tends towards zero, UDS-NC(θ,φ) tends to-
wards the `0-“norm”. Conversely, with a non-zero σ, UDS-NC(θ,φ) is convex
only for a range of differences given by −σ/√2 ≤ φj − θj ≤ σ/
√
2, and is
approximately quadratic close to differences of zero.
In this Chapter the proposed longitudinal PML problem defined in Equa-
tion 3.1 is tackled using the OSL-MAPEM algorithm of Equation 2.33 [143].
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Figure 3.1: The contribution to the DS and DS-NC priors as a function of
voxel-wise longitudinal change. Whereas the DS prior has a high gradient for
all differences, including large ones, the gradient of the DS-NC prior tends
to zero at large differences where the differences can be assumed to be due























whereQ is the system matrix for the second PET dataset, θ(ν) and φ(ν) denote
the image estimates after ν iterations and c is the estimated background counts
vector for the second dataset.
When used with the DS prior (Equation 3.3a), the resulting reconstruc-
tion method is referred to as DS-PML, and when used with the DS-NC prior
(Equation 3.3b), it is referred to as DS-NC-PML.
It should be noted that the methods presented in this section consider only
the simplifying case where a) there are only two longitudinal datasets to be
reconstructed, b) the two images have equal intensity in regions that have
experienced no change in functional behaviour in the interval between scans,
and c) the subject is in an identical position in both images so that there
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is no misalignment between the two images. These simplifications are made
throughout this Chapter for clarity as well as to provide the limiting case where
the method would be expected to perform at its optimum. Extension of the
theory to multiple scans and incorporation of these other effects is presented
in Chapter 4.
3.2 2D Simulation Study
An initial 2D simulation study was performed in order to test the proposed
simultaneous reconstruction methods with the two previously described priors.
A static [18F]-FDG PET phantom was used to simulate two PET acquisitions
representing baseline (PET1) and follow-up (PET2) scans. These two datasets
were reconstructed with the proposed DS-PML and DS-NC-PML methods
and MLEM, and the resultant images evaluated with objective image quality
metrics. Simulation of data, reconstruction of simulated data, and analysis of
reconstructed images were carried out with MATLAB R2017a (MathWorks,
MA, USA).
3.2.1 Experimental Methods
Data Simulation The freely available NCAT brain phantom [227] was used to
create discretised 2D [18F]-FDG activity and attenuation maps with a grid size
of 512×512 pixels and an isotropic pixel size of side length 0.5 mm. By adding
a number of hot spots to the initial activity map, the PET1 and PET2 ground
truth images were defined (Figure 3.2(a-b)). This resulted in three regions of
change in activity distribution between the scans: a frontal-right region where
an active tumour embedded in white matter increases in size and activity, a
mid-right region where an active tumour embedded in grey matter decreases in
size and activity, and a frontal-left region where a tumour appears. It should
be noted that since the DS-PML and DS-NC-PML methods do not distinguish
the order of the two scans, PET1 and PET2 can be swapped without affecting
the outcomes of the experiment.
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Figure 3.2: Ground truth images (a-c) and (d) the attenuation map used in the
2D simulation study. The ground truth images consist of (a) the PET1 activity
map, (b), the PET2 activity map, and (c) the corresponding difference image
displaying intensity changes due to changes in tumour sizes and activities.
PET data acquisition was simulated as follows: Firstly, resolution degra-
dation was modelled as a single image-space Gaussian blur with a full width
at half-maximum (FWHM) of 4.3 mm. These resolution-degraded images were
transformed into sinogram space by forward projection using the Radon trans-
form. Attenuation factors for 511 keV photons, µ, for each scan were defined
using the attenuation map shown in Figure 3.2(d), with three pixel classes:
air (µ = 0 cm−1), water (µ = 0.096 cm−1), and bone (µ = 0.172 cm−1) [106].
Randoms were simulated as uniform sinograms and scattered events were mod-
elled as smoothed copies of the forward projection of each image. The number
of expected counts in each of the noise-free sinograms was ∼2.2 M, with 20%
from random and 20% from scattered events.
Reconstructions and Parameter Selection Simulated noisy PET sinograms
were reconstructed into images using the attenuation factors and randoms
and scatters sinograms used in the simulations. All images were reconstructed
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into a 128 × 128 grid with a voxel size of 2×2 mm2 and a uniform initial im-
age estimate. Resolution modelling was not included in the reconstructions to
avoid ringing artefacts [129]. For comparison purposes, the data were recon-
structed using conventional MLEM [149] as well as the proposed DS-PML and
DS-NC-PML methods. In addition, double-counts PET1 and PET2 datasets
with an expected number of counts equal to ∼4.4 M were reconstructed with
MLEM to serve as a reference.
For the DS-PML method, β values between 5× 10−5 and 5× 10−4 were
used, with ε = 1× 10−6. For DS-NC-PML, β values between 2.5× 10−4 and
2.5× 10−3 were used, with σ values ranging from 0.5 to 3.5. All reconstructions
were run for 200 iterations.
Image Evaluation For a set of N Poisson noisy realisations of a simulated
dataset, the reconstruction error relative to a reference image θRef in a region















where θjn is the jth voxel of the nth noisy realisation, and NΩ is the number
of voxels in Ω.
In this Chapter, noise-free FBP reconstructions of non-resolution-degraded
ideal datasets were used as the reference images for all 2D simulation studies.
This was done for the following reasons: Firstly, the use of noise-free FBP
reference images guarantees that the reference images are in the same space
as the reconstructed images, using an identical interpolation scheme in the
projectors. For the MATLAB projectors used in this thesis this was seen to
be very important, as attempts to produce the reference images simply by
downsampling the ground truth images resulted in sub-voxel misalignment
with the reconstructions. Secondly, using the noise-free FBP images means
that the reference images include any projection errors, so that measuring
%RMSE values of reconstructions relative to these references minimises the
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Figure 3.3: Reference images and tumour regions of interest (red outlines) for
the 2D simulation study. (a) The PET1 reference image and (b) the PET2
reference image. These reference images were produced by performing FBP
on noise-free, non-resolution-degraded data into the same image space as the
noisy, resolution-degraded image reconstructions.
effect of these errors. Finally, the use of non-resolution-degraded data for the
reference images allows sharp reference images, representing well the ground
truth image. Sharper images that account for projector interpolation may be
obtained by using noise-free MLEM reconstructions, but this would require the
selection of the number of iterations used. Figure 3.3 shows the FBP reference
images used for the 2D simulation study in this Chapter.
N = 100 noisy realisations of the data were used for reconstructions, and er-
ror levels were calculated across all non-zero voxels in the brain in the ground
truth images (hereafter referred to as the whole-brain), as well as in ROIs
around each of the three regions of change. Specifically, these ROIs were: the
front-right tumour (ROI1), the mid-right tumour (ROI2), and the front-left
tumour (ROI3). These latter three regions are shown in Figure 3.3 superim-
posed on the PET1 and PET2 reference images. Note that the same analysis
regions were used in both the PET1 and PET2 reconstructed images, therefore
including background voxels in the image where each tumour was smallest.
3.2.2 Results
Figure 3.4 shows the PET1 and PET2 %RMSE values in the four analysis
regions for MLEM, double-counts MLEM, and DS-PML with various values of
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DS-PML at min. PET1 whole brain error
MLEM at min. PET1 whole brain error
Double-counts MLEM at min. PET1 whole brain error
DS-PML at min. PET2 whole brain error
MLEM at min. PET2 whole brain error
Double-counts MLEM at min. whole brain PET2 error
DS-PML at 200 iter. PET1 error
MLEM at 200 iter. PET1 error
Double-counts MLEM at 200 iter. PET1 error
DS-PML at 200 iter. PET2 error
MLEM at 200 iter. PET2 error









Figure 3.4: %RMSE values in (a) ROI1, (b) ROI2 and (c) ROI3 vs the whole-
brain %RMSE for the 2D simulation study (see Figure 3.3 for the definition
of each ROI). Circular markers show MLEM errors, diamond markers show
error levels from MLEM with double the number of counts, and solid lines
with cross markers show DS-PML errors as a function of β (β increases as
cross markers move away from MLEM errors). For clarity, the DS-NC-PML
results are displayed separately in Figure 3.5. Each graph contains PET1
errors at the minimum whole-brain error iteration (green), PET2 errors at the
minimum whole-brain error iteration (magenta), PET1 errrors at iteration 200
(red), and PET2 errors at iteration 200 (blue). Arrows indicate error levels
at 200 iterations for DS-PML with β = 2.5× 10−4 (∗) and β = 5× 10−4 (†),
corresponding to the DS-PML reconstructions shown in Figure 3.6.
β. Results are shown at iteration numbers corresponding to minimum whole-
brain error and at 200 iterations. DS-PML reduces whole-brain error relative
to MLEM both at minimum whole-brain error and at 200 iterations. As β
increases, the error levels in the whole brain reduce, with the maximum β
value of 5× 10−4 reducing minimum whole-brain %RMSE by an average of
10% over both scans relative to MLEM. At 200 iterations, the corresponding
improvement is 22%.
In the regions of change, the effect of the longitudinal regularisation is more
varied. At the minimum whole-brain error iterations, %RMSE increases rel-
ative to MLEM with increasing β in ROI1 (Figure 3.4(a)) and PET1 ROI2
(Figure 3.4(b)). In ROI3 (Figure 3.4(c)), PET1 errors are stable with increas-
ing β whereas the PET2 error reduces. However, at 200 iterations the error in
the tumour regions generally decreases with DS-PML with increasing β, except
for ROI1 in the PET1 reconstructions, where beyond β = 2.5× 10−4 the error
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DS-NC-PML at min. PET1 whole brain error
MLEM at min. PET1 whole brain error
Double-counts MLEM at min. PET1 whole brain error
DS-NC-PML at min. PET2 whole brain error
MLEM at min. PET2 whole brain error
Double-counts MLEM at min. PET2 whole brain error
DS-NC-PML at 200 iter. PET1 error
MLEM at at 200 iter. PET1 error
Double-counts MLEM at at 200 iter. PET1 error
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Figure 3.5: %RMSE tradeoffs (see Figure 3.4 for full description) for the DS-
NC-PML method with σ = 0.5 (a-c) and 3.5 (d-f). Note that MLEM and
double-counts MLEM results are replicated from Figure 3.4 for comparison
purposes. Arrows indicate end iteration errors for DS-NC-PML with σ = 0.5
and β = 1.25× 10−3 (∗) and 2× 10−3 (†), corresponding to the DS-NC-PML
reconstructions displayed in Figure 3.6.
begins to rise slightly. In general, the increases in error levels in the regions
of change are lower than the corresponding error reduction in the whole-brain
error.
Figure 3.5 shows the error levels in the reconstructed images when using
DS-NC-PML with σ values of 0.5 and 3.5. Similarly to the DS-PML case,
the whole-brain error decreases with increasing β for both σ values. When
σ = 0.5, %RMSE at minimum whole-brain error increases with β in ROI2
(Figure 3.5(b)) and in ROI3 in PET1 (Figure 3.5(c)), and decreases in the
PET2 ROI3. In ROI1 (Figure 3.5(a)), the PET1 errors are reduced compared
to the DS-PML results in Figure 3.4(a), both at minimum whole-brain error
and at 200 iterations. Furthermore, although the general trends for the DS-
NC-PML method are similar to the DS-PML results, the dependency on β is
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Figure 3.6: Example 2D simulation study single realisation reconstructed im-
ages after 200 iterations of MLEM, MLEM with double-counts, DS-PML with
β = 2.5 × 10−4 and β = 5× 10−4, and DS-NC-PML with σ = 0.5 and
β = 1.25 × 10−3 and β = 2 × 10−3. Top row: PET1, middle row: PET2,
bottom row: the difference PET2−PET1. When using the proposed simulta-
neous reconstruction methods, noise reduces relative to MLEM across the im-
age, with noise levels visually approaching those observed when using MLEM
with double count data. Furthermore, the proposed priors produce sparser
difference images.
more non-linear. For β values beyond ≈1.25× 10−3, the behaviour changes,
with errors at minimum whole-brain error changing more rapidly in ROI2
and ROI3. In fact, this change in behaviour causes the 200-iteration error to
start to rise with higher β values for ROI2 in PET1 and PET2, and ROI3 in
PET1. Overall, with β values up to ≈1.25× 10−3, the DS-NC-PML method
with σ = 0.5 performs similarly to DS-PML, but with slight error reduction
in ROI1.
Increasing σ to 3.5 degrades the performance of the DS-NC-PML method
(Figure 3.5(d-f)). The ROI1 error (Figure 3.5(d)) increases with β in both
PET1 and PET2 at minimum whole-brain error and at 200 iterations. In ad-
dition, the PET1 ROI2 error (Figure 3.5(e)) at 200 iterations increases relative
to MLEM with any value of β, as well as errors at minimum whole-brain error
rising faster with β than for σ = 0.5.
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Example reconstructed images after 200 iterations of each method are
shown in Figure 3.6 for MLEM, double-counts MLEM, DS-PML with β =
2.5× 10−4 and β = 5× 10−4, and DS-NC-PML with σ = 0.5 and β =
1.25× 10−3 and 2× 10−3. The selected regularisation parameters avoid ex-
cessive penalisation of the regions of change whilst demonstrating the benefits
of the respective methods. For the DS-NC-PML method, the two β values were
used to demonstrate the more complex relationship between error levels and β
observed in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.6 demonstrates that using the DS-PML and
DS-NC-PML methods improves the reconstructed images by reducing noise
throughout the brain, approaching noise levels observed with double-counts
MLEM. This is particularly clear in and around the striatum and is reflected
in the difference images, where the amplitude of the background noise reduces
when using the proposed methods. Note that according to Figures 3.4(a) and
3.5(a) the displayed DS-NC-PML reconstruction with β = 1.25× 10−3 achieves
on average slightly lower whole-brain error than DS-PML with β = 2.5× 10−4
(49.1 and 51.2 respectively) while also achieving lower PET1 error in ROI1
(56.5 and 57.1 respectively). In addition, the corresponding DS-NC-PML dif-
ference image is sparser than the DS-PML. Furthermore, increasing the β value
to 2× 10−3 in the DS-NC-PML method produces an even sparser difference
image; however the error levels in ROI3 at this penalty strength begin to rise
again (Figure 3.5(c)).
3.3 3D Real Data Inserted Tumour Study
Following the 2D simulation study, the proposed DS-PML method was ap-
plied to real 3D data from a single [18F]-FDG scan of a suspected frontal lobe
epilepsy patient acquired on a Biograph mMR PET-MR scanner [217] (Siemens
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). The patient was injected with a total ac-
tivity of 182.9 MBq and scanned for 30 min at 1.3 hr post-injection, resulting
in a recorded total of ∼600 M prompt counts. Attenuation factors were esti-
mated using an MR-based attenuation map generated from vendor-provided
ultra-short echo time sequences. Randoms and scatters were estimated with
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vendor-supplied tools using the delayed coincidence method and multi-slice
2D single scatter simulations respectively. Vendor-supplied normalisation files
were also used in the reconstructions. Reconstructions and image analysis were
carried out in MATLAB, with 3D mMR projections performed using in-house
software described previously [228,229].
3.3.1 Experimental Methods
Dataset Generation To create two pseudo-longitudinal datasets representing
the PET1 and PET2 scanning sessions, the sinogram from the patient scan
was split equally by randomly assigning each prompt count to one of two new
datasets with equal probability. This resulted in two 3D Poisson-distributed
emission datasets whose sum was equal to the original data. Attenuation and
normalisation factors for each of the split datasets were the same as for the
original full-counts dataset. Randoms and scatters estimates for the split-data
sinograms were defined to be 50% of the original estimates.
A high-activity spherical tumour was then introduced to the same position
in each dataset. For the PET1 dataset the tumour had a radius of 6.0 mm and
additive intensity of 0.3 (equivalent to ∼120% the value of surrounding grey
matter). For the PET2 datasets, three tumour radii of 4.5 mm, 6.0 mm and
7.5 mm were defined, with additive intensities of 0.15, 0.30, or 0.45. By using
all combinations of intensity and size, nine PET2 tumours were simulated,
allowing investigation of nine cases of longitudinal change.
Tumours were introduced into the pseudo-longitudinal datasets by forward
projecting tumour-only images, applying attenuation and normalisation fac-
tors, and then introducing Poisson noise. Randoms and scatters for the tu-
mours were not calculated or included in the generation pseudo-longitudinal
datasets. The resulting Poisson noisy tumour-only sinograms were then added
to corresponding split-data sinograms, resulting in Poisson noisy sinograms
including tumours. Randoms and scatters estimates were not re-calculated
using the final inserted tumour sinograms.
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Reconstructions The pseudo-longitudinal sinograms for each case of tumour
change were reconstructed with both MLEM and DS-PML with up to 100
iterations, initialised with uniform images. For the DS-PML method, β was
set to a value of 20 (determined empirically, since the 2D β values are not
directly applicable to the 3D case), and ε was set to 0. No resolution modelling
was used in the reconstructions. In addition, double-counts MLEM images
were obtained for each case of tumour change by inserting tumours into the
original dataset and reconstructing with 100 iterations of MLEM. All images
were reconstructed into a 344× 344× 127 grid with a voxel size of 2.08626×
2.08626× 2.03125 mm3.
Image Evaluation Images were analysed by measuring noise levels in two ap-
proximately uniform regions of the reconstructed images. The first region was
a 64 voxel region in the white matter and the second was a 32 voxel region
within the occipital grey matter. Noise in a given uniform region Ω for a given





where SDΩ(θ) is the sample standard deviation of voxel values of θ in the
region Ω, and MeanΩ(θ) is the mean value in the same region.
In addition, the mean values in the tumour, white matter region, and grey
matter region were recorded in PET1 and PET2 in order to observe the level
of bias introduced by the DS-PML method. Note that reconstructed image
intensities using double-counts MLEM were halved prior to analysis to provide
comparable regional means.
Ten realisations of the random data-splitting process were performed for
each tumour change and the mean CV and mean values across realisations
were used as final figures of merit.
Counts Reduction Experiment In order to investigate the effect of the counts
level on performance, a single case of tumour change from the previous exper-
iment was selected and reconstructed with MLEM and DS-PML for various
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levels of counts per dataset. Specifically, the tumour change was a radius
reduction from 6.0 mm to 4.5 mm, with an additive intensity reduction from
0.30 to 0.15 arb. units (as described above). The original emission dataset
was split into pairs of datasets as previously described, with varying levels of
probability such that the pairs of output datasets contained between 1% and
50% of the original ∼600 M counts each. The appropriately scaled tumours
were then inserted into each of the datasets, resulting in a number of datasets
nominally of the same longitudinally changing object with varying recorded
counts levels.
Each of these pairs of datasets was reconstructed with 100 iterations of
both MLEM and DS-PML with β = 20 and ε = 0. In order to analyse the
PET1 and PET2 image quality across counts levels, the contrast to noise ratio
(CNR) between the tumour and a background region in the adjacent grey
matter was defined as:
CNR(θ) = MeanT (θ)−MeanB(θ)SDB(θ) (3.7)
where MeanT (θ) denotes the mean tumour intensity within the mask used to
define the tumour, and MeanB(θ) and SDB(θ) denote the mean and standard
deviation in the background region respectively. A higher CNR is assumed
to indicate a superior image quality since it indirectly measures the extent to
which the tumour is visible against the surrounding tissue. Five realisations
of the data generation process were performed for each counts level and the
average CNR was calculated across realisations.
3.3.2 Results
Figure 3.7 shows example grey and white matter regional CV vs mean val-
ues for a range of iteration numbers for the 3D PET1 reconstructions using
MLEM, DS-PML, and double-counts MLEM, for the case where the tumour
radius reduced to 4.5 mm and the additive intensity reduced to +0.15. The
mean values in these regions are improved by the longitudinal penalty, with
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Figure 3.7: PET1 regional grey matter and white matter CV and mean as a
function of iteration number for the 3D split data study for: MLEM (green
squares), double-counts MLEM (grey diamonds) and DS-PML with β = 20
(red triangles). Note that these results are only for PET1 reconstructions for
the case where the tumour radius reduced to 4.5 mm and the additive intensity
reduced to +0.15; similar trends were observed for other reconstructions.
DS-PML producing regional means that agree with the double-counts MLEM
reconstruction. In addition, using DS-PML reduces the noise compared to
standard MLEM, with CV values very close to double-counts MLEM at all
iteration numbers. Note that although the DS-PML curves in Figure 3.7 ex-
hibit some oscillatory behaviour in tumour mean values arising from the OSL
algorithm used, these oscillations are small compared to the absolute values
under consideration.
These improvements are evident in the corresponding reconstructed images
(Figure 3.8). Image-wide noise at 100 iterations of DS-PML is visibly reduced
when compared to 100 iterations of MLEM with the same split data, to the
point where the DS-PML reconstructions are visually similar to the double-
counts MLEM images. In addition to demonstrating reduced image noise,
Figure 3.8 shows that the visual appearance of the tumour is unaffected by
the applied longitudinal regularisation. Inspection of the difference images
confirms this observation, with the region of change remaining clearly visible.
In terms of the quantification of the tumour, Figure 3.9 shows the tumour
means along with white matter CVs for all tumour changes for all methods at
100 iterations. For the case corresponding to Figure 3.8, where the tumour
reduces in radius to 4.5 mm and additive intensity to +0.15, a slight bias is
introduced into the DS-PML reconstructions so that the PET1 tumour mean
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Figure 3.8: Reconstructed images at 100 iterations for the 3D tumour change
experiment for the case where the tumour radius reduced to 4.5 mm and the
additive intensity reduced to +0.15. Displayed reconstruction methods are
MLEM, double-counts MLEM, and DS-PML with β = 20. Top row: PET1,
middle row: PET2, bottom row: the difference PET2−PET1. Arrows indicate
the location of the inserted tumour. Note that for the double-counts MLEM
case the same noisy data constituted both the PET1 and PET2 datasets and
so the difference image contains only the change due to the inserted tumour.
is underestimated by 2.2% and the PET2 tumour mean is overestimated by
2.6% relative to the double-counts MLEM reconstructions.
For the other tumours the regional means are either slightly biased towards
the longitudinal average, or they agree with the double-counts MLEM value.
The largest observed percentage bias relative to the double-counts reconstruc-
tion was −6% for the PET1 tumour when the PET2 tumour was 7.5 mm in
radius and 0.15 in additive intensity, with all other bias magnitudes less than
5%.
Figure 3.10(a) shows the measured PET1 and PET2 tumour to background
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Figure 3.9: Tumour mean and white matter CV values for all nine tumour
changes at 100 iterations. Each change is a combination of PET2 tumour
additive value and radius, with each plot showing the results for PET1 and
PET2 using MLEM (squares), MLEM with double-counts data (diamonds),
and DS-PML with β = 20 (triangles). In all cases, the PET1 dataset included
an inserted tumour of radius 6 mm and an additive value of +0.30. The largest
observed tumour bias (relative to double-counts MLEM) using DS-PML was of
−6% in the PET1 tumour when the PET2 tumour radius increased by 1.5 mm
and the intensity decreased by 0.15 (bottom right, ∗). In all cases, the noise
in the white matter region was reduced to the same level as the double-counts
MLEM reconstruction when using DS-PML with 50% of the counts.
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Figure 3.10: Results of the counts reduction experiment showing (a) the mea-
sured CNR at various counts levels per dataset and (b) example reconstructed
images at the 15% counts per dataset noise level (dashed line in (a)), using
identical datasets for MLEM and DS-PML with β = 20. Labels in (b) show
the measured CNR in each of the displayed images.
CNRs for count levels equal to 1% of the original dataset up to 50% (i.e. the
case shown in Figure 3.8) for MLEM and DS-PML. At all noise levels, and for
both PET1 and PET2 reconstructions, DS-PML was observed to produce a
higher CNR than the corresponding MLEM reconstructions. Visual inspection
of reconstructed images at the 15% counts level case (Figure 3.10(b)) reflects
these improvements, with the tumour more visible in the DS-PML reconstruc-
tions due to a reduction of noise in both the adjacent background region and
across the images in general.
3.4 Discussion
This Chapter has presented a new PET image reconstruction approach that
permits simultaneous reconstruction of longitudinal PET images. By penalis-
ing voxel-wise differences between estimated images during the reconstruction,
common information is transferred between the images.
The proposed methods were tested in a 2D simulation study which demon-
strated that applying longitudinal regularisation improved the reconstructed
images compared to MLEM by reducing whole-brain error while maintaining
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or even reducing error levels in the regions of change. The decrease in whole-
brain error is due to the noise reduction achieved by penalising longitudinal
differences. By penalising voxel-wise differences between PET1 and PET2 im-
ages, information from both datasets was used in the reconstruction of both
images, in effect increasing the number of counts available for each scan. Fur-
thermore, by performing this penalty using sparsity-encouraging priors the
output difference images were sparser than those produced using traditional
MLEM reconstruction.
Importantly, it was observed that the error levels in the two right tumours
(ROI1 and ROI2) at minimum whole-brain error rose with increasing β us-
ing the DS-PML method, essentially creating a tradeoff between error in the
whole-brain and error in regions of change. This increased error in regions of
change is because the DS prior penalises all differences with the same force
(gradient of the prior term), resulting in some degradation of the longitudinal
differences caused by tumour change. On the other hand, ROI3 in the PET2
reconstruction benefited from the DS prior due to improved reconstruction of
the surrounding white matter.
Another observation of interest is that the 200-iteration DS-PML recon-
struction error reduced in the mid-right tumour (ROI2) but increased slightly
in the front-right PET1 tumour (ROI1) at high β values. This may be due
to the specific bias-noise behaviour of each tumour, such that in the mid-right
tumour where the magnitude of the ground truth change is 2.25, (i.e. relatively
low), the noise reduction is stronger than the bias, whereas for the front-right
tumour where the corresponding change magnitude is 5.4, the bias-induced
error overrides the noise reduction.
When using the DS-NC-PML method with σ = 0.5, whole-brain error also
decreased due to the effective sharing of information between scans, similarly
to when using the DS-PML method. However, the error levels at minimum
whole-brain error were not as adversely affected in regions of change as for
DS-PML in ROI1. The reason for this is that the non-convexity of the prior
provides a derivative of zero (i.e. zero force) at high changes. In terms of
the iterative update in Equations 3.4a and 3.4b, this means that voxels with
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a large longitudinal change revert to MLEM updates, and the information
transfer between the scans in these voxels is reduced.
However, as shown in Figure 3.5, the DS-NC-PML method is sensitive to
the values of β and σ. Reconstruction errors can be more non-linear in β
than they are for DS-PML (Figure 3.5(b-c)), and with an excessive σ value
the reconstruction penalises valid differences more and the error levels rise
substantially (Figure 3.5(d-e)). Determining an a priori good value of σ is not
necessarily obvious though, since it will depend on image noise levels and the
magnitude of changes that are to be reconstructed.
In addition, the non-convexity of the DS-NC-PML makes it a theoretically
less robust option for reconstructing longitudinal datasets because the use of
a non-convex prior can result in a number of local maxima in the objective
function. The number and nature of these local maxima would depend on
the sizes of σ and β, and it would be difficult to ensure that globally optimum
parameter estimates were being approached for the reconstruction of any given
longitudinal data series.
In the results for the 3D data experiment, using DS-PML reduced image-
wide noise to similar levels achieved when the number of counts was doubled
and reconstructed with standard MLEM. In general, for MLEM reconstruc-
tions, noise reduces when the counts increase due to the signal-to-noise prop-
erties of Poisson distributions. The fact that DS-PML reduced background
noise to similar levels as doubling counts suggests that the method is in effect
sharing counts between datasets.
The amount of bias introduced in the tumour varied depending on tumour
size and intensity, with the largest observed bias of −6% in the case of increas-
ing tumour size and decreasing tumour activity. In practice, the performance
at a given tumour change is likely to depend on the strength of the regularisa-
tion, making future validation of these effects over a greater range of realistic
changes important.
As the number of counts per dataset reduced from 50%, DS-PML continued
to provide improved images, measured as an increase in tumour to background
CNRs compared to MLEM. There is the implicit assumption that the CNR
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accurately reflects the overall image quality, which may not be true when biases
are present. For example, the results of the tumour change experiment (Figure
3.9) show that longitudinal bias is possible when using the DS-PML method.
For the PET2 reconstructions, this bias was generally observed to be positive,
with tumour means increasing relative to the MLEM values. Using Equation
3.7, it is clear that an increase in CNR can occur with either an increase in
tumour mean or a decrease in background noise (given that the background
mean is stable). Therefore, for PET2 reconstructions, the increased CNR
could be due to a combination of both background noise reduction and the
longitudinal bias in the tumour. However, the PET1 CNR values are also
increased by using DS-PML compared to MLEM. In these images, tumour
means should only be biased negatively, lowering the CNR. The observation
that PET1 CNR rises even with the presence of this negative longitudinal bias
suggests that the longitudinal biases are small relative to the noise reduction,
and also suggests that the CNR improvements seen for PET2 are primarily
due to the noise reduction in the background as desired.
In the experiments performed in this Chapter, the proposed methods were
compared to MLEM reconstructions of the same data, and also MLEM re-
constructions of double-counts data to provide a high-counts reference recon-
struction. There is, however, another simple potential comparison method
that would be useful to include: the na¨ıve longitudinal smooth. In the two-
scan case, this would correspond to a weighted voxel-wise average of the two
images. Since this method would also provide noise reduction levels between
MLEM and double-counts MLEM reconstructions (depending on the weights
used), it would better contextualise the biases reported in this Chapter when
using DS-PML and DS-NC-PML. For these reasons, the longitudinal smooth
is introduced as a comparison method in Chapter 4.
Another weakness of the experimental results provided in this Chapter is
the reliance on %RMSE alone as the image quality metric in the presence
of a known ground truth image in the 2D simulation study. It would be
informative to investigate the bias and variance components of the overall
error separately, to fully characterise the tradeoff between the two in regions
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of change. This issue is addressed in Chapter 4, where additional simulation
studies are performed and bias-variance analysis is performed.
An additional point that was not addressed in this Chapter was the role of
resolution modelling. Including resolution effects in the forward model in the
reconstruction, as in Equation 2.10, generally reduces image noise compared
to non-resolution-modelled reconstructions (at the potential cost of ringing
artefacts). Therefore, the reconstructed images displayed in this Chapter (both
for 2D simulation studies an 3D real data inserted lesion study) could be further
denoised by including resolution-modelling in the reconstruction. Nonetheless,
while this would reduce the noise (CV) in each reconstructed image, the overall
results of this Chapter would still be expected to hold, namely that the use
of the proposed penalties reduces noise relative to the standard independent-
dataset reconstructions. It may be expected that the relative improvement of
the proposed methods would be lower in this case, although this would need
to be checked in future work.
Despite these issues, the results of both the 2D simulated and 3D split real
data studies presented in this Chapter do show that there is generally a trade-
off between reconstruction quantification performance in regions of change and
regions that do not change when using the proposed simultaneous reconstruc-
tion methods. The most suitable level of compromise will in practice be largely
application-specific; metastasis localisation studies may be more tolerant to
biases induced in lesions and benefit more from the increased CNR of the
proposed methods, while studies where accurate quantification is of interest
may benefit only a small amount (if at all) from simultaneous reconstruction.
As such, it is clear that the proposed methods will require application-specific
testing before being used in a clinical setting to ascertain a) if there is a benefit
to using the proposed reconstruction methods in those contexts, and b) which
level of regularistion is optimal.
From a technical point of view, the methods proposed in this Chapter have
some limitations. Firstly, the DS-PML and DS-NC-PML methods as presented
here used the assumption that the majority of voxels are equal in intensity
in both the PET1 and PET2 images. In practice, the injected activity of
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radiotracer in the PET2 acquisition is not necessarily equal to that of the PET1
acquisition. In this case, correcting each image for the relative injected activity
would be necessary to produce difference images that are predominantly zero.
This limitation is addressed in Chapter 4
Another simplification made in the work presented in this Chapter was the
absence of misalignment between longitudinal images. In real data applications
there is always some level of misalignment which would require correction to
use DS-PML and DS-NC-PML. This could be overcome either through using
side information such as CT or MR images to estimate the alignment opera-
tor, or by estimating the alignment as part of the simultaneous longitudinal
image reconstruction, similarly to that used previously in both PET [230–233]
and CT [199, 200] image reconstruction. In Chapter 4, alignment operators
calculated from side information are introduced to overcome this limitation.
One final limitation of the methods proposed in this Chapter is their re-
striction to pairs of scans only. In reality, longitudinal treatment response
PET may entail many more scans [66, 67, 73, 74], which would necessitate ex-
tension of the methods proposed in this work. Including even more scans in
the reconstruction would be expected to further improve the performance of
the proposed methods by making available a greater amount of information to
be included in the reconstruction of each image. This idea is also developed
in Chapter 4.
Nevertheless, the results presented in this Chapter demonstrate that it is in
principle possible to improve reconstructed PET images by penalising voxel-
wise longitudinal differences.
3.5 Summary
In this Chapter we proposed a novel penalised PET image reconstruction
method to reconstruct longitudinal oncology treatment response PET images
simultaneously. The large degree of similarity between these datasets allows
for information to be exchanged longitudinally in order to improve the recon-
structed images via noise reduction. This was achieved by penalising differ-
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ences between two longitudinal images during reconstruction in a one-step-late
fashion, using both `1-norm and non-convex difference penalties. The proposed
methods, DS-PML and DS-NC-PML, were evaluated on 2D simulated datasets
where lower whole-brain error levels were observed compared to MLEM, with
error levels similar in longitudinally changing tumours. In real 3D split datasets
with inserted tumours, an appropriate choice of hyperparameters for DS-PML
reduced noise to levels similar to those normally observed by using twice the
number of counts, while also maintaining quantification of tumour means.
Limitations of the proposed methods included the lack of global intensity
corrections to account for varying injected activity levels, the lack of the mis-
alignment step crucial for use on real data, and the restriction to two scans.
These issues are addressed in the Chapter 4, along with the proposal of al-
ternative difference-image based penalties designed to exploit other common
characteristics of longitudinal difference images.
Chapter 4:
Generalisation to Multiple Scans
and Alternative Difference-
Image Penalties
The results presented in Chapter 3 demonstrated that coupling a pair of longi-
tudinal treatment response PET datasets in the reconstruction process allowed
for noise reduction in both scans, reduced reconstruction error, and increased
tumour-to-background CNR. However, some bias was introduced into the ob-
served value of the tumour mean uptake, and only the specific case of two
perfectly aligned scans with equal injected PET activity was considered.
In this Chapter, we extend the theory presented in Chapter 3 to a general
number of scans with the necessary alignment and dose-correction steps, and
present two more difference-image penalties designed to achieve similar levels
of noise reduction with reduced levels of tumour bias. This Chapter is based
on work published by the author during the course of their PhD studies [234].
4.1 Generalisation to S Scans and Accounting for
Misalignment and Variable Activity Levels
Following on from the reconstruction problem defined in Section 3.1, here the
difference-image based simultaneous longitudinal PET image reconstruction
framework is generalised in order to a) encompass an arbitrary number of
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scans, b) account for misalignment between the scans, c) account for changing
injected activity, and d) allow a wider range of difference-image penalties to
be easily incorporated into the simultaneous reconstruction framework.
As defined previously, θ is a vector containing the intensities of a PET
image so that θj is proportional to the activity concentration in the jth voxel.
In this Chapter, in order to consider a general number of scans, a set of S lon-
gitudinal PET images is denoted as {θs}, where s = 1, ..., S indicates the scan
number. In this notation, the intensity of the jth voxel of the sth longitudinal
scan is denoted as θj,s.
Firstly, the joint objective function given in Equation 3.1 is generalised to
include S scans by re-writing it as:




where ΦML(θs|ms) is the Poisson log-likelihood for image θs, U({θs}) is a
penalty function in terms of all the longitudinal images, and β is the penalty
strength.
Observing that the DS penalties given in Section 3.1 are functions only
of the difference image, here the set of alignment-corrected difference images,
{δsk}, is defined as
δsk = αkMkθk − αsMsθs, (4.2)
where Ms is the J × J sparse matrix form of the alignment operator for the
sth longitudinal image and αs is a scaling factor that normalises θs appropri-
ately so that voxels that are longitudinally unchanging, in terms of metabolic
behaviour, produce differences of zero. Note that all images are aligned to a
single common reference space, allowing the use of only S alignment operators.
In the case where this reference space coincides with one of the longitudinal
scans, θs, Ms becomes the identity matrix and only S−1 alignment operators
must be calculated.
Given this set of difference images, the general penalty term is defined as
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Explicitly, given S scans, the S2 difference images can be calculated and the
total penalty is the weighted sum of the function u(·) applied to all possible
difference images. The weights wsk control the coupling between scans in
the reconstruction; if the weights are chosen such that wsk = wks = 0, the
difference image between scans s and k has no contribution to the overall
penalty (and thus has no penalty applied).
In order to use this form of penalty in the OSL-MAPEM algorithm, the
gradient ∂U/∂θj,s is required. Assuming that the weights matrix is symmetric













where [·]j denotes the jth element of a vector expression, MTs is the transpose










is the gradient vector of u with respect to each of the input difference image
voxel values for a given longitudinal image pair s, k. Note that by including
the alignment in this manner, each of the PET datasets are reconstructed in
their respective native image spaces; the only time alignment operators are
applied is in the calculation of the penalty gradient terms.
There are numerous possibilities for the functional form of u. Three options
are presented here, including the sparsity-based DS prior introduced in Section
3.1, that is included here for completeness.
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4.2 Characteristics of Difference Images and their
Corresponding Priors
In Section 3.1, difference images between longitudinal tumour response scans
were assumed to be sparse, representing the case where only voxels in and
around the tumour changed longitudinally. Here two more expected charac-
teristics of difference images are introduced, namely that they have low entropy,
and that they exhibit sparsity in their spatial gradients. Figure 4.1 shows an
example simulated case, where increasing counts levels in a pair of longitudi-
nal scans results in a difference image that is sparser, has lower entropy, and
has a sparser spatial gradient image. Three difference-image based priors are
therefore defined: the DS prior as defined in Section 3.1, updated to reflect the
generalised reconstruction problem given in Equations 4.1–4.3; a prior based
on the entropy of the difference image; and a prior based on the `1-norm of
the spatial gradient image.
4.2.1 Difference-Image Sparsity (DS) Prior
As initially described in Section 3.1, and justified by the appearance of longi-
tudinal change images in oncology (Figure 1.1), this prior assumes that only
a small number of voxels changes from scan to scan, i.e. that the difference
images are to be sparse. This is reiterated in Figure 4.1. Based on the results
from Chapter 3, only the smooth `1-norm DS prior was used in this Chap-
ter since the DS-NC prior was not observed to greatly improve image quality
relative to the DS prior, and resulted in a less stable image reconstruction
method.
In terms of a single difference image δ, the DS prior as given in Equation





δ2j + ε2 (4.6)
where ε is a small value that is used to ensure that the prior is differentiable at
all values. The gradient of this function with respect to voxel j in the difference
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Scan 1 Scan 2
 entropy = -45893.7918
 entropy = -39831.3796
 entropy = -33572.5575
 sparsity = 1.2085%
 sparsity = 7.1594%
 sparsity = 26.4404%
 sparsity = 12.4329%
 sparsity = 0.95215%
 sparsity = 0.85449%





































Figure 4.1: Effect of increasing counts on the characteristics of longitudinal
tumour response difference images. As the counts levels increase, measures of
sparsity of the difference image, entropy of the difference image, and sparsity
in the spatial gradient of the difference image all decrease. This motivates the
use of the DS, DE, and DTV priors respectively. Note that sparsity here was
measured as the proportion of voxels with an intensity greater than 10% of
the maximum value in each image and that for this reason sparsity values are
only comparable within each domain and not across domains.
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Moving from the two-scan case used in Chapter 3 to the generalised prob-
lem in Equations 4.1–4.3 simply entails the inclusion of the `1-norm of each
difference image in turn, before summing the results. Note that in this gen-
eralised formulation, a longitudinal image θs contributes twice to the penalty,
once in δsk and once in δks. In the formulation used in Chapter 3, it only con-
tributed once, since only φ− θ = θ2 − θ1 was used. This results in a change
of scale for β values in this Chapter.
4.2.2 Difference-Image Entropy (DE) Prior
As shown in Figure 4.1 difference images in longitudinal oncology scans can
reasonably be expected to contain a large number of zeros and a few non-
zero elements of similar intensity. As image noise increases, the spread of
values in the difference image also increases, merging peaks in the histogram
of the difference image and increasing the entropy of the difference images.
To reflect this, an entropy-based difference-image prior (difference entropy, or
DE) that penalises higher entropy difference images is introduced. The use of
information-based priors has previously been explored in the field of anatomi-
cally guided PET image reconstruction [168, 174–179], but to our knowledge,
they have not previously been incorporated into longitudinal PET reconstruc-
tions or applied to difference images.
The PDF of a continuous random variable, X, given a set of parameters,
{δj}, can be estimated as pˆ(x; δ) using the Parzen window, or kernel density
estimation, method [235, pp. 131-137]. In this work Gaussian kernels are used,
so that the PDF is estimated as











where W is the width of the kernel and C is a normalising scalar that sets
the integral of each kernel to one. With this PDF the entropy of a difference
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image δ can be estimated according to:
Hˆ(X; δ) = −
∫
pˆ(x; δ) log pˆ(x; δ)dx. (4.9)
As previously mentioned, the DE prior aims to encourage solutions which have
a low entropy difference image. Therefore, the prior is defined in terms of a
single difference image, equal to the entropy of that difference image:
uDE(δ) = Hˆ(X, δ). (4.10)
In practice the continuous variableX is replaced with a discrete approximation,
and the integral in Equation 4.9 becomes the following sum




pˆ(xl; δ) log pˆ(xl; δ),
(4.11)
where xl is the lth sampling point of the PDF and Nl is the number of such
samples. With this approximation, the gradient of the DE prior uDE with



















where the interval between xl and xl+1 is denoted ∆x. Note that this equation
requires the contribution from each and every voxel δj to the PDF at each and
every kernel centre xl.
Similarly to the DS-NC-PML method of Chapter 3, the DE prior is non-
convex, meaning that there are potentially multiple local optima of the objec-
tive function. Nonetheless, non-convex entropy-based priors have been used
previously in the PET image reconstruction literature, demonstrating good
results [168,175–179].
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4.2.3 Difference-Image Total Variation (DTV) Prior
As seen in Figure 4.1, images which are intrinsically sparse can also possess
sparsity in the spatial gradient domain, especially when the non-zero elements
in the image in question are spatially grouped. Sparsity in the gradient of
the difference images can therefore be encouraged, corresponding to the total
variation (TV) of the difference images. The TV of a 2D difference image δ can






(δx+1,y − δx,y)2 + (δx,y+1 − δx,y)2 + ε2, (4.13)
where δx,y here denotes the difference image indexed in each spatial dimension
separately. If the difference images are expected to have sparse spatial gradient
images, as suggested in Figure 4.1, this is equivalent to the TV of the difference
images being low. Therefore, the difference image TV prior (DTV) uses the
following for u(δ)
uDTV(δ) = TV(δ), (4.14)
with a derivative with respect to voxel δx,y given by [136]:
∂uDTV
∂δx,y
= δx,y − δx−1,y√
(δx,y − δx−1,y)2 + (δx−1,y+1 − δx−1,y)2 + ε2
+ δx,y − δx,y−1√
(δx+1,y−1 − δx,y−1)2 + (δx,y − δx,y−1)2 + ε2
− δx+1,y + δx,y+1 − 2δx,y√
(δx+1,y − δx,y)2 + (δx,y+1 − δx,y)2 + ε2
(4.15)
The TV penalty as given by Equation 4.13 has previously been used in
single-dataset PET reconstruction (e.g. [136]), but to the best of the author’s
knowledge, it (or any other spatial TV prior) has never been applied to differ-
ence images between longitudinal PET scans.
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4.3 2D Hyperparameter Characterisation
In order to characterise the effects of the DS, DE, and DTV priors, and to
select β values for future 2D simulation experiments, a 2D hyperparamter
characterisation study was performed. This 2D simulation experiment aimed
to investigate the relative performances of the three priors without the con-
founding factors of misalignment and varying background activity levels.
4.3.1 Experimental Methods
Using the freely available NCAT digital brain phantom [227], realistic 2D [18F]-
FDG ground truth images were created, comprising four segmented intensity
regions: air, white matter, grey matter, and tumour (Figure 4.2). These images
were of a high resolution, with an array size of 512 × 512 and a pixel size of
0.5×0.5 mm2. Air voxels were assigned activities of 0 and the ratio between
grey and white matter intensities was defined as 4:1. The tumour was a variable
uniform circular region on the boundary between the left middle frontal gyrus
and white matter, characterised by its radius and intensity.
The process for producing simulated PET datasets was similar to that used
in Section 3.2.1. Ground truth images were blurred by a 4.3 mm FWHM Gaus-
sian kernel before being projected into sinogram space. Attenuation factors
were calculated using a corresponding attenuation map consisting of air (µ =
0 mm−1), soft tissue (µ = 0.0096 mm−1), and bone (µ = 0.0172 mm−1) [106]
voxels. Randoms were approximated as uniform sinograms, and scattered
coincidences were approximated by smoothing the projections of the ground
truth images with a Gaussian kernel of 24 bins FWHM. These scatters and
randoms were scaled and added to the data to produce noise-free sinograms
which contained 20% scatter and 20% randoms. As in Section 3.2, noise-free
and non-resolution degraded datasets were reconstructed with FBP to provide
reference images in the same space as the noisy reconstructions.
To explore the effect of β on reconstructed image quality, the two-scan case
was investigated, with ground truth images as shown in Figure 4.3. The two
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Figure 4.2: The ground truth image tumour model used for 2D simulation
studies. (a) An example ground truth image, and (b) the indicated profile
through the image intersecting the tumour. The ground truth images com-
prised of four classes of pixel: air, white matter, grey matter, and tumour,
with each one assigned a single intensity value. With a nominal white matter
intensity of 1, the grey matter intensity was 4. The tumour was characterised
by its radius and intensity. Note that ground truth images had an array size
of 512× 512 and a voxel size of 0.5×0.5 mm2.
ground truth images were generated as outlined above, one baseline (PET1)
and one follow-up (PET2). The PET1 tumour had a radius of 15 mm and a
tumour to white matter intensity ratio of 8:1 (Figure 4.3(a)), and the PET2
tumour was 8 mm with a corresponding ratio of 6:1 (Figure 4.3(b)). The two
images were scaled with a common factor such that the total expected number
of counts in the PET1 sinogram was ∼4 million. Finally, a double-counts pair
of noise-free datasets were generated to provide low-noise benchmark images,
as in Section 3.2.
100 noisy realisations of each of the datasets (PET1, PET2, double-counts
PET1, and double-counts PET2) were then produced by introducing Poisson
noise into the noise-free datasets. These datasets were reconstructed with a
variety of methods, all run for 200 iterations, and all including the original
attenuation, scatters and randoms sinograms from the simulation process in
the forward model. Resolution modelling was not included to remain consistent
with the results presented in Chapter 3. The double-counts PET1 and PET2
datasets were reconstructed with MLEM only in order to demonstrate the
image quality corresponding to doubling the number of acquired counts. The
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Figure 4.3: Ground truth images for the 2D hyperparameter experiment. The
PET1 (a) tumour had a radius of 15 mm and an intensity of 8 (arb. units),
and the PET2 (b) tumour was 8 mm in radius with an intensity of 6. (c) The
resulting ground truth difference image.
remaining datasets were reconstructed with MLEM, DS-PML, DE-PML, and
DTV-PML as follows.
All elements of the scan-to-scan weighting matrix were set to 1, as were
all activity correction factors αs. The alignment matrices Ms were set to
the identity matrix I, since ground truth images were generated with perfect
alignment. The prior-specific parameters were as follows:
DS-PML: β values were varied between 7.5× 10−5 and 15× 10−4 and ε
was set to 1× 10−6.
DE-PML: A Gaussian window of standard deviation W = 0.35 (arb. in-
tensity units) was used to estimate the PDF of the difference images. During
each iteration of the DE-PML algorithm, a 100-level discretisation was used
for approximating the continuous PDF. In addition, a mask was used to en-
sure that entropy was only calculated in the brain itself since the remaining air
voxels naturally exhibit low entropy. β values were varied between 0.15 and 3.
DTV-PML: β values were varied between 4× 10−5 to 8× 10−4 and ε was
set to 1× 10−6.
In addition, the longitudinal smooth discussed in Section 3.4 was applied to
the MLEM reconstructions, using a two-point Gaussian kernel parameterised
by the standard deviation, σ, so that with σ = 0 the images were unchanged,
and with σ = +∞ the output images were the unweighted average of the input
images.
To evaluate the performance of the various reconstruction methods, tumour
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%RMSE values (as defined in Equation 3.5) were calculated for PET1 and
PET2 images using the non-resolution-degraded, noise-free FBP images as the
corresponding reference images, as in Section 3.2. The analysis region, T ,
was selected as a 226-voxel circular ROI covering the PET1 15 mm tumour
and a small portion of surrounding tissue. Note that this tumour region was
used in both PET1 and PET2 images so that the PET2 image contained more










where n indexes one of N noisy reconstructed images, and Ω is the analysis
region (c.f. Equation 3.6). CV was calculated in an eroded mask of all white
matter voxels to provide a measure of image noise. Since Chapter 3 showed
that the reduction in whole-brain %RMSE was primarily due to noise reduc-
tion, white matter CV serves as a metric of background image quality in this
Chapter.
The mean and CV of voxel intensities within the PET1 and PET2 tumours
(excluding surrounding tissue voxels) were also calculated for each reconstruc-
tion. The average of these values across all noisy realisations was calculated to
provide a measure of the effects of the regularisation penalties on tumour quan-
tification. This is equivalent to measuring the effect of the proposed penalties
on the SUV within the tumour, with an arbitrary scaling factor.
Finally, bias and standard deviation (SD) maps were produced by calcu-
lating the voxel-wise bias and standard deviation of the 100 noisy realisations
of the data i.e.:










where θ¯j is the mean reconstructed image over all noisy realisations. The
bias and SD maps allow for visual inspection of the spatial distribution of
reconstruction error, allowing qualitative comparison of the proposed methods.
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Figure 4.4: Tumour mean vs white matter CV as a function of regularisation
hyperparameter for (a) PET1 and (b) PET2. For the longitudinally smoothed
MLEM reconstructions (red diamonds), the hyperparameter is σ, controlling
the width of the filter, and for DS-PML (yellow squares), DE-PML (cyan
crosses) and DTV-PML (black triangles), the parameter is β. See text for the
ranges of σ and β values used for each method. Also shown are the perfor-
mances of MLEM (purple asterisks) and double-counts MLEM (blue stars).
Vertical dashed lines show the tumour mean values in the non-resolution-
degraded, noise-free FBP reference images. Arrows indicate the selected β
values for each method, as listed in Table 4.1.
4.3.2 Results
Figure 4.4 shows the PET1 and PET2 tradeoffs between tumour mean and
white matter CV as a function of regularisation hyperparameter for the pro-
posed methods. In this context, an ideal method would provide a point that
coincides with the double-counts MLEM point using the same counts level
available to the proposed methods.
The longitudinal smooth, DS-PML, DE-PML, and DTV-PML reconstruc-
tions all reduce white matter CV down to levels similar to double-counts
MLEM when sufficiently high hyperparameter values are used, although at
the cost of varying levels of bias in the tumour mean. In terms of limiting this
bias, it is clear that the proposed methods are far superior to the weighted av-
erage longitudinal smooth. In particular, the DE-PML method was observed
to produce the lowest tumour bias while allowing noise reduction approaching
double-counts MLEM.





















































Figure 4.5: Tumour %RMSE vs white matter CV as a function of regulari-
sation hyperparameter for (a) PET1 and (b) PET2 reconstructions. Recon-
struction methods shown are MLEM, DS-PML, DE-PML, and DTV-PML.
Also shown are longitudinally smoothed MLEM and double-counts MLEM
reconstructions. Arrows indicate the selected β values listed in Table 4.1.
The corresponding tradeoff between tumour %RMSE and white matter CV
is shown in Figure 4.5. Compared to the MLEM reconstructions, the double-
counts MLEM reconstructions exhibit lower tumour %RMSE in addition to
lower white matter CV. While the DS-PML method slightly reduced PET1
tumour error compared to MLEM (similarly to as seen previously in Figure
3.4 in Chapter 3), the DE-PML and the DTV-PML methods reduce PET1
tumour error to a greater extent. Furthermore, the DTV-PML method with
high β values reduces error slightly more than the double-counts MLEM re-
construction. For the PET2 reconstructions, the three difference-image priors
produce tumour %RMSE values more similar to the MLEM reconstructions,
increasing at high β values as the penalty strength becomes too large. The
DE-PML and DTV-PML methods produce lower tumour %RMSE values than
DS-PML.
To assess the tradeoff between bias and variance that gives rise to the
%RMSE values in Figure 4.5, the tumour mean was plotted against the tumour
CV as a function of β for the presented difference-image prior methods, as
shown in Figure 4.6. It can be observed that both DTV-PML and DE-PML
produced noise reduction in the tumour itself, resulting in the lower %RMSE
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Figure 4.6: Tumour mean against tumour CV for varying regularisation pa-
rameter for (a) PET1 and (b) PET2 reconstructions. DS-PML, DE-PML and
DTV-PML methods are shown as a function of β. Also shown are MLEM,
MLEM with double-counts data, and longitudinally filtered MLEM, param-
eterised by the width of the filter, σ. Arrows indicate the β values listed in
Table 4.1, used in the remainder of the 2D simulation experiments.
values observed previously. The DS-PML method performed worse than the
other two methods in terms of noise reduction. It is interesting to note that
in the PET1 reconstructions, DE-PML and DTV-PML reduced tumour noise
to levels below even the double-counts reconstruction when high values of β
were used. For the PET2 reconstructions, tumour noise plateaued at a CV
level greater than the double-counts MLEM case.
Based on Figures 4.4–4.6, the selection of an optimal β value for each
method is non-trivial. In practice, there is a tradeoff between all metrics in-
vestigated, so that any single β value cannot be optimal for all measures of
image quality. Since optimising so many correlated and anti-correlated met-
rics simultaneously is difficult, and since ultimately any clinical usage of these
algorithms would be subject to the requirements of the particular application
in question, selection of β values based on a quantitative measure was not
attempted. Instead, to demonstrate both the full potential offered by each
method and their respective drawbacks, β values were selected so as to ap-
proach the noise levels of the double-counts MLEM reconstructions, without
excessive penalisation. The selected values are indicated by arrows in Figures
4.4–4.6, and listed in Table 4.1.
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In order to verify that the trends observed in Figures 4.4–4.6 are due to
the form of DS, DE, and DTV priors, rather than their convergence when
included in the OSL algorithm, a single noisy realisation of the datasets was
reconstructed with each prior using the corresponding β values listed in Table
4.1. The data was also reconstructed with MLEM. These reconstructions were
run to 1000 iterations, and the value of the objective function for each method
at each iteration number was calculated. Figure 4.7 shows the normalised
objective function as a function of iteration number for MLEM and the three
difference-image prior methods. Observing the progression of the normalised
objective function with iteration number, it is apparent that all of the methods
converge with a similar trajectory to MLEM, with each one within 99.99% of
their 1000-iteration value at 200 iterations. This suggests that the comparisons
made in Figures 4.4–4.6 were fair, with performances representative of the
methods at convergence.
To put into perspective the bias levels shown in Figure 4.4, Figure 4.8 plots
the tumour mean values for the proposed methods with the selected β values
as listed in Table 4.1. The MLEM and double-counts MLEM tumour means
are also shown for comparison. The biases previously observed in Figure 4.4
are apparent, but the effect is small relative to the magnitude of the values
involved, even for the most severe cases (PET2 DTV-PML or both DS-PML
reconstructions).
When considering the bias and standard deviation maps (Figure 4.9), it is
possible to assess the spatial distribution of error for the proposed methods
using the β values given in Table 4.1. It is apparent that all of the proposed
methods reduce the voxel-wise variance in background regions due to the noise
reduction indicated by Figures 4.4 and 4.5. However, behaviour in and around




Table 4.1: β values selected for as representative of the performances of DS-
PML, DE-PML, and DTV-PML based on Figures 4.4–4.6
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Figure 4.7: Plot of the objective function as a function of iteration number for a
single noisy realisation of the experiment 1 datasets reconstructed with MLEM,
DS-PML, DE-PML, and DTV-PML. For each of the PML reconstructions, β
was set to the value indicated in Table 4.1. Note that for each method, the
objective function values have been normalised by the 1000-iteration value.
Figure 4.8: Tumour mean values for MLEM, double-counts MLEM, DS-PML,
DE-PML and DTV-PML, all at 200 iterations. β values for the PML methods
are those listed in Table 4.1. Error bars show the standard deviation of the
measured mean values over the 100 noisy realisations of the data. Dashed lines
replicate the double-counts MLEM tumour means for comparison.
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Figure 4.9: Bias and standard deviation (SD) images calculated over 100 noisy
realisations for the PET1 and PET2 datasets reconstructed with MLEM,
double-counts MLEM, DS-PML, DE-PML and DTV-PML. β values for the
PML methods are the same as those listed in Table 4.1.
the tumour is different for the various methods, with DS-PML maintaining
voxel-wise variance at levels similar to MLEM, and with the DE-PML and
DTV-PML methods reducing voxel-wise variance in the tumour (c.f. Figure
4.6). In terms of the bias maps, the difference-image prior methods produce
similar results to the MLEM reconstructions in the background of the image,
but with differing behaviour in the tumour. The DS-PML method exhibits a
visible negative bias (blue) within the PET1 tumour compared to MLEM, with
DE-PML and DTV-PML introducing higher levels of bias around the edge of
the tumour. In the PET2 tumour, the bias around the edges of the tumour
using DE-PML and DTV-PML is more apparent.
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4.4 Effect of Tumour Change on Reconstruction
Quality
In order to evaluate the effect of changing the penalty strengths using the pro-
posed methods, the previous Section considered only one example of a tumour
response. In practice, the performance of these methods, like any reconstruc-
tion method, will be dependent on the object being imaged. Therefore, differ-
ent tumours may affect reconstruction performance. In cancer imaging, where
the size and intensity of tumours cannot be known a priori, it is important to
validate reconstruction methods over a range of tumour characteristics. This
is particularly true for the proposed methods, since they rely on assumptions
about the nature of the difference image, the validity of which depends on the
tumour changes encountered.
4.4.1 Experimental Methods
To evaluate the performance of the difference-image prior methods for a range
of longitudinal tumour behaviours, tumour radius and intensity, as described
in Figure 4.2, were varied and the performance of the reconstruction methods
with β values from Table 4.1 was assessed.
Initially keeping the tumour intensities the same as listed in Section 4.3.1
(8 and 6 for PET1 and PET2 respectively), the PET1 and PET2 tumour radii
were varied between 3 mm and 15 mm in steps of 2 mm. 100 noisy realisations
of simulated PET data were generated for each radius pair using the same
methodology and counts levels as in Section 4.3, and reconstructed with 200
iterations of each method. For all PET1 and PET2 reconstructions for all
tumour pairs, %RMSE was calculated in the same 226-voxel circular ROI used
in Section 4.3.
Following this, the radii of the two tumours were kept the same as listed in
Section 4.3.1 (15 mm and 8 mm), with the intensities of each varied between
2 and 8. Using 200 iterations of each reconstruction method, with 100 noisy
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realisations per dataset again, %RMSE was calculated in the same tumour
ROI.
4.4.2 Results
Figure 4.10 displays the %RMSE in the tumour region as a function of PET1
and PET2 tumour radius, and Figure 4.11 shows the corresponding results for
changing PET1 and PET2 tumour intensities. The CV values in background
regions were similar to those shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 and so are not
replicated here.
Firstly, it is apparent that for all tumour sizes doubling the number of
counts used in the MLEM reconstruction reduces reconstruction errors, re-
flecting the results shown in Figure 4.5. In general, a smaller tumour radius
and intensity causes higher reconstruction errors in MLEM reconstructions.
With varying tumour radii (Figure 4.10), error levels are generally the same
as or reduced compared to MLEM reconstructions when using the difference-
image priors. With the difference-image prior methods, the highest errors
occur when the change in tumour radius is greatest (c.f. bottom right and top
left corners of the heat maps shown in Figure 4.10). For the DS-PML method,
these extreme cases have %RMSE levels similar to the MLEM reconstructions,
while elsewhere %RMSE is reduced slightly due to noise reduction. For the
DE-PML and DTV-PML methods, even at the most extreme radii changes,
error levels are lower than the MLEM case, in agreement with Figure 4.5. In
some cases these errors approach the double-counts MLEM reconstructions.
For the reconstruction errors in the tumour region as a function of varying
tumour intensties (Figure 4.11), similar results are observed, with the DS-PML
error levels similar to the MLEM errors, and the DE-PML and DTV-PML
errors falling between the MLEM and the double-counts MLEM errors.
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Figure 4.10: %RMSE values in PET1 and PET2 reconstructions in a region
encompassing the tumour for varying tumour radii for: MLEM, double-counts
MLEM, and DS-PML, DE-PML and DTV-PML with β values from Table 4.1.
Tumour intensities were kept constant at 8 and 6 (relative to a nominal white
matter uptake of 1). Also shown are average %RMSEs across PET1 and PET2
and the difference of these averages from the MLEM averages. Note that in
all cases the analysis region was a dilation of the largest (15 mm) tumour,
and so for smaller tumours the analysis region contained proportionally more
background. It is apparent that across tumour sizes, the difference-image
prior methods allow for good reconstruction of the region around the tumour,
with error values generally falling between MLEM and double-counts MLEM
reconstructions.
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Figure 4.11: %RMSE values in PET1 and PET2 reconstructions in a region
encompassing the tumour for varying tumour intensities for: MLEM, double-
counts MLEM, and DS-PML, DE-PML and DTV-PML with β values as listed
in Table 4.1. Tumour radii were kept constant at 15 mm and 8 mm. Also
shown are average %RMSEs across PET1 and PET2 and the difference of
these averages from the MLEM values. Results are similar to those seen in
Figure 4.10, with error levels generally between MLEM and double-counts
MLEM, although both the DS-PML and DE-PML methods produce %RMSE
values more similar to MLEM for a greater number of intensity changes.
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4.5 2D Five-Scan Experiment
The previous experiments aimed to explore the effects of the hyperparameters
and tumour behaviour on the reconstructed image quality using the proposed
methods. To achieve this, experiments using only two scans were performed
to simplify the interpretation of the results. However, it is expected that the
proposed methods should exhibit greater levels of improvement when more
datasets are available, since there is a greater total amount of data to be
shared between scans. Furthermore, since performing multiple scans in an
oncology treatment monitoring protocol is not uncommon (e.g. [66, 67, 73]),
it is useful to understand how the proposed methods perform in these cases.
The generalised reconstruction prior in Equation 4.3 contains the weighting
array {wsk}, which allows the coupling between scans to be determined. Here
the performance of the proposed methods in a 2D simulated five-scan case
is investigated, and the effects of varying these inter-scan weights on image
quality is explored.
4.5.1 Experimental Methods
Five ground truth images and datasets were created in accordance with Section
4.3.1. The tumour radii were: 15 mm, 8 mm, 4 mm, 3 mm, and 5 mm, and the
respective nominal intensities were 8, 6, 4, 3, and 6. The counts level of each
scan was the same as that previously used, i.e. approximately 4 million counts
per scan.
The five datasets were reconstructed with each of the difference-image prior
methods, as described in Section 4.3.1. In addition, the wsk array is now
redefined so that:







where σw is a shape parameter than can be varied from 0 to +∞. The for-
mer case gives wsk = 1 for s = k only, indicating a complete separation
of the longitudinal datasets, i.e. reverting to a maximum likelihood esti-
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mate. The latter case gives a uniform weighting array (i.e. wsk = w ∀s, k),
applying maximum penalty between all pairs of scans in the series. ∆sk
is the cyclic longitudinal distance between scans s and k, given by ∆sk =
min(|s− k|, |s− k − S|, |s− k + S|). Using a cyclic distance results in all
scans having the same total weighting with other scans, ensuring that, for
example, scans 1 and 5 are not regularised less just by virtue of having no
preceding or succeeding scan. κs is a normalising factor used to control the
sum of the rows of the weights array. In this experiment κs was chosen so
that ∑k wsk = 2, in agreement with the total weight used in the previous
experiments where {wsk} was 12×2.
It is important to note that the degree to which coupling the first and last
scans in the manner described above is desirable depends on the context in
question. For example, in applications where the entire longitudinal exami-
nation takes place in a relatively short space of time, the first and last scans
may not be expected to vary considerably, allowing cyclical coupling in this
manner. On the other hand, where the first and last scans are expected to be
considerably different, coupling them may be undesirable. In this experiment
the assumption is made that it is acceptable to couple scans cyclically, since
the changes were known a priori. Future work would be required to investigate
the optimal coupling between longitudinal scans in specific real applications.
To investigate the effect of inter-scan coupling on reconstructed image qual-
ity, the σw parameter was varied between 0.4 and 8, with a final σw of ∞ also
included to provide a case comparable to those used in Sections 4.3 and 4.4.
β values for the difference-image priors were set to the values given previously
in Table 4.1.
In order to provide benchmark images at different image noise levels, the
five noise-free longitudinal datasets were scaled to different counts levels and
reconstructed with 200 iterations of MLEM. These counts levels ranged from
1 to 5 times the original level, to correspond to the maximum expected back-
ground noise reduction from the DS-PML, DE-PML and DTV-PML methods,
as suggested by Section 4.3.
100 noisy realisations of the five-scan data series were generated and recon-
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structed. Reconstructed images for all methods were analysed by calculating
tumour mean, tumour CV, and white matter CV (CV values were calculated
using the aggregate CV of Equation 4.16). In addition, mean squared error
(MSE) maps were calculated as
MSEj = Bias2j + SD2j (4.19)
where the bias and SD maps are as defined in Equation 4.17.
4.5.2 Results
Figure 4.12 shows the tumour mean vs white matter CV as a function of
σw for DS-PML, DE-PML and DTV-PML with β values as listed in Table
4.1. Also shown are the corresponding MLEM curves, with the counts level
between 1 and 5 times the number used for the proposed methods. For the
proposed methods, as σw tends towards infinity, the noise is reduced until at
σw =∞, the noise levels reach a minimum which is determined by the selected
β value. Out of the three priors, the DE-PML method gives the least biased
tumour mean values, with σw =∞ providing values comparable to the MLEM
reconstructions.
Observation of the PET1 and PET2 tumour mean/CV tradeoffs (Figure
4.13) reflects the results seen in Figure 4.6, despite the change of regularisation
parameter from β to σw. In Figure 4.13, increasing σw reduces tumour CV for
the DTV-PML method, and to a lesser extent the DE-PML method. DS-PML
has a weaker effect on tumour CV; in the PET1 reconstructions, the tumour
noise was maintained at levels similar to the 1× counts MLEM reconstructions,
despite the introduction of a bias lowering the measured tumour mean value.
Of the three difference-image prior methods, DE-PML provides on average the
best tradeoff between noise reduction in the background, noise reduction in the
tumour and bias-mitigation in the tumour. It is important to note that the
tumour biases are limited by the β values used; setting σw =∞ with higher β
values will induce larger biases.













































































Figure 4.12: Tumour mean vs white matter CV for the five scans for DS-PML,
DE-PML and DTV-PML as a function of σw. Penalty strengths, β, were set to
the values shown in Table 4.1. Also shown is MLEM as a function of recorded
counts, with the number of counts varied from 1 to 5 times the number of
counts used in the proposed methods (in intervals of 0.5×). Dashed lines
show the mean tumour values in the non-resolution-degraded, noise-free FBP
reference images, corresponding to the nominal ground truth values of 8, 6, 4, 3,
and 6 times the white matter intensity for each scan respectively. The proposed
methods are able to reduce the background noise considerably, at the cost of
some level of bias in the reconstructions. This bias is smallest for the DE-PML
method, which remains close to the high-counts MLEM reconstructions.
When considering the example reconstructed images at σw = ∞ (Figure
4.14), the improvements in image quality using the proposed methods are
clearly visible. Compared to the MLEM reconstructions with the same level
of counts, the difference-image priors produce visually superior images with
reduced noise throughout the image background, as indicated by Figure 4.12.
These background noise levels are visually similar to the MLEM reconstruc-
tions with 5 times the data. However, the different effects of the proposed
methods are noticeable in the tumours, particularly the PET1 tumour. The
DS-PML reconstruction produces tumours that appear similar to the MLEM
reconstruction with the same counts level, due to the tendency of this method
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Figure 4.13: Tumour mean vs tumour CV for (a) PET1 and (b) PET2 recon-
structions for the five-scan simulation experiment (PET3 to PET5 tumours
have been omitted due to their small size prohibiting useful measures of tu-
mour CV). For DS-PML, DE-PML and DTV-PML, β values are as listed in
Table 4.1, and σw was varied between 0 and ∞. For MLEM, the number
of counts per dataset was varied from 1 to 5 times the number used in the
other reconstructions. For the DE-PML and DTV-PML methods, increasing
σw reduced tumour noise while introducing some bias relative to MLEM recon-
structions, whereas with DS-PML, particularly in PET1, the effect on tumour
CV was weak. Dashed lines show the mean tumour values in the reference
non-resolution-degraded, noise-free FBP images, corresponding to the nomi-
nal ground truth values of 8 and 6 times the white matter intensity for PET1
and PET2 respectively.
to preserve voxel-wise changes. For the DE-PML and DTV-PML methods, the
tumour itself is visually improved compared to MLEM with the same number
of counts, due to the noise reduction in the tumour observed in Figure 4.13.
Finally, Figure 4.15 shows the MSE images for each of the methods. Com-
pared to MLEM reconstructions with the same amount of data, the difference-
image prior reconstructions reduce MSE throughout the image background due
to noise-reduction in these regions. In the tumour the levels of error reduction
vary between the proposed methods. The DS-PML method slightly reduces
error compared to the MLEM reconstructions, due to the small amount of
noise-reduction that occurs when voxel-values are longitudinally biased offset-
ting the bias itself, as previously observed in Chapter 3. For the DE-PML and
DTV-PML methods, error reduction in the tumour is stronger. Here it can
be seen that despite the correct estimation of tumour means provided by the
DE-PML method in Figure 4.12, this method still produces higher voxel-wise
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Figure 4.14: Example reconstructed images for the simulated five-scan re-
construction experiment. Each column shows the images from each of the
scans. From top to bottom: the noise-free FBP reference image, MLEM with
a counts level of 1, MLEM with 5 times the number of counts, DS-PML, DE-
PML and DTV-PML. All of the difference-image prior reconstruction methods
had σw = ∞ and β values as listed in Table 4.1. The three difference-image
priors reduce noise in the background of the image to levels equivalent to the
5× counts MLEM, but differ in the appearance of the tumours, particularly
in PET1, where DS-PML retains a similar tumour noise pattern to the 1×
counts MLEM reconstruction (red arrows), whereas DE-PML and DTV-PML
reduce the noise (blue arrows).
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Figure 4.15: Mean-squared-error (MSE) maps around the tumour for MLEM
with a counts level of 1, MLEM with 5 times the number of counts, and
DS-PML, DE-PML and DTV-PML. β values for each of the difference-image
priors are listed in Table 4.1. All of the difference-image prior reconstruction
methods had σw =∞. Note that MSE values are calculated as the voxel-wise
bias squared plus the voxel-wise standard deviation squared.
errors in the tumour compared to DTV-PML. This reflects the observation
that the tumour means are maintained with DE-PML at the expense of higher
levels of tumour voxel variance (Figure 4.13).
4.6 Application to Real Data
4.6.1 Experimental Methods
Following the 2D simulation studies described above, the proposed priors were
applied to a real longitudinal pair of [18F]-FDG datasets acquired from a head
and neck cancer patient using a Siemens mCT time-of-flight PET-CT scanner
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(Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). The patient exhibited a highly-
uptaking tumour in the right side of the lower jaw, which reduced in size and
uptake between the two scans (an interval of 85 days). The injected activity
of each of the two scans was 340 MBq and 357 MBq, resulting in total prompt
counts of 78.5× 106 and 76.7× 106 respectively in sinograms acquired in the
head bed position. Note that although the data were acquired in time-of-flight
format, sinograms were rebinned to non-time-of-flight for this experiment.
As well as the prompts emission sinograms, CT images were acquired for
attenuation correction, and delayeds emission sinograms were acquired for ran-
doms estimation. The vendor-supplied e7 Tools software (Siemens Healthcare,
TN, USA) was used to calculate attenuation correction factors and randoms
sinograms to be used in the reconstructions. Scatter correction was performed
using single scatter simulation, as in [236].
In order to use the original datasets as double-counts datasets, counts-
reduced versions of the data were produced by randomly removing individual
counts with a probability of 0.5, similarly to the counts-reduction method
described in Section 3.3.1. The randoms and scatters estimates were scaled by
a factor of 0.5 accordingly.
The counts-reduced longitudinal datasets were then reconstructed with DS-
PML, DE-PML, and DTV-PML, using projectors based on the mCT scanner
geometry [236]. To reduce reconstruction time, these reconstruction meth-
ods were accelerated with an ordered subsets (OS) implementation [237]. The
same counts-reduced datasets were also reconstructed with the OS version of
MLEM (OSEM). All reconstructions were run with 5 iterations of 21 subsets
reconstructing into an image grid size of 400 × 400 × 109, with voxel sizes of
2.036×2.036×2.027 mm3. Because of the large degree of noise present in head
and neck PET images (due to the relatively low metabolic activity of tissues
in the neck), these reconstructions included a small amount of resolution mod-
elling according to Equation 2.10, with the PSF approximated by an isotropic
Gaussian kernel of 3 mm FWHM (compared to the 4.1 mm FHWM previously
measured as the resolution of the mCT scanner [238]).
For the difference-image prior methods the weights wsk were 1 for all s
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and k, and the total activity correction factors, αs, were given by T1/Ts where
Ts denotes the total number of prompt counts recorded in scan s. For DS-
PML, β was varied between 0 and 0.2 and ε was 1× 10−6. For DE-PML, β
was varied between 0 and 2000 with a Gaussian Parzen window width W of
0.02. Finally, for DTV-PML, β values were varied between 0 and 0.1, and
ε = 1× 10−6. Whereas in the 2D simulation studies only DE-PML used a
mask for the calculation of the penalty gradient, masking was required for all
priors for the real 3D datasets due to the low sensitivity at the edges of the
field-of-view. This penalty mask was calculated using the spatial extent of
the patient’s anatomy based on the PET1 attenuation map, and cropped to
remove the low-sensitivity axial edges of the field-of-view.
To estimate the alignment operators required in Equations 4.2 and 4.4, non-
rigid image registration of the two CT-based attenuation maps was performed
utilising a demons-based registration (MATLAB R2014b, MathWorks, MA,
USA). The PET1 image space was selected as the reference space so that M1
was equal to the identity matrix. The output of the demons-based registration
of the PET2 CT image to the PET1 CT image was a displacement field, which
was converted into matrix form using trilinear interpolation to obtain M2.
The quality of the reconstructed images was assessed by measuring the
mean of the tumour and the CV in a background region in both the PET1 and
PET2 reconstructed images. To serve as a reference, the original full-counts
data were reconstructed using OSEM with 5 iterations of 21 subsets, and the
tumour mean and background CV were measured.
4.6.2 Results
The tumour mean and background CV for the real data experiment are shown
in Figure 4.16. Similarly to the results seen in the simulation experiments,
increasing β reduces background noise while affecting the tumour mean. In
the PET1 reconstructions, DS-PML and DTV-PML introduced a negative
bias into the tumour mean, whereas DE-PML produced a positive bias. In
the PET2 reconstructions, DS-PML and DTV-PML produced tumour mean
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Figure 4.16: Tumour mean vs background CV as a function of β for DS-PML
(yellow squares), DE-PML (cyan crosses) and DTV-PML (black triangles) for
the real data experiment. Tumour mean values are shown as a percentage of the
double-counts OSEM reconstruction (blue stars). In the PET1 reconstructions
(a), when using the difference-image prior methods the CV in the background
was reduced to levels similar to the double-counts reconstruction, however in
PET2, the background CV did not reduce so greatly. Arrows for each method
indicate the β values used in the reconstructions shown in Figures 4.17–4.18.
values similar to unpenalised OSEM (i.e. with β = 0), which was itself posi-
tively biased compared to the double-counts OSEM reconstruction. It was also
observed that in general the PET2 background CV did not fall by the same
amount as the PET1 background CV.
Based on Figure 4.16, β values were selected for the real data case. These
values were 0.16 for DS-PML, 2000 for DE-PML, and 0.04 for DTV-PML.
Figure 4.17 shows the reconstructed images for each of these methods, along-
side the double-counts OSEM reconstruction and the OSEM reconstruction
with the same data as the difference-image prior methods. It was noted that
the tumour in the PET2 image consisted of two distinct peaks as opposed to
the single peak observed in the PET1 images. The background noise reduction
indicated by Figure 4.16 is visible in the difference-image prior methods, partic-
ularly in the PET1 scans. The appearance of the tumours generally appears
the same as the OSEM methods, although DTV-PML smooths the tumour
slightly. The distinction between the three methods is most pronounced when
considering the difference images though, where the mechanism of each of the
three priors becomes apparent. The DS-PML method successfully sets a large
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Figure 4.17: Example images for the real data case study. From left to right:
PET1 images in their native space; PET2 images in their native space; PET2
images aligned to the PET1 image space; and difference images in the PET1
image space (i.e. column 3 minus column 1). Top row shows CT images with
tumour (red) and background (blue) regions of interest shown for reference.
PET reconstructions include the double-counts OSEM reconstructions, OSEM
reconstructions, and reconstructions using DS-PML, DE-PML and DTV-PML,
each with β values as indicated in Figure 4.16. These latter three difference-
image prior methods reduce noise in the background of the image while main-
taining the visual appearance of the tumour. Each also displays a distinctive
difference image reflecting the characteristics encouraged by each prior.
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Diﬀerence
Figure 4.18: Line profiles through the tumour for (a) the PET1 images, (b)
the aligned PET2 images, and (c) the difference images (bottom). The top
row shows profile locations in the double-counts OSEM reconstructions. The
dashed red circle highlights differences due to a region that increased in up-
take from PET1 to PET2 that was suppressed by the DS-PML and DE-PML
methods but retained by the DTV-PML method.
portion of the difference image to zero (or close to zero), enhancing the visi-
bility of the remaining changes. DE-PML has also set much of the difference
image background to zero, with relatively few remaining intense voxels, mainly
in the tumour. Lastly, the DTV-PML method has effectively smoothed the
difference image. It is noted that in this real data case, there remained other
large changes in the difference image, most noticeably around the cerebellum.
Finally, Figure 4.18 shows profiles through the tumour in the PET1, aligned
PET2, and difference images for each reconstruction method. In the PET1 DE-
PML reconstruction (Figure 4.18(a)), the tumour peak is considerably higher
than the other reconstruction methods, reflecting the positive bias observed in
Figure 4.16. In the PET2 reconstructions (Figure 4.18(b)), the overestimation
of the tumour mean by OSEM, DS-PML and DTV-PML is reflected in the left
peak of the tumour profile. The difference image profiles (Figure 4.18(c)) show
the overestimation of the difference provided by DE-PML, and also the effect of
each method in the smaller peak of the PET2 tumour, which was more intense
in PET2 than in PET1 (red circle). DS-PML and DE-PML suppress this small
real change relative to the OSEM reconstructions, whereas DTV-PML better
preserves it.




This Chapter has built upon the concept of simultaneous reconstruction of
longitudinal PET datasets via the use of difference-image penalty terms intro-
duced in Chapter 3. Specifically, the methods have been extended to accom-
modate an arbitrary number of scans, account for varying scan activity levels
and misalignment, and allow the use of novel penalties that encourage low
entropy difference images (DE-PML) and difference images with sparse spa-
tial gradients (DTV-PML). The results of 2D simulation study experiments
showed that using these longitudinal difference-image priors to reconstruct S
longitudinal scans can reduce image noise up to levels typically achieved by
standard reconstructions using S× the number of recorded counts. However,
there is a tradeoff between the level of background noise reduction achieved
and the reconstruction of regions of change between scans.
In particular, the results showed that all of the proposed penalty terms
introduce some level of bias in terms of estimation of tumour mean values with
sufficiently high penalty strengths (Figure 4.4). Nonetheless, the entropy-based
method DE-PML was observed to produce the lowest levels of bias when using
a high-counts MLEM reconstruction as the reference. On the other hand, when
considering reconstruction error in and around the tumour, the DTV-PML
method produced the lowest %RMSE values, outperforming even the DE-PML
method (Figure 4.5). Given that the DE-PML method reconstructs tumour
means more accurately, the improvement in %RMSE seen with the DTV-PML
method could be inferred to result from noise reduction within the tumour,
an interpretation reinforced by Figures 4.6 and 4.9. Overall though, the level
of bias introduced by any of the proposed methods was small, and inspection
of the longitudinal trends of tumour mean (Figure 4.8) showed that for the
particular case used (intensity reduction of 25% and radius reduction of 47%),
even a relatively strong regularisation in terms of high levels of background
noise reduction allows for clear discernment of the longitudinal behaviour of
the tumour.
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When the regularisation level was held constant and tumour response var-
ied, the performance of the proposed methods was largely stable. At large
radius changes (with fixed intensities), error levels began to rise, with DTV-
PML producing the lowest errors of the three penalties (Figure 4.10). This
is due to the noise reduction properties discussed previously. In general, with
any of the three methods, error levels in the tumour as a function of response
are more complex than for MLEM reconstructions, with the reconstruction
error in each scan’s tumour depending on the characteristics of the tumour
in other scans. Before use in a clinical setting, the proposed methods would
need to be validated across a representative, application-specific set of tumour
responses to ensure that they are robust to the range of changes anticipated
in that context. Such a validation study was beyond the scope of this thesis.
When the proposed difference-image prior methods were extended to the
five-scan 2D case results were consistent with the results seen previously with
the two-scan case. In particular, the tradeoff between background noise re-
duction and tumour bias was shown to apply for varying σw, which controlled
the coupling between scans throughout the longitudinal series (Figure 4.12).
At σw = ∞, maximum noise reduction was achieved at the expense of bias
levels similar to those observed in the two-scan case. Also in agreement with
the two-scan case was the ability of the DE-PML method to more accurately
reconstruct tumour means (Figure 4.12), and the error reduction of DTV-PML
due to noise reduction in the tumour (Figure 4.15). In the five-scan case, the
visual impact of using difference-image priors is stronger in the reconstructed
images due to the greater amount of data that is available to be shared between
the scans.
The results of applying the proposed methods to a real data case study
generally reflected those of the simulation experiments, with increasing β re-
ducing background image noise and preserving tumour appearance. In this
case though, the degree of noise reduction was not equivalent in each scan,
with the PET1 noise reduced by a greater amount than the PET2 when us-
ing the proposed methods (Figure 4.16). The reason for this may be in the
asymmetrical nature of the alignment operators; by calculating the penalty
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gradient in the PET1 space, the effects of interpolation were avoided. On the
other hand, for the PET2 image, the one-step-late penalty gradient term added
to the sensitivity image would be slightly blurred by interpolation, reducing
the effect of the penalty. Future experiments could investigate this effect by
reconstructing the images with the alignment reversed, i.e. using PET2 as
the reference space, or even experiment with the use of both or intermediate
spaces.
In terms of tumour quantification, some bias was introduced into the mean
tumour values relative to the standard OSEM reconstructions (Figure 4.16),
similarly to the 2D simulation study results. However, the real data experiment
also highlighted some of the potential issues with the three difference-image
priors, including in the case where there are additional changes between the
images beyond those caused by the tumour response, such as those that were
observed in the brain of the patient (Figure 4.17).
When using the DS-PML method, the valid differences caused by the ap-
pearance of a second tumour peak in the PET2 scan were seen to be suppressed
(Figure 4.18(c)). This could be due to the small amplitude of this peak, rela-
tive to the range of changes due to noise present elsewhere in the image. The
effect of this would be that a larger β would be required to perform adequate
noise reduction in the difference image, simultaneously suppressing the small
true change in this tumour peak. A similar effect was seen for the DE-PML
method, where the small peak was suppressed in the difference image to bring
these voxels into the background peak in the difference histogram. In addi-
tion, for the DE-PML method the existence of large changes elsewhere in the
image, particularly in the brain, is hypothesised to be the cause of the large
observed biases in tumour mean measurements (Figure 4.16). By attempting
to produce a low entropy difference image, similar changes can be encouraged
to have the same value, even over large spatial distances. This is reflected
in Figure 4.17, where it can be seen that the changes in the brain and the
tumour in the DE-PML difference image seem to have similar values, despite
them appearing distinct in the other difference images. Contrary to the other
two methods, the DTV-PML method seems to deal better with the existence
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of both higher noise and other changes in the difference image, maintaining
the second tumour peak that was suppressed by the other two methods (Fig-
ure 4.18(c)). However, the DTV-PML method still introduced bias into the
tumour reconstructions because of spatial smoothing applied by the penalty
in the difference image domain. This reflects the results seen in the simula-
tion studies (e.g. Figure 4.6), where the tumour was smoothed relative to the
standard MLEM reconstructions. In the real data reconstructions, the small
size of the tumours could have augmented this effect.
The introduction of bias into tumour mean values is certainly a limitation
of the methods as presented in this Chapter. However, as shown in this work,
these biases are relatively small relative to typical tumour variations due to
disease progression or tumour response. Furthermore, the amount of bias that
is acceptable will be application specific. For example, in tumour detection
contexts, the benefit of background noise reduction provided by the proposed
methods could outweigh the detriment of the bias introduced into the tumour.
On the other hand, in tumour response scans where the threshold for responder
or non-responder can be very fine these methods might be of limited benefit
(or at least lower penalty strengths would need to be used).
4.8 Summary
This Chapter presented an extension of the methods proposed in Chapter 3. In
particular, an updated theoretical framework was presented which a) allowed
a general number of scans to be reconstructed simultaneously, b) accounted for
the effects of varying image activity and misalignment between scans, and c) al-
lowed the penalisation of any desired characteristic of differences to be used.
We proposed two new such penalties, encouraging low entropy difference im-
ages (the DE prior), and difference images with low total variation (the DTV
prior). These priors were tested alongside the `1-norm sparsity-encouraging
prior proposed in Chapter 3 (the DS prior). The results of simulation studies
showed that considerable noise reduction can be achieved across background
portions of the image by using these methods. The level of this noise reduc-
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tion is related to the number of scans reconstructed, with S equal-dose scans
providing a maximum noise reduction similar to increasing counts levels by S
times when using standard, independent-dataset reconstruction methods. The
observed effects of the reconstruction methods varied within a longitudinally
changing tumour, with the DE prior maintaining low levels of bias, while the
DTV prior provides the lowest reconstruction errors by way of noise reduction
at the cost of additional tumour bias. Tumour reconstruction error with the
proposed methods was observed to be relatively stable over a range of tumour
behaviours. To demonstrate the feasibility of using the proposed methods clin-
ically, a two-scan longitudinal head and neck cancer patient data-series was re-
constructed with the proposed methods, including the relevant corrections for
varying total activity levels and misalignment. In agreement with the simula-
tion study results, background noise was reduced throughout the images when
using the proposed methods, at the cost of induced tumour biases of varying
degrees. For the DE prior this bias was large, and is hypothesised to be due to
the global nature of the entropy, which allows distant large changes to affect
the reconstruction of tumour regions. In addition, both the DS and DE priors
suppressed a low amplitude peak in the tumour difference image, due to the
relative amplitude of this peak compared to image-wide noise. Conversely, the
DTV prior provided a good reconstruction of the tumour, preserving this small
peak.
Future work includes the continued development and investigation of al-
ternative priors to act on difference images. In addition, further investigation
is required into the effect of using various image registration methods on the
PET image reconstruction accuracy, since the minimisation of errors in the
alignment operators is expected to be important for the proposed methods to
work optimally. This would have to be performed in an application-specific
manner due to the range of application-specific registration models available in
the literature [239]. In addition, this application-specific testing using large co-
horts of patients would be important before clinical usage in order to ascertain
which applications could benefit from the proposed methods.
Chapter 5:
Guided Multi-Tracer PET Image
Reconstruction
Chapters 3 and 4 proposed methods of improving longitudinal PET images
via simultaneous reconstruction techniques that penalised certain character-
istics of the difference images. As discussed in Section 2.4.1, guided PET
image reconstruction is an alternative approach for sharing information be-
tween datasets, where information is extracted from a fixed prior image and
embedded in the reconstruction of the target PET image. Traditionally, guided
PET image reconstruction has used anatomical images from MR or CT scans
to provide this guidance information. However, anatomical guidance of PET
image reconstruction may not always be possible or optimal due to a number
of reasons, such as a lack of sufficiently high contrast MR imaging in a study
protocol and/or the poor quality of low-energy CT images acquired for PET
attenuation correction purposes only.
In multi-tracer PET studies as described in Section 1.2.2, there is the oppor-
tunity to transfer information between radiotracer distributions in a manner
similar to anatomically guided PET image reconstruction. In particular, many
multi-tracer PET protocols include [18F]-FDG scans which are non-specific in
their uptake, offering a level of structure and contrast that is expected to
permit guided image reconstruction of other radiotracer images.
In this Chapter we demonstrate guided reconstruction for multi-tracer
PET, investigating the specific dual-tracer case of [18F]-FDG/[11C]-methionine
imaging of brain tumours [17, 98]. Often the reconstructed [11C]-methionine
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images are very noisy and require large amounts of post-reconstruction smooth-
ing to obtain clinically useful images (Figure 5.1(b)). On the other hand, the
[18F]-FDG images generally exhibit high contrast and low noise (Figure 5.1(a)).
This Chapter investigates the use of the higher quality [18F]-FDG images to
guide the reconstruction of the lower quality [11C]-methionine data, referred
to here as FDG-guided [11C]-methionine image reconstruction. To achieve
this guidance, a weighted quadratically penalised MAP objective function was
used, where the weights are derived from a pre-existing [18F]-FDG image, under
the assumption that [18F]-FDG and [11C]-methionine distributions are struc-
turally similar, i.e. that edges in [18F]-FDG images correspond to those in
[11C]-methionine images (Figure 5.1). This assumption is supported by the
observation that both of these non-specific radiotracers tend to conform to
anatomical boundaries, with increased uptake in cortical tissues [17]. A 3D
simulation study was performed to explore the effects of the various hyperpa-
rameters of the proposed reconstruction method, and preliminary tests were
performed to validate the simulation results on real patient data. This Chap-
ter is based on work published by the author during the course of their PhD
studies [240].
5.1 FDG-Guided [11C]-Methionine Image Recon-
struction
In this Chapter, one of the simplest guided reconstruction approaches is utilised
in order to demonstrate the principle of multi-tracer guided image reconstruc-
tion. Namely, the MAP objective function (Equation 2.22) with the weighted
quadratic penalty (Equation 2.40) is used.
Explicitly, the objective function is
ΦMAP(θ) = ΦML(θ|m)− βU(θ|φ), (5.1)
where θ is here the [11C]-methionine image and φ is the guiding [18F]-FDG




Figure 5.1: Example [18F]-FDG/[11C]-methionine brain images, reconstructed
with 100 iterations of MLEM followed by a 5 mm FWHM Gaussian smooth
to obtain clinically typical image appearance. Although the [11C]-methionine
image is considerably noisier than the [18F]-FDG image, with a lower level of
contrast, both images exhibit radiotracer uptake that conforms to grey mat-
ter/white matter boundaries, with specific structural features indicated by
coloured arrows.
image, included in the penalty for clarity. The guided weighted penalty U(θ|φ)






wjk(φ) (θj − θk)2 , (5.2)
where the weights are given explicitly as a function of the [18F]-FDG image φ.
By calculating wjk from the [18F]-FDG image, information about which voxels
are a priori similar can be built into the [11C]-methionine image reconstruction.
In this Chapter, the prior weights are calculated using Gaussian kernel
functions, similar to those used in the kernelised EM method [181–186] and











where fj(φ) is the feature vector for voxel j based on image φ and rj is the
spatial location of voxel j, with corresponding definitions for fk(φ) and rk.
The hyperparameters σf and σs control the widths of the two kernels. The
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first kernel is the same as that in Equation 2.42, based on feature vectors, and
the second is a spatially modulating kernel, which can be removed by setting
σs =∞.
In this Chapter each feature vector, fj(φ), contains the intensities from the
p× p× p patch centred at voxel j, arranged as a column vector. Importantly,
the feature vectors in this Chapter are normalised by the standard deviation





where fˆj are the unnormalised feature vectors, and SDm({fˆj}Jj=1) is the stan-
dard deviation of the mth element of the unnormalised feature vectors over
all voxels. This normalisation is useful for two reasons, as demonstrated in
Figure 5.2. Firstly, normalisation ensures that the feature space is isotropic
by rescaling each element relative to its spread, allowing equal contribution
to the Euclidean distance from the different elements of the feature vectors
(Figures 5.2(a) and (c)). Secondly, normalisation results in unitless Euclidean
distances, ‖fj − fk‖2, which allows σf to be defined without consideration of
the scale of the feature vector elements (Figures 5.2(b) and (d)). For PET
image patches, the scale of the feature vector elements could be normalised by
patient weight and injected activity, i.e. by using SUVs, but in this Chapter
we use the standard deviation approach described above to retain a consistent
framework where any imaging information could be used in a corresponding
manner. Note that by using image patches as features in this Chapter, the
isotropy of feature space is not a consideration since all elements of the feature
vectors automatically have the same scale. Also note that in this Chapter,
positions are not normalised so that σs is expressed in the same units as the
spatial distance between rj and rk.
In the kernel method discussed previously in Section 2.4.1, sparsification of
the kernel matrix is performed in order to reduce computational costs and to
reduce the effect of erroneous similarities [180]. In the original proposal of the
method, suggested sparsification methods included the use of image neighbour-


























































Figure 5.2: The effects of feature vector normalisation. For demonstration
purposes, the unnormalised two-element feature vectors, fˆj = [fˆj,1, fˆj,2]T , are
random draws from Gaussian distributions of differing standard deviations.
(a) If the scale of fˆj,1 is larger than that of fˆj,2, then fˆj,1 will contribute pro-
portionally more to the Euclidean distance in Equation 5.3. (b) Furthermore,
for unnormalised feature vectors, the Euclidean distance between pairs has
arbitrary scaling and units, which must be accounted for when selecting σf
values. (c) By normalising feature vectors (Equation 5.4), the feature space
becomes more isotropic, allowing equal weighting from different feature vector
elements. (d) In addition, the range of differences becomes normalised and
unitless, allowing selection of σf without explicit consideration of the scale or
units of features being used.
hoods, k-nearest neighbours or the threshold-based ε-ball method (Equation
2.44). Similarly, in the Bowsher prior, sparsification is achieved by keeping
only the B most similar voxels for each voxel and setting these similarities to
1, while all other weights are set to 0 [169]. In this Chapter, an implicit two-
stage sparsification using neighbourhoods and maximum values was selected.
The initial neighbourhood sparsification is implicit in the definition of Equa-
tion 5.2, where penalty contributions are only taken between voxels within the
neighbourhood Nj around voxel j. The second sparsification step keeps only
the nMax maximum value weights for each voxel, and sets all other weights to
zero, similarly to both the Bowsher prior and a recent implementation of the
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.3: High resolution (a) [18F]-FDG and (b) [11C]-methionine ground
truth images for the 3D simulation study to characterise the effects of each
hyperparameter listed in Table 5.1. Note the tumour in the inferior aspect
of the right frontal lobe (red arrows). (c) the attenuation map used for all
simulations, showing three voxel classes: air, water and bone.
kernel method [186].
To maximise the objective function in Equation 5.1 the modified EM ap-
proach of De Pierro [153] was implemented, as given previously in Equations
2.36–2.39.
5.2 3D Simulation Study
To evaluate the effect of guiding [11C]-methionine PET image reconstructions
with [18F]-FDG images a 3D simulation study was initially performed. Guided
reconstruction performance was measured as a function of the various recon-
struction hyperparameters and compared to standard MLEM reconstructions
followed by both Gaussian and [18F]-FDG-derived non-local-means (FDG-
NLM) filters (see Section 2.4.1).
Data simulation and image reconstruction were implemented in MATLAB
R2016a (MathWorks, MA, USA), using in-house Siddon-based mMR projec-
tors [228,229].
5.2.1 Experimental Methods
Two ground truth 3D brain images were generated using the freely available
NCAT brain phantom phantom [227], with the contrasts adjusted to emu-
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late [18F]-FDG and [11C]-methionine scans. The matrix size for these ground
truth images was 688 × 688 × 254, with a voxel size of 1.04313 × 1.04313 ×
1.015625 mm3. A tumour was introduced into the ground truth images, ex-
tending across the border between white and grey matter in the inferior aspect
of the right frontal lobe (Figure 5.3). The tumour was hypo-intense in the [18F]-
FDG image with an intensity of 60% that of adjacent white matter, and in the
[11C]-methionine image the tumour was hyper-intense with a tumour to grey
matter ratio of 2:1.
Using these ground truth images, two Siemens Biograph mMR datasets
were simulated, using the same data generation pipeline: First, each ground
truth image was blurred by a Gaussian PSF of 4.3 mm FWHM [217] before pro-
jecting them into the standard mMR sinogram space. Attenuation sinograms
were then produced using the segmented attenuation map (Figure 5.3(c)),
with the following tissue/value pairs for the linear attenuation coefficient: air,
0 cm−1; water, 0.096 cm−1; and bone, 0.172 cm−1 [106]. These attenuation
factors were applied to the forward projected, resolution degraded sinograms,
along with normalisation factors from a real mMR scan. The additive contri-
bution from scattered events was modelled as a smoothed copy of the noise-
free forward projection of the blurred images, and randoms were modelled as
uniform sinograms. The counts levels and scatter and randoms fractions were
adjusted so that the final noise-free [18F]-FDG dataset contained 300 M counts,
with 20% scatter and 30% randoms, and the final noise-free [11C]-methionine
dataset contained 70 M counts, with 20% scatter and 25% randoms. From
these noise-free datasets, noisy datasets were produced by introducing Poisson
noise.
To produce the prior image to be used to guide the reconstruction of the
[11C]-methionine dataset, the [18F]-FDG dataset was reconstructed into the
standard mMR 344 × 344 × 127 image grid with a voxel size of 2.08626 ×
2.08626 × 2.03125 mm3, using 100 iterations of MLEM without resolution
modelling, and then smoothed by a 4 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel. This [18F]-
FDG prior image was used to calculate the weights according to Equation
5.3 in order to guide the reconstruction of the [11C]-methionine images into
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the same image grid, (also without resolution modelling). Note that to im-
prove computational efficiency and to avoid including air voxels in the feature
normalisation (Equation 5.4), features were extracted and weights calculated
only within an image mask based on the attenuation map. For this simulation
study, to reduce the large hyperparameter space of the reconstructions, all
feature vectors were 3 × 3 × 3 cubic patches arranged as 27 × 1 vectors, and
all neighbourhoods, Nj, were 5× 5× 5. Therefore the guided [11C]-methionine
reconstructions were a function of β, nMax, σf , and σs. To explore the hyper-
parameter space, a baseline value for each of these variables was defined (see
Table 5.1), and each one was then varied between a minimum and maximum
value in turn. These FDG-guided MAPEM reconstructions were run to 200
iterations of Equation 2.36 without resolution modelling, initialised with one
iteration of standard MLEM to avoid convergence artefacts at the axial edges
of the field-of-view.
Reconstruction error was quantified by using the regional percentage mean






∣∣∣θj − θRefj ∣∣∣
θRefj
, (5.5)
where Ω is the region in which error is to be measured, NΩ is the number
of voxels in that region, and θRef is the reference image against which error
is being calculated. Note that %MAE is equivalent to the %RMSE metric
used in Chapters 3 and 4 when only a single noisy realisation is used. For




σs 4 mm 0–8 mm
Table 5.1: Hyperparameters used for the reconstruction of simulated [11C]-
methionine datasets in the 3D hyperparameter characterisation study. Each
hyperparameter had a baseline value which was held constant while each of
the other hyperparameters were varied in turn with the range shown in the
final column.
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the 3D simulation study, %MAE was calculated in [11C]-methionine images
in the whole-brain and in the tumour alone, in both cases using a linearly
interpolated downsampled version of the ground truth image as θRef. Since
this downsampling is by an exact factor of 2, this is equivalent to summing
the 4 contributing voxels’ intensities in the original ground truth image to
obtain each voxel’s intensity in the downsampled reference image (with a scale
factor of 4). In addition to calculating %MAE values, the contrast recovery
coefficient (CRC) of the tumour was measured according to
CRC(θ) = MeanT (θ)−MeanB(θ)MeanB(θ) , (5.6)
where MeanT (θ) is the mean voxel intensity within the tumour, and MeanB(θ)
is the mean voxel intensity in a white matter background region. The standard
deviation (SD) of the voxel intensities within the tumour and the white matter
background region were also measured.
For comparison to the FDG-guided MAPEM [11C]-methionine reconstruc-
tions, the same datasets were also reconstructed with 200 iterations of MLEM
without resolution modelling and filtered post-reconstruction with Gaussian
filters of varying FWHM. In addition, the MLEM images were filtered with
NLM filters corresponding to the same [18F]-FDG-derived weights used in the
MAPEM approach (FDG-NLM). In practice, this involved the multiplication
of the MLEM reconstruction image vector with the weights wjk inserted into
a sparse J × J matrix and appropriately row-normalised.
In order to evaluate the effect of the convergence of the guidance [18F]-
FDG image reconstruction on the quality of the reconstructed [11C]-methionine
images, guidance weights were calculated from 4 mm Gaussian smoothed [18F]-
FDG images reconstructed using 50, 100 and 200 iterations of MLEM. These
weights were calculated using the baseline hyperparameter values listed in
Table 5.1. The [11C]-methionine dataset was then reconstructed with each of
these three sets of weights in turn, and the resultant images compared.
Finally, to assess the performance of the proposed reconstruction method
in cases of strong disagreement between the guiding [18F]-FDG PET image and
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: The ground truth images used for the mismatch test 3D simulation
study. The [11C]-methionine image (b) had a small, highly uptaking tumour
(red arrows) in the grey matter, which did not match any structure in the
[18F]-FDG image (a). Note that attenuation maps were the same as shown in
Figure 5.3 and all other aspects of the data simulation were the same as for
the hyperparameter characterisation study.
the [11C]-methionine image, a mismatch test was carried out using a second
pair of phantoms in which there was a smaller, [11C]-methionine-unique tumour
embedded within the grey matter, with an intensity of 3× that of the surround-
ing grey matter (Figure 5.4). The corresponding region in the [18F]-FDG image
was set to standard grey matter values. The [11C]-methionine data were re-
constructed with both MLEM with a 5 mm Gaussian smooth and FDG-guided
MAPEM with hyperparameters based on the hyperparameter characterisation
experiments detailed above. The CRC of the [11C]-methionine-unique tumour
was measured for each reconstruction.
5.2.2 Results
Figure 5.5 shows the [18F]-FDG prior used to calculate the weights for the
hyperparameter characterisation experiments, as well as example guidance
weights calculated using the baseline hyperparameter values in Table 5.1. The
[18F]-FDG prior exhibits good contrast between grey and white matter, as is




Figure 5.5: The reconstructed prior [18F]-FDG image used for the 3D sim-
ulation study, and example weights wjk for four choices of j, calculated for
inclusion in FDG-guided [11C]-methionine image reconstruction. It can be
seen from the examples displayed here that the weights respect the boundaries
of the grey matter and are therefore representative of the [18F]-FDG image
structure. In the uniform tumour region, the weights remain uniform. Note
that for each example, weights that were set to zero by the sparsification step
are not displayed.
typical for [18F]-FDG brain images, but there is an image-wide blur due to
both the PSF included in the data simulation, and the 4 mm Gaussian blur
applied post-reconstruction. Nonetheless, the calculated example guidance
weights reflect well the grey matter structure as intended.
Figure 5.6 shows the image metrics as a function of penalty strength, β, for
the FDG-guided MAPEM. As β increases, the whole-brain %MAE in the FDG-
guided MAPEM reconstructions reduces (Figure 5.6(a)), with β = 10000 pro-
viding the same whole-brain %MAE as MLEM with a 5 mm Gaussian smooth
(the level of smoothing that produced the lowest whole-brain %MAE). Higher
values of β reduced the reconstruction error compared to smoothed MLEM.
In this case, using the FDG-NLM filter on the MLEM reconstruction pro-
duced higher whole-brain %MAE than a Gaussian filter. When considering the
trade-off between tumour SD and tumour mean (Figure 5.6(b)), it is apparent
that using FDG-guided MAPEM allows greater reduction in the tumour noise
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Figure 5.6: Effect of the penalty strength β on (a) the whole-brain %MAE,
(b) tumour standard deviation vs tumour mean, (c) whole-brain %MAE ex-
cluding tumour vs tumour %MAE, and (d) tumour contrast recovery coeffi-
cient vs background standard deviation for FDG-guided MAPEM. Also shown
are results obtained from using MLEM followed by a variable-width Gaussian
smooth and MLEM followed by the FDG-NLM filter. Note that all hyperpa-
rameters (other than β) were set to the baseline values given in Table 5.1 for
both FDG-guided MAPEM and the FDG-NLM filter. Dashed grey line in (b)
shows the tumour mean in the ground truth image. c© 2018 IEEE
while maintaining the quantification of the tumour mean compared to both the
FDG-NLM and Gaussian filtered MLEM reconstructions. The FDG-guided
MAPEM method also outperforms MLEM with either a Gaussian or FDG-
NLM filter in terms of reconstruction error in both the tumour only and the
rest of the brain (Figure 5.6(c)). Specifically, comparing FDG-guided MAPEM
with the baseline hyperparameter values (i.e. β = 15000 in Figure 5.6) to the
5 mm Gaussian filtered MLEM, the %MAE is reduced by 8% across the whole-
brain, and 36% in the tumour. Finally, FDG-guided MAPEM produces higher
tumour CRC at a given noise level when compared to the post-reconstruction
filtered MLEM reconstructions (Figure 5.6(d)).
These results are reflected in the reconstructed images (Figure 5.7). The
5 mm Gaussian filtered MLEM image achieves good levels of noise reduction,
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Figure 5.7: Example reconstructed images for (a-b) MLEM followed by (a) a
5 mm Gaussian filter, (b) an FDG-NLM filter, and (c) FDG-guided MAPEM
with β = 15000. All undisplayed hyperparameters for the latter two methods
took baseline values from Table 5.1. The FDG-guided MAPEM outperforms
the Gaussian filtered MLEM in terms of noise reduction and edge-preservation
while avoiding the artefacts observed in the FDG-NLM filtered MLEM image.
c© 2018 IEEE
but at the cost of blurred edges, including around the border of the tumour.
The FDG-NLM filtered MLEM image suffers less from edge degradation, but
contains an artefact-like noise pattern which makes the image less visually ap-
pealing than the Gaussian filtered MLEM. Compared to both of these images,
the FDG-guided MAPEM image exhibits low noise across the image while also
maintaining the appearance of edges.
When the number of maximum values retained in the weights matrix per
voxel (nMax) was varied, the FDG-NLM filtered MLEM results greatly improve
(Figure 5.8). At higher values of nMax (> 40), using the FDG-NLM filter out-
performed the FDG-guided MAPEM in terms of whole-brain %MAE (Figure
5.8(a)), with both methods providing lower %MAE than the 5 mm Gaussian
filtered MLEM image. When the tumour SD/mean tradeoff is considered
though, it is apparent that the FDG-guided MAPEM performs better than
the FDG-NLM filtered MLEM method by providing a higher tumour mean
for fixed standard deviation for nMax< 20 (Figure 5.8(b)). This is reflected in
a superior tradeoff between tumour CRC and background noise (Figure 5.8(d)).
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Figure 5.8: Image metrics as a function of nMax for FDG-NLM filtered MLEM
images and FDG-guided MAPEM. Also shown are results from Gaussian fil-
tered MLEM. (a) Whole-brain %MAE as a function of nMax for FDG-NLM
and FDG-guided MAPEM, with 5 mm Gaussian filtered MLEM shown as a
reference. (b) Tradeoff between tumour SD and tumour mean as a function
of nMax for FDG-NLM filtered MLEM and FDG-guided MAPEM, and as a
function of FWHM for Gaussian smoothed MLEM. (c) Tradeoff between tu-
mour %MAE and the %MAE in the rest of the brain as a function of nMax
and FWHM for the competing methods. (d) Tradeoff between tumour CRC
and background noise. c© 2018 IEEE
In terms of total tumour %MAE against the %MAE in the rest of the brain
(Figure 5.8(c)), the FDG-NLM filtered MLEM and the FDG-guided MAPEM
perform similarly, with slightly lower errors from FDG-guided MAPEM.
When considering the reconstructed images (Figure 5.9), the FDG-guided
MAPEM is superior to the noise-matched FDG-NLM filtered MLEM with
nMax = 35, which retains some artefacts similar to those seen in Figure 5.7.
The FDG-NLM filtered image with nMax = 125 produces an image which is
less noisy than the FDG-guided MAPEM image, but visually is less appealing
due to oversmoothing and some remaining artefacts (indicated by arrows).
Figure 5.10 shows the results of varying σf and σs. Beyond σf = 2 and
σs = 2 mm, the FDG-guided MAPEM results are stable, outperforming MLEM
with a 5 mm Gaussian filter and a FDG-NLM filter with any corresponding
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Figure 5.9: Example reconstructed images from the investigation into the effect
of the hyperparameter nMax on image quality for FDG-NLM filtered MLEM
and FDG-guided MAPEM. (a) FDG-NLM filtered MLEM with nMax = 35, (b)
FDG-NLM filtered MLEM with nMax = 125, and (c) FDG-guided MAPEM
with nMax = 15. Note that with a lower value of nMax (i.e. less computational
burden), the FDG-guided MAPEM produces images of equal or superior qual-
ity compared to the FDG-NLM filtered MLEM images. Arrows indicate ex-
amples of the FDG-NLM artefacts which remain even with nMax = 125. c©
2018 IEEE
value of either σf or σs. The performances of both FDG-NLM filtered MLEM
and FDG-guided MAPEM at high σf and σs are similar to their performances
as shown in Figure 5.6.
When the [18F]-FDG dataset was reconstructed with 50 or 200 iterations
of MLEM, instead of the 100 used above, the resultant prior images were
visually similar (Figure 5.11). The 50-iteration [18F]-FDG prior (FDG50) dis-
plays lower levels of noise than the 100-iteration [18F]-FDG prior (FDG100)
and some blurring from being under-converged, and the 200-iteration prior
(FDG200) exhibits more noise, although this is mitigated by the subsequent
4 mm Gaussian smooth. The resulting FDG-guided [11C]-methionine recon-
structions all appear visually similar, and the difference between them and
the FDG100-guided image is observed to be small, with a maximum differ-
ence in observed tumour mean of 0.44%. This difference was smaller for the
FDG200-guided [11C]-methionine reconstruction, indicating that the difference





















































































Figure 5.10: Effect of the hyperparameters σf (left) and σs (right) on image
metrics for FDG-guided MAPEM and FDG-NLM filtered MLEM, with all
other hyperparameters set to their baseline values as listed in Table 5.1. Also
shown is Gaussian filtered MLEM. At σf ≥ 2 and σs ≥ 2 mm, FDG-NLM
filtered MLEM and FDG-guided MAPEM perform similarly to the results
seen in Figure 5.6. c© 2018 IEEE
in calculated weights is smaller when moving from 100 to 200 iterations for
the prior compared to moving from 50 to 100 iterations.
Finally, when the tumour was changed for a [11C]-methionine-specific tu-
mour in the mismatch test, performing FDG-guided [11C]-methionine image
reconstruction was observed to attenuate the observed tumour intensity to a
greater extent than that which was observed when using an MLEM reconstruc-
tion with a 5 mm Gaussian smooth (Figure 5.12). This manifested as a 4.3%
reduction in tumour to white matter CRC (from 1.84 using smoothed MLEM
to 1.76 using FDG-guided MAPEM).
5.3 Real Data Preliminary Study
Following the simulation study, the proposed FDG-guided image reconstruc-
tion method was applied to a real [18F]-FDG/[11C]-methionine scan pair from a
single suspected glioma patient who was scanned in a Siemens Biograph mMR
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Figure 5.11: The effect of changing the reconstruction of the [18F]-FDG image
prior on the FDG-guided MAPEM [11C]-methionine reconstructions in simu-
lated data. Left column: 4 mm smoothed [18F]-FDG priors with 100, 50, and
200 iterations of MLEM (FDG100, FDG50, and FDG200 respectively); middle
column: the corresponding FDG-guided [11C]-methionine reconstructions; and
right column: the difference between each [11C]-methionine reconstruction and
the FDG100-guided [11C]-methionine reconstruction. T¯ denotes the measured
tumour mean MeanT (θ), and values in brackets denote the percentage devia-
tion from the FDG100-guided tumour mean measurement.
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Figure 5.12: Reconstructed images for the mismatch test. (a) the [18F]-FDG
prior, reconstructed with 100 iterations of MLEM followed by a 4 mm Gaus-
sian smooth; (b) the [11C]-methionine data reconstructed with 200 iterations
of MLEM followed by a 5 mm Gaussian smooth; and (c) FDG-guided [11C]-
methionine reconstruction using the baseline hyperparameter values as listed
in Table 5.1. Arrows indicate the location of the [11C]-methionine-specific tu-
mour, which was attenuated more by the FDG-guided reconstruction than
the Gaussian smoothed MLEM reconstruction. This was reflected by a 4.3%
reduction in tumour to white matter CRC. c© 2018 IEEE
PET-MR scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). The patient was
scanned using both radiotracers on the same day. The [11C]-methionine scan
was performed first, with an injected activity of 337 MBq and a scan duration
of 11.4 min, beginning at 40 min post-injection. Fifty-six minutes after the
[11C]-methionine injection, 233 MBq of [18F]-FDG was injected into the pa-
tient, who was then scanned for 11.7 min at 54 min post-injection. The [18F]-
FDG dataset contained ∼381 M counts, and the [11C]-methionine dataset con-
tained ∼73.7 M. The vendor-provided e7 Tools software (Siemens Healthcare,
TN, USA) was used to obtain normalisation factors and scatter and randoms
estimates for these datasets. Attenuation factors were calculated using the
vendor-provided ultra-short echo time MR-based attenuation maps.
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5.3.1 Experimental Methods
The FDG-guided [11C]-methionine image reconstruction pipeline for the real
data is shown in Figure 5.13. The [18F]-FDG dataset was first reconstructed
into the standard 344 × 344 × 127 image grid with 100 iterations of MLEM
followed by a 4 mm Gaussian smooth, using the same in-house geometric pro-
jectors used for the 3D simulation study. Following this, the [18F]-FDG image
was transformed to the [11C]-methionine image space via a rigid-body align-
ment transformation estimated from the simultaneously acquired MR-based
attenuation maps. The transformed [18F]-FDG image was then used to calcu-
late the set of weights wjk as described above. Here the baseline hyperparam-
eter values from the hyperparameter experiment results were used, as listed
in Table 5.1, due to the overall good reconstruction performance observed us-
ing these values. These weights were then input into the reconstruction of
the [11C]-methionine dataset (i.e. 200 iterations of Equation 2.36) to produce
the output FDG-guided [11C]-methionine images. For comparison purposes,
two additional sets of guidance weights were calculated from the co-acquired
T1-weighted MR image and a previously acquired aligned CT image using the
same hyperparameter values, and the [11C]-methionine dataset reconstructed
using these weights. Note that resolution modelling was not included in these
reconstructions.
Finally, a validation experiment was carried out on the real data in order to
investigate the extent to which guiding a [11C]-methionine image reconstruction
with an [18F]-FDG image affects the structure of the output [11C]-methionine
image. Ideally this would be achieved by using a high-counts [11C]-methionine
dataset to produce a reference image against which lower counts reconstruc-
tions using FDG-guided MAPEM or MLEM could be compared. However,
due to the counts-limited nature of the available [11C]-methionine dataset,
this experimental approach was not possible. Instead, a similar methodology
was employed whereby a low-noise [11C]-methionine image was produced by
reconstructing the data with 200 iterations of MLEM into a coarse image grid
(115 × 115 × 42) at three times the standard mMR voxel size listed above.
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Figure 5.13: Data processing pipeline used for the FDG-guided image recon-
struction of the real [11C]-methionine dataset. First, the [18F]-FDG image
was reconstructed with 100 iterations of MLEM and then smoothed with a
Gaussian kernel of FWHM 4 mm. This reconstructed image was then trans-
formed to the [11C]-methionine image space using rigid-body transformations
estimated from the attenuation maps, before the similarity weights wjk were
calculated. The final step involved inputting these weights into the MAPEM
reconstruction algorithm alongside the measured [11C]-methionine data to pro-
duce FDG-guided MAPEM reconstructions. c© 2018 IEEE
Counts-reduced [11C]-methionine datasets were then generated by randomly
removing counts from the original [11C]-methionine sinogram according to a
Bernoulli process, with the probability of removal equal to the expected pro-
portion of counts remaining. In this way, [11C]-methionine datasets with 10%
and 20% the original data were generated. The original [18F]-FDG dataset
was reconstructed into the same coarse image grid to calculate the weights
for FDG-guided MAPEM. The counts-reduced [11C]-methionine datasets were
then reconstructed with 200 iterations of FDG-guided MAPEM and Gaussian
filtered MLEM. Reconstruction error was quantified by measuring the %MAE
between reconstructed counts-reduced images and the original 100% MLEM
reconstruction in brain voxels within a single representative image slice.
5.3.2 Results
Figure 5.14 shows the reconstructed images for the real data case, including the
aligned [18F]-FDG prior image, the T1-weighted MR image acquired simultane-
ously with the [11C]-methionine data, and the aligned CT image acquired prior
to the PET-MR scan. Note that the MR and CT images have been resampled
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to the PET image grid, and that the CT has been contrast-enhanced using a
3D contrast limited adaptive histogram equalisation. It can be seen that the
[11C]-methionine image reconstructed using FDG-guided MAPEM is visually
sharper than the 5 mm Gaussian filtered MLEM reconstruction, in agreement
with the 3D simulation study results. Furthermore, the FDG-guided MAPEM
reconstruction is sharper than both the CT- and MR-guided MAPEM recon-
structions. This is particularly visible in the thalamus (Figure 5.14(a), filled
red arrows and Figure 5.14(c)), where the FDG-guided MAPEM image ex-
hibits a higher regional uptake than Gaussian filtered MLEM and both CT-
and MR-guided reconstructions. Importantly, when considering a region where
there is a discrepancy between the [18F]-FDG and the [11C]-methionine images
in the anterior temporal lobe (Figure 5.14(b), unfilled red arrows), the [11C]-
methionine-specific uptake pattern was preserved in the FDG-guided MAPEM
images.
When β is varied from 2000 to 18000 (Figure 5.15), the effects of the penalty
strength can be more clearly observed. There does not appear to be any change
in the visual appearance of the radiotracer distribution as β increases, only an
improvement in the noise characteristics of the images.
For the validation study using the coarse reconstructed image grid, the
guidance hyperparameter values were set based on the baseline values used
above. Since the voxel size increased by a factor of three, features were reduced
from 3 × 3 × 3 patches to single voxel values and the neighbourhoods were
reduced from 5× 5× 5 to 3× 3× 3. σf was left equal to 4 since features are
normalised, and σs was set to 8 mm to allow suitably large similarities between
neighbouring voxels. nMax was reduced from the previous baseline value of 15
to 3 in order to keep the same proportion of voxels in the weights (15/125→
3/27), and β was varied between 2.5× 105 and 3× 107 since redefining the
voxel grid scales the value of the log-likelihood term.
Figure 5.16(a) shows the brain %MAE in the analysed slice as a function
of β, demonstrating that the optimum β value depends on the counts level of
the dataset. Similarly, for Gaussian smoothed MLEM (Figure 5.16(b)), the
optimum smoothing level depends on the counts level. It can be seen that




































































Figure 5.14: Reconstructed images for the real data preliminary study.
From left to right for both (a) and (b): the contrast-enhanced aligned
CT image; the T1-weighted MR image; the [18F]-FDG data reconstructed
with 100 iterations of MLEM with a 4 mm Gaussian smooth; the [11C]-
methionine data reconstructed with MLEM followed by a 5 mm Gaussian
smooth; the [11C]-methionine data reconstructed with CT-guided MAPEM;
[11C]-methionine data reconstructed with MR-guided MAPEM; and the [11C]-
methionine data reconstructed with FDG-guided MAPEM. (c) and (d) show
the [11C]-methionine image profiles for (a) and (b) respectively, with the loca-
tions of the profiles indicated on the [18F]-FDG images. All [11C]-methionine
reconstructions were run to 200 iterations, and all guided reconstructions used
the baseline hyperparameter values as given in Table 5.1. (a) Increased up-
take was observed in the thalamus when using the FDG-guided MAPEM com-
pared to the Gaussian filtered MLEM and CT- and MR-guided reconstructions
(filled arrows and circled in the profile). (b) A discrepancy between [18F]-FDG
and [11C]-methionine uptakes is apparent (unfilled arrows), however the FDG-
guided MAPEM allows good reconstruction of this region without any visible
cross-talk.
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Figure 5.15: Real data FDG-guided MAPEM reconstructions as a function
of β, using the same weights hyperparameters as were used in Figure 5.14.
Noise levels decrease as β increases, without visually affecting the pattern of
distribution of the radiotracer. c© 2018 IEEE
using FDG-guided MAPEM with 10% counts allows for %MAE values similar
to those obtained with MLEM using 20% counts. When considering the images
at the best %MAE values for each method/counts level combination (Figure
5.16(c)), FDG-guided MAPEM is observed to produce images that are visually
less noisy than the counts-matched MLEM reconstruction. Furthermore, the
structure in the FDG-guided MAPEM reconstruction is seen to agree with
that present in the 100% counts image. Finally, the error maps obtained with
the FDG-guided MAPEM (Figure 5.16(d)) do not show any visible structure,
supporting the observation that the use of the FDG-guidance did not introduce
any visual artefacts into the reconstructed images.
5.4 Discussion
This Chapter aimed to evaluate the novel proposal of using guidance informa-
tion from one PET image in the reconstruction of another PET dataset pro-
duced using a different radiotracer. To evaluate the possible benefits of such a
methodology, a 3D [18F]-FDG/[11C]-methionine brain tumour simulation study
was performed to explore the hyperparameter space of weighted quadratically-
penalised FDG-guided reconstruction. The resulting reconstructed images
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Figure 5.16: Results of the validation experiment using real data reconstructed
at a larger voxel size that was 3× the standard mMR voxel size. (a) Recon-
struction %MAE in the analysed slice relative to the 100% MLEM reference
image as a function of β for FDG-guided MAPEM at both 10% and 20%
counts levels, (b) the corresponding %MAE values for MLEM with a varying
Gaussian smooth, (c) reconstructed images at the best hyperparameter value
for FDG-guided MAPEM and MLEM for the two counts levels, with FDG-
guided MAPEM exhibiting lower image noise than the corresponding MLEM
reconstructions, and (d) the error maps for the the images in (c), showing
that using FDG-guided MAPEM does not appear to introduce any structural
artefacts into the error image. c© 2018 IEEE
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were compared to MLEM smoothed with either a post-reconstruction Gaussian
smooth or an [18F]-FDG-derived NLM filter. Following this, a real [18F]-FDG/
[11C]-methionine dataset pair were reconstructed with the proposed method
and compared to post-reconstruction filtered MLEM and CT- and MR-guided
MAPEM images.
In terms of the penalty strength β, it was observed that FDG-guided
MAPEM outperformed post-reconstruction filtering methods in terms of re-
construction error in both the tumour and in the rest of the brain, indicating
that FDG-guidance in a quadratic penalty achieves the noise reduction and
edge-preservation that is desired. With increasing values of β, whole-brain
error reduced (Figure 5.6(a)), and was still reducing at the maximum β value
tested (25000), implying that there is potentially a higher β value than pro-
vides a lower whole-brain %MAE. Nevertheless, at β = 25000, the tumour
mean value had already become considerably biased (Figure 5.6(b)), indicat-
ing that a higher β value, while more optimal across the whole-brain, would be
sub-optimal in the tumour compared to the other values tested in this work.
An unexpected observation from the results of varying β was that the FDG-
NLM filtered MLEM reconstruction performed worse than applying a 5 mm
Gaussian filter in terms of whole-brain error, despite the use of information
from the [18F]-FDG image in creating the NLM filter. The reason for this
lies in the support of the filters; the [18F]-FDG-derived NLM filter had only
nMax = 15 non-zero elements, whereas the Gaussian filter had many more
non-zero elements. Therefore, the noise reduction achieved by the Gaussian
filters was superior to that obtained by using the FDG-NLM filter. This is
supported by Figure 5.8, where using the FDG-NLM filter with a higher value
of nMax produced reconstruction errors lower than those provided by the 5 mm
Gaussian filter.
Conversely, since the FDG-guided MAPEM provides regularisation during
the reconstruction process, smoothing is effectively applied at each iteration
(according to Equation 2.37) and so can propagate over the course of many
iterations. This ensures that sufficient noise reduction can be achieved with a
lower value of nMax, without compromising edges or introducing the artefacts
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observed in the FDG-NLM reconstructions in Figures 5.7 and 5.9. It is possible
that alternative methods of using the same [18F]-FDG guidance information,
such as inter-iteration NLM filtering, or the use of [18F]-FDG-derived spatial
basis functions (c.f. [181,182,185]), could alleviate the problems observed when
using NLM filters, although such a comparison was beyond the scope of this
work.
While β and nMax were seen to have a strong impact on reconstructed
image quality, the hyperparameters σf and σs were observed to have a relatively
small impact (Figure 5.10). At sufficiently high values of each, the whole-brain
%MAE, tumour mean and SD, and tumour %MAE were all stable, with results
reflecting those seen in Figure 5.6. This may be due to the baseline values
chosen for the other hyperparameters, particularly nMax. Since the baseline
value of nMax was relatively low (15), the effect of the two kernel widths was
limited; that is to say that once the maximum 15 values had been selected
for each voxel, they were sufficiently similar to that voxel that widening the
weights kernels would make no difference. Future work could account for this
by repeating the analysis of the effects of σf and σs at various values of nMax.
The reconstruction hyperparameters of the [18F]-FDG prior were also ob-
served to have a relatively weak impact on the quality of the FDG-guided re-
constructions (Figure 5.11). The resultant [11C]-methionine images appeared
visually similar when using FDG priors reconstructed with 50, 100, or 200
iterations of MLEM followed by a 4 mm Gaussian smooth. This suggests that
as long as the guiding image is of sufficient quality (i.e. has a sufficient number
of measured counts), the calculated weights will be similar, since the Gaussian
smoothed MLEM image estimate will converge to a low-noise solution. Addi-
tional work could be carried out to assess more fully this impact; in particular
it would be important to know the minimum number of FDG counts that allow
for reliable [11C]-methionine image improvement in a given application before
using the resulting FDG-guided [11C]-methionine images in place of standard
MLEM images.
Future work will also require hyperparameter optimisation based on a larger
number of patient datasets, evaluated in an application-specific manner with
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figures of merit and image quality metrics that relate more directly to the
clinical need of the multi-tracer protocol in question. While %MAE and other
error-based metrics are useful for the preliminary evaluation of reconstruction
methods in simulation studies, they can tend to prefer oversmoothed images
(as seen in Figures 5.8 and 5.9), and so can suggest a sub-optimal set of
reconstruction hyperparameters for a given clinical problem.
Nonetheless, when demonstrated on real data and compared to CT- and
MR-guided reconstructions, the FDG-guidance performed well, visually im-
proving the sharpness and contrast of the thalamus (Figure 5.14). This is an
important result as it suggests that there is some additional/higher quality
information present in the [18F]-FDG image that is not present in either the
CT or MR images. This is supported by visual inspection of the [18F]-FDG,
CT, and MR images, where the inner brain structures possess a visibly higher
contrast in the [18F]-FDG image. However, it is important to consider that
CT and particularly MR images generally possess a superior resolution to PET
images. By not including resolution modelling in the reconstructions in this
Chapter, the performances of the CT- and MR-guided reconstructions may be
degraded compared to their optima.
In general, when performing guided PET image reconstructions, care must
be taken to avoid the so-called ‘cross-talk’ problem: where smoothing penal-
ties are incorrectly translated from the guiding image into the image to be
reconstructed, giving rise to the appearance of features that are not present
in the true radiotracer distribution such as false edges. In the hyperparam-
eter characterisation study performed in this Chapter, the same anatomical
boundary locations were used for both the [18F]-FDG and [11C]-methionine
ground truth images (Figure 5.3), potentially unfairly benefiting the FDG-
guided MAPEM since there was a true close correspondence between the two
images. In fact, when a mismatch was introduced into the phantom by insert-
ing a small [11C]-methionine-specific tumour, this feature was blurred more in
the FDG-guided image reconstruction than in the standard Gaussian smoothed
MLEM reconstruction (Figure 5.12). This result suggests that although the
proposed method can perform well in some situations, it is inadvisable to
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use exclusive FDG-guidance in a weighted quadratic penalty when such mis-
matches are possible. Therefore, before widespread use on clinical data, the
application-specific hyperparameter characterisation mentioned above would
be vital to ensure that the risk of attenuating [11C]-methionine-specific fea-
tures is limited. Alternatively, more advanced guidance methods could be
utilised that would allow the [11C]-methionine data to override the [18F]-FDG
information when appropriate (e.g. [170]). On the other hand, the fact that
the images reconstructed from the real data display improvements with no
visible cross-talk in regions where the radiotracer distributions differ (Figure
5.14) indicates that FDG-guided MAPEM can be robust to the differing dis-
tributions of uptake for two radiotracers that correspond to distinct biological
processes. This robustness was validated further by performing a counts re-
duction experiment whereby [11C]-methionine reconstructions at 10% and 20%
counts levels were compared to the MLEM reconstruction of the 100% counts
dataset. However, due to the low counts levels in the original dataset, valida-
tion had to be performed at a larger voxel size to provide sufficient counts per
voxel in the 100% counts reference image. Nevertheless, the results showed
reduced reconstruction error relative to this reference image when using FDG-
guided MAPEM compared to MLEM. The reconstructed images and the error
maps did not show any visible structure that would be indicative of cross-talk
between the datasets, reinforcing the indications that the method is robust to
cross-talk issues at least down to this voxel size. It would useful to repeat this
experiment in future with a high-counts [11C]-methionine dataset that allows
for the same analysis to be repeated at the standard clinically used voxel size
to verify that there are no smaller radiotracer features that are degraded by
reconstructing [11C]-methionine images with FDG-guidance.
5.5 Summary
In this Chapter we proposed the use of higher quality PET images to guide the
reconstruction of lower quality PET images acquired using other radiotracers.
By using the high quality PET image to define which sets of voxels in the lower
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quality PET image are expected to have similar intensities, edge-preserving,
contrast-invariant, regularised image reconstruction can be performed in a
manner similar to that used in anatomically guided PET reconstruction. To
evaluate the benefits of such a methodology, this Chapter focused on the spe-
cific case of glioma imaging, where using images from both [18F]-FDG and
[11C]-methionine can be used to improve diagnosis. High quality [18F]-FDG
images were used to derive inter-voxel similarity weights within neighbour-
hoods to guide a quadratically-penalised MAPEM reconstruction of the [11C]-
methionine datasets. 3D simulation studies demonstrated lower reconstruction
errors in [11C]-methionine images reconstructed using FDG-guided MAPEM,
as well as superior quantification in a tumour that was hypo-intense in terms
of [18F]-FDG uptake and hyper-intense in terms of [11C]-methionine uptake.
When applied to real patient data, similar improvements were seen across the
image, and furthermore, the [11C]-methionine-specific radiotracer distribution
was maintained when using [18F]-FDG guidance.
Future work will involve further validation of the proposed methodology on
greater numbers of real dataset pairs and extension of the methodology to other
radiotracer pairings. In addition, other penalties from the anatomically guided
PET image reconstruction literature could be tested in the multi-tracer PET
context, in order to attempt to find optimum methods for sharing information
between datasets of complementary radiotracers.
Chapter 6:
Discussion
This thesis has presented novel methods for sharing information between mul-
tiple PET datasets in order to improve the quality of reconstructed images. In
this Chapter, a general discussion about the presented methods is provided,
including limitations, potential applications and areas of future work.
6.1 Difference-Image Priors for Simultaneous Re-
construction of Longitudinal Datasets
In Chapters 3 and 4, image reconstruction priors that acted in the difference
image domain were defined in order to improve longitudinal PET images for tu-
mour monitoring. Each of these priors penalised different aspects of the differ-
ence image, according to mathematical formulations of the prior expectations
on the appearance of such difference images. The assumptions and properties
of each of these priors are briefly reviewed here, before describing what would
be desirable from an ideal difference-image prior. Table 6.1 summarises the
observed effects of the proposed priors and their main characteristics, while
Figure 6.1 shows the effect of the penalty strength β on difference images for
a simplified 2D case reconstructed using each prior.
Firstly, the DS priors were designed to encourage reconstructed longitudi-
nal images that resulted in sparse difference images. As long as the majority of
the background voxels in the corrected difference image (Equation 4.2) are zero
or below some noise threshold, this method achieves meaningful sparsification,
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DS DE DTV
Characteristic












invariant?† No Partially Yes
Noise reduction
in tumours Low Medium High













* see Figure 6.1 for examples.
† i.e. invariance to spatially dependent scaling factors between scans, e.g. grey matter and
white matter changing by differing factors.
Table 6.1: Observed characteristics of the proposed difference-image priors.
Note that some characteristics can be an advantage or a drawback depending
on the context. For example, the preservation of MLEM image quality in
tumours produced by the DS prior may be an advantage if strict adherence to
the data is prioritised, but may be a drawback in terms of the lack of scope
for improvement of tumour reconstructions.
as seen previously in Chapters 3 and 4. As the penalty strength increases, the
number of non-zero elements in the difference image decreases (Figure 6.1).
In cases where the corrected difference is not a priori sparse though, such as
when grey and white matter have separate scaling factors between scans, the
DS prior would be expected to perform poorly due to the existence of addi-
tional valid non-zero differences throughout the image. In the experiments
performed in this thesis, the DS priors achieved higher levels of noise reduc-
tion in the background, while a lower level of noise reduction was observed in
tumours, resulting in images in which the tumours appeared visually similar
to the standard MLEM reconstructions. This property could be considered a
benefit of the DS prior: such tumours represent minimal imposition of prior
expectations where there is no additional data to support noise reduction.
However, this means that the improvement in image quality is limited in the











Figure 6.1: Visualisation of the effect of the DS, DE, and DTV priors using
a simplified 2D example. Top row: As the penalty strength, β, increases,
difference images contain a greater number of zero values. Middle row: The DE
prior provides piecewise constant difference images with sharp edges around
regions of change (blue arrow). Bottom row: The DTV prior also produces
piecewise constant difference images, but with a spatial blurring (red arrow).
tumours, i.e. the areas of interest.
The DE prior seeks image estimates that corresponded to low entropy dif-
ference images. Since low entropy can be visualised as sharp peaks in the
image histogram, corresponding to distinct, separated sets of voxel intensities,
the DE prior can be interpreted as trying to represent the difference image
in terms of the fewest possible unique differences. Although this property
can, in general, manifest in a spatially disjoint manner, using the DE prior
with typical change and noise levels tends to create uniform regions to achieve
this, as observed in Figure 6.1. In particular, in can be seen that the DE
prior provides sharp edges, even at high penalty values (blue arrow). This
method is partially invariant to contrast changes between images, as long as
these changes do not greatly increase image heterogeneity. For the example
mentioned above, where grey and white matter uptake values scale separately
but consistently between scans, the DE prior could perform better than the
DS prior by separating the grey and white matter peaks in the difference im-
age histogram. However, in cases of low-amplitude, heterogeneous contrast
changes, (e.g. a small heterogeneous increase in grey matter activity) the DE
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prior may over-regularise reconstructions in order to merge voxels into a single
difference image peak. In terms of noise reduction within the tumours, the DE
method was observed to have an intermediate effect, caused by its tendency
to group voxels into peaks. The bias of tumour mean values was low with the
DE method in 2D simulations, although this behaviour was not observed in
the real data experiment.
Finally, the DTV prior aimed to produce image estimates that resulted in
difference images with sparse spatial gradients. This achieves a similar out-
come to the DE prior in terms of encouraging uniform regions in the difference
image (Figure 6.1). However, the visual appearance of reconstructed difference
images is different due to the form of the DTV prior; because the spatial gradi-
ents of the difference image are used, there is an explicit spatial regularisation
that is absent from the DE prior. This manifests as a blurring in regions of
change (Figure 6.1, red arrow) and is likely to be the cause of the increased
biases that were observed for the DTV prior in tumours with small radii (e.g.
Figures 4.4(b) and 4.12). However, within tumour regions in the reconstructed
images, the DTV prior allowed greater noise reduction compared to the DE
prior. Indeed, the DTV prior produced the lowest tumour %RMSE values of
the three proposed difference-image penalties (Figures 4.5 and 4.15).
6.1.1 Improving the Difference-Image Priors
Considering the previous discussion about the characteristics of the priors pro-
posed in Chapters 3 and 4, a description of the characteristics of an ideal
difference-image prior may be attempted, along with suggestions about how
this ideal prior may be achieved.
The ideal prior depends on the characteristics expected from the images in
question. To allow the definition of such expectations, this Section considers
difference images in which the only changes present come from the tumours,
and these tumours have homogeneous uptake. Using these assumptions allows
the definition of the following characteristics of an ideal difference-image prior,
in order of preference:
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1. Background noise reduction equivalent to counts-sharing between all
scans,
2. Preservation of tumour mean intensities, allowing longitudinal compar-
isons of mean SUV, and
3. Noise reduction within the tumour, lowering variability of tumour quan-
tification.
Requirement 1 is met by all of the proposed difference-image priors, as shown
in the simulation study in Chapter 4. Requirements 2 and 3 are achieved by
both the DE and the DTV priors to differing degrees. For example, the DE
prior best preserved tumour mean values, whereas the DTV prior provided the
highest levels of noise reduction within tumours.
Of the three methods, the DE prior was the optimum one in simulation
studies, as its only drawback was a relative lack of noise reduction compared
to the DTV prior. Furthermore, the amount of noise reduction achievable
using the DE prior is likely dependent on the Parzen window width used.
While narrower Parzen windows would allow a greater degree of noise reduction
by being able to better discriminate similar difference values, the use of the
OSL reconstruction algorithm limited the Parzen window widths that could
be used in this work. Alternative image reconstruction algorithms, such as the
preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm used in [178], could be used to
allow narrower Parzen windows for enhanced tumour noise reduction.
However, although the DE prior was optimal in 2D simulation studies, real
data results indicated that the DE prior performed worse than the competing
DS and DTV methods in terms of tumour bias (Figure 4.16). This is likely the
result of the presence of other changes in the difference image that affected the
DE prior due to its global nature. Specifically, the existence of changes with
similar magnitudes elsewhere in the difference image caused an increased bias,
since the DE prior attempted to merge these spatially distinct regions into a
single peak in the difference image histogram in order to reduce its entropy.
This limitation can be alleviated by including spatial information in the
entropy-based prior. There are several approaches for including such informa-
tion. One approach is to generate a set of multi-scale images that capture the
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desired spatial information (e.g. with a Gaussian pyramid), and define the
entropy in terms of this set of images [178, 179]. Another approach is to use
two penalty terms, one entropy-based prior and one spatial prior in order to
achieve both types of regularisation simultaneously [176]. This latter method
could be easily incorporated into the difference-image priors by using both the
DE and DTV priors simultaneously.
Another method of including spatial information into entropy-based priors
is to calculate entropy in smaller regions throughout the image rather than
across the whole image, and then aggregate these local entropy measures. For






Hˆj(X,θ) = Hˆ(X, {θk : k ∈ Nj}) (6.2)
is the entropy of the voxel intensities within the image neighbourhood Nj.
Because entropy is non-linear, the sum of the entropy in all neighbourhoods is
distinct from the entropy of the entire image.
Using the LE of difference images would aim to produce difference images
that possess low entropy in neighbourhoods, rather than in the entire image.
In this way, spatially distinct regions would be prevented from affecting each
other.
Figure 6.2 shows a simplified 2D example, demonstrating the potential
improvements that could be obtained by using the local DE (LDE) prior com-
pared to the global DE prior. In this case there are three regions of change,
two of which change by a similar, but not identical, amount between the PET1
and PET2 images (labelled A and B). When images are reconstructed with
the DE prior, the two regions A and B are merged into a single peak in the
difference image (labelled C). This corresponds to an induced bias in both
the A and B regions of change. However, the LDE prior is able to maintain
the separation between the peaks, while achieving comparable levels of noise
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reduction in both the reconstructed images and in the difference image.
These preliminary results suggest that the LDE prior may be able to im-
prove on the DE prior in cases like that observed in Figure 4.17, but a compre-
hensive simulation study such as that performed in Chapter 4 is required to
fully characterise its performance. Furthermore, the LDE prior is considerably
more computationally expensive than the DE prior as it requires calculation
of the DE prior on all neighbourhoods, necessitating the use of more optimal
algorithms to reduce reconstruction times. One potential method for increas-
ing the LDE-PML reconstruction speed is to use Fourier methods to more
efficiently estimate the required difference image PDFs [178].
It is worth noting that although the LDE prior may be a promising area of
future work, it is still limited by the assumption of tumour homogeneity, and
the focus on mean uptake as a marker of tumour activity. There are many cases
where longitudinal tumour monitoring difference images may be highly hetero-
geneous, for example when the tumours themselves are heterogeneous [241],
or when there has been a heterogeneous response to therapy [88]. Similarly,
other measures of tumour activity, such as maximum tumour SUV, may be of
interest [70, 79, 80]. In these cases, the DTV prior may be preferable since it
has been observed to better preserve the pattern of heterogeneous regions (c.f.
Figure 4.18). The evaluation of difference-image priors for such heterogeneous
cases remains for future work.
6.1.2 Relation to the Existing Multi-Dataset Image Re-
construction Literature
To the best of our knowledge, the concept of simultaneously reconstructing
longitudinal oncology treatment monitoring PET datasets has not been pro-
posed before in the research literature. In this thesis, this was achieved by
using difference-image priors to couple pairs of datasets within a longitudinal
series. This approach is related to a variety of existing methods, none of which
were directly applicable to the PET case. For example, penalising aspects
of difference images has been used previously in the prior image constrained
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Figure 6.2: Simplified 2D example comparing the effects of a localised DE
(LDE) and the DE priors. A pair of longitudinal ground truth images were
produced which contained three regions of change (top row). Two of these
regions were close in their difference values (A and B). When reconstructing
simulated PET datasets with DE-PML (third row), the global nature of the
method merged the peaks from A and B into a new peak (C), which corre-
sponded to biased values for both regions A and B. When using the LDE prior
with 15 × 15 neighbourhoods (bottom row), the peaks from regions A and B
remained distinct, reducing the bias in regional quantification. Note that β
values were tuned for both the DE-PML and LDE-PML methods to provide
similar noise levels in the difference images.
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reconstruction of multi-dataset CT [199–203] and MR [211,212] images, as de-
scribed in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3. In particular, both the sparsity and TV of
difference images have been used, sometimes simultaneously [203]. However,
in these cases the baseline image is pre-reconstructed and held constant during
the reconstruction of the follow-up or difference images. This is because CT
or MR images typically possess low image noise, reducing the risk of transfer-
ring noise between images. In fact, to minimise this risk even further, some of
these multi-dataset CT image reconstruction methods include a TV penalty
on the target image itself (c.f. Equation 2.49) [199]. The generally high level
of intrinsic image noise in PET imaging led us to propose a simultaneous re-
construction approach. In this way, the proposed penalties encourage similar
noise levels in all PET images using the entire PET data, thereby effectively
sharing counts between the datasets.
The method of simultaneously reconstructing separate medical imaging
datasets via the use of joint penalties has also been proposed in the past, most
commonly for PET-MR image reconstruction [148, 220–224], as reviewed in
Section 2.4.6. In this case, the types of prior that have been proposed have
been informed by the complementary characteristics of the two imaging modal-
ities. Because clinical MR images often exhibit good soft-tissue contrast and
high spatial resolution, research has aimed to transfer MR edges into PET
images (c.f. MR-guided PET image reconstruction, Section 2.4.1). Moreover,
PET images have provided information to the MR images, potentially allow-
ing increased MR data undersampling while avoiding the artefacts associated
with such undersampling. Consequently, joint PET-MR reconstruction meth-
ods have typically sought to encourage common edges between the imaging
modalities. In tumour monitoring PET studies however, neither image con-
tains high-quality edge information, and tumour edges may change between
scans. For these reasons, the proposed priors operated penalties in the differ-
ence image domain, using characteristics other than joint edges. It is interest-
ing to note that simultaneous ET image reconstruction using joint edges has
been performed before, in the context of dual-radiotracer rest/stress cardiac
imaging using myocardial perfusion SPECT (Section 2.4.5) [215]. However, in
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this case the images possessed high-contrast edges and the structure of interest
(the left ventricular myocardium) had a relatively simple shape.
As well as improving the reconstructed PET images in a longitudinal series,
the difference-image prior methods proposed in this thesis were observed to im-
prove the difference images themselves. Difference images or change maps can
be of interest in a range of ET contexts, for example in the use of ictal/interictal
subtraction SPECT for the detection of epileptic foci [242–244] or the analysis
of responding/non-responding voxels in oncology treatment response assess-
ment [86, 88, 89]. We are aware of only two methods for improving difference
images during image reconstruction in the ET literature [213,214]. These two
approaches reconstructed the difference image directly, using the tomographic
forward model given by Equation 2.51. By the nature of the EM reconstruc-
tion algorithm used, these works reported improved visualisation of regions of
change. Nonetheless, they did not report any improvement in image quality
in terms of reconstruction error or quantification. In future it would be inter-
esting to compare the difference-image prior methods proposed in this thesis
to these direct difference image reconstruction methods. It is suspected that
the extra assumptions included in the methods proposed in this thesis can
further improve the image reconstruction performance relative to the direct
reconstructions which include no prior knowledge or assumptions.
6.2 Multi-Tracer Guided PET Image Reconstruc-
tion
Chapter 5 introduced the concept of guiding the reconstruction of one PET
radiotracer image with another, higher quality, PET image. Although guided
image reconstruction has a long history in ET (see Section 2.4.1), to the best of
the author’s knowledge it has never been applied to multi-tracer PET studies.
As noted above, dual-radiotracer SPECT images have been simultaneously
reconstructed by encouraging joint edges [215], but in that case the image
structure was simple and the motivation was the perfect alignment of both
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scans.
In general, to perform guided image reconstruction, assumptions must be
made about the correspondence of the images in question. In this thesis [18F]-
FDG and [11C]-methionine PET images of the brain were considered, moti-
vated by the observation of similar boundary locations (Figure 5.1). The bi-
ological argument for this is that non-specific radiotracers such as [18F]-FDG
and [11C]-methionine will generally accumulate according to tissue boundaries,
according to the characteristics of the tissues in question. Note that the as-
sumption of similar boundaries made in the multi-tracer guidance of this thesis
is weaker than the joint edges assumption of [215]. This is to account for a)
the more structurally complex edges that occur in brain PET, where structure
may be lost across scales close to the system resolution, b) the weaker edges
present in the low-contrast [11C]-methionine images, and c) the potential mis-
alignment caused by repeated, as opposed to simultaneous, multi-tracer imag-
ing. In a preliminary validation study using a coarse image grid, edge locations
in the two radiotracers were shown to correspond down to a certain voxel size
(Figure 5.16). Future validation making use of the same methodology with
high-counts methionine images reconstructed into finer image grids would be
required to conclude comprehensively the validity of guiding [11C]-methionine
image reconstruction with [18F]-FDG images.
In order to prove that in principle there can be a benefit to transferring in-
formation from one PET image into the reconstruction of another, the weighted
quadratic penalty (Equation 5.2) was used as the guidance method. Whereas
the unweighted quadratic penalty seeks to penalise all pairwise differences
within neighbourhoods, the inclusion of guidance weights allows the strength
of this pairwise difference penalty to be modulated according to the informa-
tion in the guiding image. A popular method of choosing these weights was
proposed by Bowsher, where only the B most similar neighbours for each voxel
have a weight of 1, and all other weights are set to 0 [168,169]. In the case of
anatomically guided ET image reconstruction using binary guidance weights,
the accuracy of the alignment and the structural correspondence between the
guiding image and the target ET image are of high importance.
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To make the reconstructions more robust to these effects, Fessler proposed
the use of blurred weights, representing the uncertainty in the location of an
expected edge [135]. In the proposed multi-tracer method that uses a general
non-binary measure of similarity between voxel pairs (Equation 5.3, similar
to that used in [172]), the weights are naturally blurred by a combination of
the hyperparameter values and the resolution of the guiding PET image. This
results in an increased robustness against misalignment artefacts: the error in
the registration of the attenuation maps may be less than the uncertainty sug-
gested by the natural blur of the weights. In contrast to anatomically guided
PET image reconstruction, which often aims to improve image resolution be-
yond the intrinsic PET resolution (i.e. perform partial volume correction),
the proposed multi-tracer guided image reconstructions aimed to achieve noise
reduction alone.
An important aspect of the calculation of the guidance weights is the spar-
sification of the weights used. If the similarity measure used were perfect,
sparsification would not be necessary other than for computational reasons.
However, similarity measures are imperfect, and so sparsification steps can
improve the quality of reconstructed images (Figure 5.8). In this work a
maximum value sparsification method was used, where only the nMax max-
imum weights for each voxel were kept and all other weights set to zero. For
computational efficiency, this was applied within neighbourhoods rather than
globally. This approach is related to the sparsification used in the Bowsher
method [169]. It is also known that performing maximum value sparsification
using the similarity function in Equation 5.3 is equivalent to using a k-nearest
neighbours sparsification (Equation 2.44a) of composite feature vectors con-
taining the concatenation of patch intensities and location vectors [186]. By
including the spatial information in the sparsification in this manner, the re-
sulting sets of weights are more compact, which can aid the reconstruction of
smaller structures that are unique to the target image [186]. Nonetheless, the
maximum value sparsification method has the disadvantage of enforcing the
use of nMax similarities between voxel pairs in the reconstruction, which may
be inappropriate for small features. Threshold-based sparsification methods













Figure 6.3: The principle of using a spatially variable σf value for calculation
of guidance weights. (a) Use of a global σf value can lead to high similarity
being observed over low-contrast edges (top), despite the clear existence of
such edges. (b) By adapting the σf value according to the local image contrast
(here using a standard deviation filter), similarity over low-contrast edges can
be kept at levels similar to over the high contrast edge.
may alleviate this issue, allowing an adaptive number of non-zero weights per
voxel. For the method proposed in Chapter 5, the weights could be sparsified
by setting wjk to zero for wjk < t, where t is a threshold value between 0 and
1. Note that in the same way as maximum value sparsification of calculated
weights is equivalent to applying k-nearest neighbours in feature space [186],
thresholding calculated weights would be equivalent to using the ε-ball method
(Equation 2.44c) proposed by Wang and Qi [180].
When calculating the guidance weights, the conventional approach is to
use a global value of σf . The value of σf determines the strength of similarity
provided over image edges. However, the optimum magnitude of σf depends
on the magnitude of the edges being considered. Figure 6.3(a) shows how a
global σf value can fail to reflect low-contrast edges in the calculated weights
when the value is chosen based on high-contrast edges. By correcting local
σf values, for example using the local standard deviation, the weights across
the low-contrast edge can be made equivalent to those over the high-contrast
edges (Figure 6.3(b)). Detailed investigation into the use of spatially-variant
σf values remains for future work.
The weighted quadratic penalty is not the only method for incorporating
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guidance information into a PET image reconstruction problem (see Section
2.4.1). Previous work has attempted to compare various guided reconstruction
methods in the context of anatomically guided PET image reconstruction [147,
168,172,173], but it has proven difficult to fully characterise the wide range of
available methods in terms of all relevant hyperparameters in an application-
specific manner. Further investigation into the use of alternative methods will
be necessary in the future in order to be able to make recommendations about
which methods are most useful for the multi-tracer case. In particular, in
the weighted quadratic penalty used in this thesis, the issue of possible cross-
talk remains, for example in the blurring of small [11C]-methionine specific
features in Figure 5.12. One option to reduce the effects of such cross-talk is
to include information from the target image in the calculation of the weights
in an adaptive manner varying with iteration [170, 172]. Alternatively, using
simultaneous reconstruction methods such as the DTV and DE priors proposed
in this thesis for longitudinal oncology imaging could reduce cross-talk, and
the use of joint edge priors like that used in [215] could be explored.
Interestingly, our preliminary results suggest that there can be a benefit
to using multi-tracer guided PET image reconstruction compared to anatom-
ically guided reconstruction alone. Figure 5.14 shows that [18F]-FDG images
can contain additional information compared to CT or MR images, due to
the high contrast of [18F]-FDG images compared to such anatomical images.
Combining information from prior PET and anatomical images may enhance
the guided reconstruction results. Ultimately, investigation of the optimum
guidance images for PET image reconstruction needs to be addressed in an
application-specific manner, where the range of PET and MR images acquired
is the limiting factor in terms of how much prior information is available and
how it can be used.
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6.3 Comparison of Simultaneous and Guided Re-
construction Approaches
This thesis proposed simultaneous and guided image reconstruction methods,
for the cases of oncology treatment monitoring and multi-tracer PET respec-
tively. The methods were informed by the applications in question: by acting
in the difference image domain the simultaneous reconstruction methods aimed
to focus on the characteristic changes in longitudinal oncology scans, and in
order to take advantage of the superior quality of some PET images, the guided
reconstructions transferred spatial information from [18F]-FDG images into the
reconstruction of [11C]-methionine images.
Of course, the choice between simultaneous and guided methods depends
on the quality of the data at hand and the types of assumptions made. For
example, simultaneous reconstructions were selected for the longitudinal oncol-
ogy image reconstruction methods to avoid imprinting the noise present in the
baseline image into the follow-up images. In principle though, if the baseline
image were of a sufficiently high quality, the difference-image penalties used
in this thesis could be applied to the difference between the target follow-up
images and a fixed baseline image, similar to the PIRPLE method in CT image
reconstruction [199,200].
Similarly, although the [18F]-FDG image was held fixed in the proposed
multi-tracer image reconstructions, simultaneous methods would be applicable,
similar to the cross-tracer priors proposed in myocardial SPECT imaging [215].
In fact, the proposed DTV and DE priors could be applicable to the multi-
tracer case, given that they exhibit some level of contrast-invariance.
Importantly, the simultaneous difference-image reconstructions differ from
the guided multi-tracer reconstructions in the amount and nature of noise re-
duction achieved. While the simultaneous methods seemed to posses an upper
limit on noise reduction related to the number of counts in the entire data-
series, the FDG-guided [11C]-methionine reconstructions were able to achieve
a much lower level of image noise. This is due to a difference in the domains in
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which the priors denoise. The difference-image priors denoise in the difference
image, which allows the individual PET images to exhibit higher levels of lon-
gitudinally correlated noise. In contrast, the weighted quadratic penalty used
in the guided multi-tracer reconstructions operated in the [11C]-methionine
image directly, allowing a greater level of noise reduction to be achieved.
However, one important advantage of the difference-image prior methods as
proposed in this thesis is that the noise texture obtained in the reconstructed
images appears similar to that usually obtained by using higher counts levels
(Figures 3.7). In this way, the difference-image priors achieve improvement
to the PET images, but retain the characteristic texture of MLEM images
(Figure 4.14). This more naturally-appearing noise reduction is attractive in
terms of using these methods in routine clinical practice, avoiding the over-
smoothed images often achieved by conventional penalised likelihood recon-
struction methods.
6.4 Relation to Dynamic PET Image Reconstruc-
tion
The methods presented in this thesis are related to methods proposed in the
context of dynamic PET image reconstruction, where the estimation of time-
activity-curves or kinetic parameters is of interest. For example, guided recon-
struction using the kernel method was originally proposed to allow enhanced
reconstruction of early time frames in dynamic PET imaging [180]. Another
example is the use of temporal priors to denoise reconstructed time-activity-
curves, in a straightforward extension of spatial MRF priors (e.g. [245]). How-
ever, there are notable differences between dynamic reconstruction methods
and multi-dataset reconstruction methods. Firstly, dynamic PET data are
usually acquired continuously throughout the biological process of interest,
which ensures that time-frames in the dynamic reconstruction are abutting.
This means that it is easier to encourage temporal similarity between frames,
since it is safe to assume that no large changes have occurred. In the longi-
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tudinal case, the scans could quite feasibly be separated by months, which is
ample time for very large changes to occur. Secondly, because the overall aim
of dynamic reconstruction is often to estimate kinetic parameters according
to pharmacokinetic compartmental models, there can be a greater level of ro-
bustness to errors in individual isolated voxel values throughout the dynamic
series. On the other hand, in longitudinal studies the exact values of voxels
and ROIs can be very important for a given single scan, often more so than
the case of a single frame within a dynamic reconstruction. Finally, in dy-
namic PET contexts, the number of time frames is considerably higher than
the typical number of scans available for longitudinal studies. This limitation
of longitudinal studies means that it is more difficult to devise meaningful
longitudinal models which would be suitable for direct incorporation into the
image reconstruction method.
6.5 Experimental Limitations
In the simulation studies performed in the course of this thesis, some sim-
plifications and assumptions were made. The PET data simulations used an
analytic approach where Poisson noise was introduced to noise-free projection
data of ground truth images, with effects like attenuation, randoms, and scat-
ters modelled and applied in sinogram space. While Monte Carlo simulations
allow more accurate data simulation since they model physical effects on an
event-by-event basis, they are computationally expensive and are generally of
most use when the effects of these physical processes are specifically of interest.
The analytic approach taken in this thesis is conventionally used for the char-
acterisation of PET image reconstruction methods [246], where the differences
in reconstruction performance between methods is of interest rather than the
absolute performance of each.
An important assumption made in the definition of the ground truth im-
ages in this thesis was that all tumours were homogeneous in their intensity.
This assumption is common in the simulation of PET datasets, but in clinical
PET imaging heterogeneous tumours are frequently encountered [241]. Test-
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ing reconstruction methods on simulated heterogeneous tumours is difficult,
since there is a general lack of models that allow many such heterogeneous
tumours to be defined in a biologically meaningful way. The use of homoge-
neous tumours as used in this thesis allows for investigation of reconstruction
performance as a function of tumour characteristics, permitting preliminary
experiments in validating the proposed methods over a range of tumours (Fig-
ures 4.10 and 4.11). Of course, the relevance of tumour heterogeneity depends
on the PET application being considered. For this reason, further validation
should be performed on real datasets, where the natural variability of the dis-
ease being studied will be present. In such contexts, application-specific figures
of merit would need to be used given the absence of ground truth images.
Throughout this thesis, measurement of image quality has primarily fo-
cused on reconstruction error (%RMSE or %MAE), or tumour mean values.
Reconstruction error is a useful metric of reconstruction performance when a
ground truth image is available, but it can be misleading in terms of clinical
utility since it is unknown to what extent the ground truth images used in
simulation studies reflect the spatial distributions of radiotracer uptake en-
countered in vivo. For this reason, the mean tumour intensity was included
as a surrogate measure of the mean SUV that is typically used clinically for
homogeneous tumours. The methods proposed in this thesis showed promise
in simulation studies and real data case studies, but ultimately they will need
to be validated on large numbers of PET datasets for specific contexts, for
example head and neck cancer cases like that used in Chapter 4.
6.5.1 Algorithm Choice and Implementation
EM algorithms have been used exclusively in this thesis to solve the proposed
optimisation problems. For the difference-image prior methods the one-step-
late approximation first proposed by Green [143,151] was implemented, which
uses the gradient of the penalty function evaluated at the current image esti-
mate to allow a closed form update similar to that of standard MLEM (Equa-
tion 2.33). The main disadvantage of this approach is that it is not guaranteed
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to converge to a global maximum of the PML objective function and it can
result in unstable reconstructions when the penalty strength β is large enough
(c.f. the oscillatory behaviour seen in Figure 3.7, even where β was not exces-
sive). However, the OSL method is simple to implement and can give valuable
insight into the characteristics of selected priors. Furthermore, because the
update formula is very similar to MLEM, the OSL method retains many of its
benefits and converges at a similar rate (Figure 4.7), making comparisons to
MLEM reconstructions fair.
In the multi-tracer guided PET image reconstruction work presented in
Chapter 5, a modified EM algorithm was used: the method of De Pierro [153].
In this case, a surrogate for the quadratic penalty can be employed, allowing
a separable update formula to be defined (see [154] for details). This method
has the advantages of guaranteed convergence, simple implementation, and
the ability to use any value for the penalty strength. In terms of comparison
between PML reconstructions and MLEM reconstructions, the modified EM
algorithm has a different convergence behaviour which hinders the comparison
of both methods. In this thesis the standard approach of using a high number
of iterations (200) was used to address this problem.
The modified EM algorithm can be applied to smooth `1-norm penalties
[137, 142], making it potentially applicable to the DS and DTV priors. How-
ever, the convergence of the reconstruction is adversely affected, with the rate
of convergence decreasing as the prior becomes increasingly non-smooth [137].
There are other algorithms that have been recently developed for the use of
`1-norm priors in PET image reconstruction [137,138,140], but these methods
are often less straightforward to implement, with elaborate bent-line-searches
to be performed to avoid negative image values, or numerous hyperparameters
to be tuned to obtain reliable performance. Investigation of applying these
more advanced optimisation algorithms to the case of multi-dataset PET im-
age reconstruction remains for future work.
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6.5.2 The Role of Accurate Alignment Operators
Multi-dataset PET images are often misaligned when viewed in their native
spaces, due to varying bed position and changes in subject pose between the
scans, amongst others. For this reason, alignment of the image spaces is vital
to permit the transfer of information between scans while ensuring good corre-
spondence. In this thesis the existence of additional imaging data is assumed,
from which alignment operators can be calculated. In general, for PET imag-
ing, this is a reasonable assumption given that attenuation maps are routinely
acquired with PET data to allow attenuation correction. Furthermore, these
attenuation maps are typically acquired with CT or MR, exhibiting superior
image resolution compared to the PET images to be aligned, thereby reducing
potential misregistration errors. Nonetheless, the use of additional images to
align two PET images can fail when there is motion between the acquisition
of the attenuation maps and the PET data. For MR images in PET-MR pro-
tocols, this issue is mitigated by the fact that an attenuation map is generally
acquired simultaneously to (a portion of) the PET data acquisition. For CT-
based attenuation correction in PET-CT the risk of misalignment is greater
due to the non-simultaneity of the data acquisitions.
In the experiments on difference-image priors for simultaneous reconstruc-
tion of longitudinal oncology PET images, non-rigid registration of co-acquired
CT images was used to estimate the required alignment operators. Although
this method produced good results, additional studies are required to verify
the robustness of the method. Performing such a validation study would be
vital in future, given recent research showing that non-rigid alignment of lon-
gitudinal oncology images can impact the calculation of tumour statistics [92].
To alleviate this problem, some research into voxel-wise analysis of longitudi-
nal tumour changes have used rigid or affine alignment of tumours, forgoing
accurate alignment in the remainder of the PET images [86, 89]. Ultimately,
the alignment of PET images containing tumours remains an open question,
although the methods proposed in Chapter 4 are general enough to include
any alignment operator that can be expressed in a matrix form.
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For the FDG-guided [11C]-methionine image reconstruction experiments,
a rigid alignment based on the MR-derived attenuation maps was considered
suitable, because the brain does not typically undergo non-rigid motion, espe-
cially over the short time intervals typical in multi-tracer PET studies (<24 hr).
The results of the real data test supported this assumption, with no visible
misalignment errors.
As well as using side information to estimate the alignment operators, there
is also the opportunity to estimate them from the PET data directly. Simulta-
neous estimation of images and alignment operators has been performed before
in PET image reconstruction [230, 231, 233] and in longitudinal CT image re-
construction [199, 200]. These methods could be included in the techniques
presented in this thesis, possibly as a way to allow the PET data to override
or correct, where necessary, erroneous alignment estimated from the attenua-
tion maps.
6.6 Future Prospects
Although this thesis focused on tumour response imaging and multi-tracer
PET, the methods presented could be useful in a range of other applica-
tions. For example, the difference-image priors could help in the aforemen-
tioned reconstruction of ictal/inter-ictal SPECT scans for the detection of
epileptic foci [242–244], the longitudinal observation of neurodegenerative dis-
eases [27, 28], or brain activation and receptor mapping studies [50–55]. Ul-
timately, we hope that the work presented in this thesis will inspire the use
of multi-dataset coupling of PET images during reconstruction in a range of
contexts.
Nonetheless, there also remains much work to be done in fully characteris-
ing the benefits of the proposed methods in the applications considered within
this work. The difference-image prior methods, for example, improve the vi-
sualisation of difference images, potentially allowing easier discrimination of
regions of change from the background. In oncology treatment monitoring
scans this may allow improved detection, localisation, or delineation of regions
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of change. Future work will include investigating difference-image priors in
terms of their receiver operating characteristics in order to determine in which
cases these methods offer the most benefits.
As with many noise reduction methods in PET, there is also the oppor-
tunity to reduce patients’ exposure to radiation by lowering the amount of
injected radioactivity. For the difference-image priors, the maximum level of
noise reduction possible is related to the number of scans in the longitudinal
series. By coupling S datasets in the reconstruction it was observed that it
is possible to reduce noise to levels similar to those typically observed when
reconstructing datasets containing S times the number of counts, while provid-
ing the naturally-appearing noise reduction described previously. A corollary
of this is that if there is a fixed amount of activity, A (in Bq), to be applied
throughout a longitudinal series, it is possible to split this in to S scans of A/S
Bq while maintaining similar noise levels equivalent to a single A Bq scan. Fu-
ture work will investigate this splitting of the data, focusing on whether it
is preferable to split the data evenly or unevenly between S scans, and on
determining the maximum number of such splittings that is useful.
Chapter 7:
Conclusions
7.1 Contributions of this Thesis
The primary aim of this thesis was to propose and explore methods for sharing
information between multiple PET datasets during image reconstruction in
order to improve the output images. This was motivated by the existence of
intra-subject similarity in such data-series.
With the exception of a handful of papers in the ET image reconstruc-
tion literature [213–215], this is an area that has historically been overlooked.
This thesis presented two approaches for such multi-dataset PET image recon-
struction: the application of difference-image priors in a simultaneous image
reconstruction framework, and the use of high quality PET images to guide
the reconstruction of poorer quality ones.
Difference-image priors were applied to oncology treatment response PET
imaging. Initial priors were designed to encourage sparse difference images be-
tween a pair of oncology treatment monitoring scans, based on the assumption
that the majority of voxels in such scans exhibit the same metabolic activity
longitudinally. These were named difference sparsity (DS) priors. A 2D sim-
ulation study and 3D split real data experiments showed that the use of DS
priors reduced image-wide reconstruction error and increased the contrast-to-
noise ratio of tumours in reconstructed images. Following this, the simulta-
neous longitudinal image reconstruction framework was extended to allow the
reconstruction of an arbitrary number of scans and to account for factors such
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as scan misalignment and variations in injected activity levels. Furthermore,
additional difference-image priors were defined, encouraging low entropy and
low total variation in difference images (known as the DE and DTV priors
respectively). Further 2D simulation studies demonstrated that when recon-
structing S datasets, all three priors could reduce background image noise to
levels approaching standard reconstruction methods applied to datasets with
S times the number of counts. However, the three priors differed in their
performance in terms of the representation of tumours in the reconstructed
images. Of the three priors, the DE prior best preserved the clinically rele-
vant tumour mean measure, while the DTV prior provided the lowest tumour
reconstruction error levels due to high levels of noise reduction within the tu-
mour itself. Application to a real data case study showed that the DTV prior
was most robust to the errors associated with real data, such as the existence
of regions of change not attributable to the tumour. Based on these results,
recommendations for future difference-image priors were made, with a local
DE prior showing improvements over the DE prior in a simplified 2D example.
Ultimately, the use of difference-image priors for longitudinal oncology moni-
toring PET imaging has the potential to improve image quality via naturally
appearing noise reduction, enhance the detection of regions of change, and
reduce variability in the quantification of tumour activity.
Guided reconstruction was proposed for the case of multi-tracer PET imag-
ing, with the aim of reducing image noise and improving quantification. A
weighted quadratic penalty was adopted and applied to the case of [18F]-
FDG/[11C]-methionine imaging of brain tumours. In this method, structural
information was extracted from a fixed [18F]-FDG image, and embedded in the
reconstruction of a [11C]-methionine dataset. 3D simulation studies explored
the effects of the various hyperparameters of the method, before application
to real [18F]-FDG/[11C]-methionine data. Guiding the reconstruction of the
[11C]-methionine dataset with [18F]-FDG structural information reduced im-
age noise levels while preserving edges. Furthermore, compared to CT- and
MR- guided PET reconstructions, FDG-guidance produced lower levels of blur-
ring in some areas of the [11C]-methionine image due to the increased contrast
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of the [18F]-FDG image. General patterns of [11C]-methionine uptake were
visually unaffected by the use of FDG-guidance. Overall, the results of these
experiments showed that multi-tracer guided reconstruction has the poten-
tial to improve the reconstruction of low-counts PET images when anatomical
guidance information is not available, or is of insufficient quality.
7.2 Future Work
Following the promising results obtained within this thesis, there are many
avenues of research for future work. The use of difference-image priors for the
reconstruction of longitudinal PET images showed promise when applied to the
challenging specific case of tumour monitoring. Future work involves improv-
ing upon the priors explored in this thesis (for example, using the LDE prior
proposed in Chapter 6), including adaptation to heterogeneous tumours, and
application-specific testing using clinical datasets. In addition, the difference-
image priors are suitable for other contexts, such as ictal/inter-ictal SPECT
imaging, longitudinal imaging of neurodegenerative diseases, or receptor map-
ping studies. Application of difference-image priors in these other contexts
raises many opportunities for the improved detection and localisation of re-
gions of change.
This thesis also proposed the use of guided reconstructions in multi-tracer
PET. While we focused on [18F]-FDG/[11C]-methionine imaging, there are
many other applications that may benefit from this reconstruction approach
in areas such as oncology and neurology. Future work would include assessment
of guided reconstructions in these other contexts in order to ascertain which
benefit most from guidance. Furthermore, in this thesis a weighted quadratic
penalty was used to apply the desired guidance, potentially leading to elevated
reconstruction errors when there is a large mismatch between PET images.
Future work would explore the applicability of other options available from
the anatomically guided reconstruction literature, including the use of self-
guidance information, that could further improve guided image reconstruction
accuracy and robustness.
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Appendix:
Derivation of Gradient Terms for
Difference-Image Priors
Given the set of longitudinal images {θs}, the general difference-image prior







where u(·) is some function applied to the difference images, and the difference
images are corrected for varying activity levels and misalignment according to:
δsk = αkMkθk − αsMsθs, (A.2)
where αs is a scaling factor to account for the activity level in scan s and Ms
is a spatial operator that transforms the longitudinal image θs into the single
space where all difference images are calculated.

























Here the total derivative has been split into two contributing terms where
k = b and where s = b (since s = k = b has no contribution to the gradient
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because the difference image is always zero in these cases).






































































where [·]j denotes the jth element of a vector expression.
Using an identical argument, the remaining term in Equation A.3 can be









where the negative arises from the reversing of the order of the images in the
definition of the difference image.
































Now, since δbk = −δkb and the derivative is a linear operator, it is apparent
that ∇ubk = −∇ukb. Furthermore, since both indices s and k sum over all
contributions from all longitudinal scans, k can be replaced by s.




























Finally, since wsb and wbs represent the coupling between scans s and b, it













This is the gradient of a general difference-image prior given in Equation
4.4, as used in Chapter 4.
